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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to develop a methodology to model and simulate the dynam-
ics of Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) power plants, and to demonstrate and validate
this methodology by performing experiments on a laboratory-scale ORC plant. Typi-
cal plant models for ORCs provide steady state analysis of thermodynamic cycles and
losses, but for a system that has complex starting mechanisms and undergoes fluctua-
tions in operating conditions due to environmental effects, dynamic models are needed
to predict how the system will behave. Two main questions are interesting to an ORC
designer. What is the start-up and shut-down time of the plant? And: What effect does
an unprecedented slow or sharp transient in one or multiple physical variables have
on the system?
There are a number of modelling libraries available for the simulation of Rankine
cycles, however there is no complete package that covers all potential dynamic sce-
narios and is fully documented with guidance on how to develop a stable dynamic
model. Issues such as component selection and parameterisation criteria, compilation
of stable models in large systems, simulation initialisation strategies, and heat transfer
model selection present many challenges to the inexperienced modeller. This thesis
aims to address these issues and document strategies to overcome them.
Existing modelling libraries do not include extensive heat transfer models that can
accurately simulate the heat exchange that occurs during dynamic transients in ORC
heat exchangers. Void fraction is a critical variable for the dynamics of a closed thermo-
dynamic cycle that depends on accurate heat transfer models, and models that switch
between single-phase and two-phase heat transfer correlation are beneficial here. De-
velopment of an extension of the existing heat transfer models to better model these
effects is another aim of this thesis.
A smaller ORC laboratory that is separate to the main facility used in this project
was available early in the thesis to test initial heat exchanger and cycle modelling re-
sults. An intermediate project goal was to use this laboratory to model and analyse a
novel small-scale solar cogeneration unit that uses cheap and available components to
heat water and produce power using a scroll expander. The completion of this goal
was seen as a fundamental step toward understanding the physical characteristics of
an ORC that is producing power, and to observe the system dynamics. The results of
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the study include a typical day’s power output for various times of the year, and show
the competitiveness of this type of system.
The major contributions that originate from the main body of work on the larger
ORC facility are:
• Development of extended pipe models that include an extra wall for heat transfer
to a shell or the environment;
• Development of detailed, deterministic plate heat exchanger models with de-
scriptive parameters that can be quickly configured by an inexperienced mod-
eller. These include extensions to heat transfer models and a new phase switch-
ing method that is more accurate and robust than those currently available;
• Implementations of a number of heat transfer correlations into the existing li-
braries, and discussion on when and how the best place to use them is;
• Development of an extended expansion valve model and discussion on how best
to characterise, parameterise, and initialise it;
• Tutorial on how to choose the correct models and initialisation parameters for a
compiled organic Rankine cycle model; and
• Discussion on initialisation strategies for the compiled ORC model, and presen-
tation of a preferred initialisation method.
The developed models were configured for simulation of the target experimental
ORC. Experimentally stable operating state points representative of the entire operat-
ing range of the ORC were chosen as target conditions to compare steady state and
dynamic simulation results against. The steady state points at pressure and temper-
ature sensors between each component in the ORC were used to record data for six
steady state cases. Two pressure sensor locations were chosen as representative of the
ORC low-side and high-side pressures, based on their proximity to the primary pres-
sure drop driver, the expansion valve. Twelve dynamic test cases using variations in
expansion valve closure and pump speed were used to record dynamic test data for
comparison against simulation data.
A pressure deviation of less than 6 % was observed in all steady state test cases
except one. The outlying highest deviation case showed 16 % deviation in the low- side
pressure variable. The simulation results for the dynamic test cases matched up closely
to the experimental data. The observed deviation between simulation and experiment
results for settling time was less than 20 seconds for the worst matching cases. In five
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out of twelve cases, the dynamic pressure transient matched the experimental data
with almost zero deviation.
The approach taken in this project can be used as a guide for future researchers and
model developers to overcome the aforementioned issues in order to further advance
research in the area of dynamic modelling of Organic Rankine Cycles.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The consensus within the scientific community on global warming is that humans are
causing it. This was the conclusion given in a comprehensive analysis of peer-reviewed
scientific literature by Cook et al. (2013), and is the result of a general trend of consen-
sus going back to the late-20th century. This is concerning for all involved parties—that
is, all of the inhabitants of our planet. Indeed, many corporations, governments, sci-
entific institutions and conservationists are realising the evidence of anthropomorphic
climate change and are considering the consequences of a vast number of potential
future actions. Renewable energy adoption is one course of action which benefits all
of the interested parties in different ways, and offers the possibility of improving the
outlook of the world’s liveability by creating jobs, energy, research opportunities, and
reducing our dependence on fossil fuels. There is a great time and monetary invest-
ment required to ensure a dependable supply of renewable energy from any particular
source, and a great deal of research, innovation, trials, and economic studies are nec-
essary. Progress is happening, and this thesis on the dynamic modelling of organic
Rankine power cycles is one research contribution aimed at furthering the progress of
the renewable energy revolution.
Organic Rankine Cycles (ORCs) are power generation cycles that operate in the
same fashion as conventional steam power cycles, but replace the water with an or-
ganic working fluid, such as a refrigerant or hydrocarbon. This was an important in-
novation that has allowed low-temperature cycles to become very efficient and easy to
maintain (Kitz, 2007). Geothermal, solar thermal, and waste-heat are prime candidates
to make use of ORCs, but there is no fully established base of knowledge available to
the scientific community on the performance of these types of cycles. For example,
in the development of prototypes and test plants for ORCs, a good estimation of the
predicted behaviour of the plant under design is highly desired. Steady state models
have been available for many years, however, for a system that has complex starting
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mechanisms and undergoes fluctuations in operating conditions, dynamic models are
needed to predict how the system will behave. The dynamic model is also a foundation
for developing control systems for an early design on a power plant.
Much of the recent research in this field has focused on finding the ideal fluids
and developing turbines and heat exchangers that are most efficient for the given
power plant and conditions at the nominally steady operating point (Franco and Vil-
lani, 2009). The initial motivation for this thesis project was that the Queensland
Geothermal Energy Centre of Excellence (QGECE) of the University of Queensland
desired models to describe the dynamic behaviour of its upcoming test facilities. Such
models, once validated, can be scaled up to assist with the design of future projects.
Useful dynamic questions about the power plant should be answerable by applying
these models, such as:
• What is the dispatch time of the turbine and is it significant compared to the heat
transients in the heat exchangers and other components?
• What is the start-up and shut-down time of the plant?
• What effect does an unpredicted slow or sharp transient in one or multiple phys-
ical variables have on the system?
Some of these questions require further modelling of control systems and strategies
that are commonly used in such real-world thermal plants. Once a robust dynamic
model is produced, these control studies would be able to be pursued.
An especially compelling case for building effective dynamic models is for solar
thermal, where the input heat source is erratic and can even temporarily go to zero
due to unforeseeable environmental phenomena. This can be problematic for all scales
of networks, because the energy input fluctuations cannot be predicted and thus it is
difficult for network operators to follow the load demand. Solar thermal ORCs can
make use of thermal storage, such as a tank of water, to act as a buffer and reduce the
effect on the power output during intermittency. Using thermal storage, there will be
a proportional delay to start-up when the sun comes up, and operation will last longer
after the sun goes down. This trait is interesting because there is potential to match the
power output of a solar thermal plant with the peak power consumption of a consumer
base, and the parameters can be calibrated using a dynamic system model.
Additional motivation for having a dynamic model of the plant arise from the ques-
tion of the operation scenarios for geothermal power plants. For instance, it is known
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that they are generally able to produce baseload power, but can they also be operated
as peaking power plants? In this mode, the dispatch speed would be important and
this depends on the dynamics of the plant. Another scenario that requires a knowl-
edge of the dynamic behaviour is for supply to an isolated grid that utilises power
from multiple sources, such as a remote community or mining operation. In this case,
the dynamics of each of the contributing power sources is required to understand the
overall dynamics of the network.
There are a number of well-developed modelling frameworks for the simulation of
Rankine cycles. They are all still under heavy development, and there is no complete
package that covers all potential dynamic scenarios and is fully documented with a full
suite of examples and guidance on how to get up a working and stable dynamic model
from the basics. There are also some very interesting areas of heat exchanger dynamic
modelling which could use further attention, especially since the heat exchangers are
the main driving force behind the heat-related dynamics in a power system.
1.1 Thesis objectives
The aim of this thesis is to utilise the best available
modelling frameworks to develop a reliable methodology to
simulate the dynamics of organic Rankine cycle power
plants, and to demonstrate and validate this methodology on
an experimental plant accessible by the author.
To achieve this end goal, there are a number of intermediate steps required to learn the
appropriate modelling skills in a new modelling environment, and to produce some
meaningful outcomes along the way. The objectives of the thesis are:
• Create steady-state reference models of the QGECE laboratory low-pressure ORC
• Source and validate a detailed static model of the laboratory ORC scroll expander
using the Modelica programming environment
• Utilise the scroll expander model in a novel test scenario involving solar cogen-
eration
• Find the most suitable and advanced dynamic modelling language and/or tool
by searching the scientific literature
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• Research previous efforts to create dynamic models of Rankine cycles and other
power cycles
• Choose an existing thermal power cycle dynamic modelling library that is ac-
tively developed and is widely used with documented positive outcomes
• Effectively utilise the chosen library to develop a dynamic model of an ORC
power plant
• Assist the QGECE team to bring a new experimental facility into working con-
dition, and record the first experimental results, focusing on scenarios with cycle
dynamics
• Adapt the dynamic model to the configuration of the QGECE Pinjarra Hills Re-
newable Power Generation Laboratory High Pressure Loop, and experimentally
validate the steady state and dynamics of the model.
Whilst pursuing these objectives, a focus on the documentation of the entire pro-
cess of developing the dynamic models in this thesis should be maintained. There are
many subtle and complex aspects to the proper object-oriented modelling and code
housekeeping procedures, as well as attaining model stability and minimizing com-
putational time. These kinds of processes are not always fully documented in journal
papers or model information pages that are usually written to be concise and informa-
tive.
For any new models that must be developed in this thesis, ease of use is a neces-
sary requirement to ensure they can be quickly learnt and updated by other researchers
who wish to run new simulations. This should be achieved by ensuring proper doc-
umentation, logical hierarchical structure, minimal descriptive parameters, maximum
reusability of models and functions.
An intermediate goal of the project is to create and experimentally validate a static
model of a scroll expander, such as the one in the QGECE laboratory thermal power
loop, in the Modelica language. This exercise is set to both develop the author’s exper-
tise in the modelling software, and to produce some novel outcomes for challenging
design scenarios involving solar cogeneration using a scroll expander.
1.2 Dissertation outline
The remainder of this document will be structured as follows. In Chapter 2 a summary
is presented of the relevant background information on the topics of renewable energy,
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theory on organic Rankine cycles, dynamic modelling of power systems, and scroll
expanders and cogeneration.
A detailed review of the current state of the art and prior literature is presented in
Chapter 3. This will link the project motivations discussed previously with the litera-
ture, and determine the scope for the project. The review includes literature on power
cycles (Sec. 3.1), working fluids (Sec. 3.2), dynamic modelling techniques (Sec. 3.3),
heat exchanger modelling (Sec. 3.4), dynamic simulation studies on non-Rankine cycle
systems (Sec. 3.5), and scroll expander modelling (Sec. 3.6).
Chapter 4 presents an ORC configuration for solar thermal cogeneration that may
be competitive in applications that need both electricity and heat, such as process heat
for a brewery or water heating for a larger dwelling unit. A scroll expander model is
sourced from the literature, coded into the Modelica language, calibrated using exper-
iments, and applied in the system model.
In Chapter 5, a Modelica model based on an existing and available-for-testing or-
ganic Rankine cycle is presented. This model is based on a combination of the most
advanced thermodynamic modelling libraries available. A great emphasis is placed
on the heat exchanger models. A new approach to creating deterministic models of
plate and shell heat exchangers and two-phase transitioning is implemented. Consid-
erations for plant model initialisation are also discussed.
Chapter 6 is a summary of the validation efforts for the presented dynamic model.
Six steady state cases and twelve dynamic cases are examined to answer the key ques-
tions as to whether the combination of all utilised models are valid, stable, and working
as intended.
The concluding section provides: a summary of the findings during the course of
the project; a commentary on the scope, validity and reusability of the presented dy-
namic model; and some suggestions for further implementations of the existing li-
braries and potential improvements.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Australia’s renewable energy situation
The energy situation is Australia has for a long time been reliant on coal, oil and gas.
And in light of the recent overwhelming evidence of man-made climate change, pub-
lic policy for the future production of energy has been slowly shifting toward one of
renewable and ‘green’ power (Goswami and Kreith, 2007). Globalisation has made
this issue a worldwide one, and research and collaboration on all available options
for green energy has become more important than ever before. Some of the most
advanced green technologies include hydropower, solar photovoltaic, solar thermal,
wind power, and shallow aquifier geothermal. Each of these comes with its own dis-
advantages: solar and wind power are bound to intermittent environmental conditions
and cannot provide baseload power without advanced and expensive batteries; hydro
has an enormous geographic footprint and cost; and aquifier geothermal is generally
low capacity and reliant on localised heat sources which may or may not be completely
renewable in a short time-frame.
So there is no singular renewable energy solution, and the transition away from
fossil fuels cannot be made quickly. The next energy situation goal for the developed
world should consist of a great variety of renewable energy solutions which makes up
the majority of power generation, backed up with a solid reserve of reliable fossil fuels.
Each regional solution would be tailored to its own circumstances, but the availability
of high-quality research and reliable demonstrations for the proposed green energy
solutions is paramount to the success of any such movement.
In Australia, the major areas of advancement in renewable energy can best be sum-
marised by studying an overview of the projects funded by the Australian Renew-
able Energy Agency (ARENA), an independent agency established by the Australian
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Government (ARENA, 2014). ARENA is involved in more than 200 projects around
Australia, from community projects to industry projects and demonstrations to re-
search and development funding schemes, and has approximately AU$2.5 billion of
funding to invest and support. The technologies being advanced include bioenergy,
geothermal, hybrid and enabling technologies, hydropower, ocean energy, and solar
energy, and projects are found all across the country. Of special interest to this thesis
are geothermal and solar thermal energy, since they both can utilise organic Rankine
cycles to generate power.
The Queensland Geothermal Energy Centre of Excellence (QGECE), established in
2007, is one hub for renewable energy research, primarily as a centre of information
and technology regarding geothermal energy development for hot dry rock resources
in Australia (University of Queensland, 2013). The Centre research program includes
many projects ranging from exploration and geology, through thermodynamic power
cycle and heat exchanger development, to electricity production and distribution to
the main power grid.
The QGECE is home to a number of research facilities, including the Pinjarra Hills
High Pressure Turbine Testing Facility. Eventually, this facility will test supercritical cy-
cles and suitable turbines, but currently it is at the stage where it is ideal to test organic
Rankine cycles, and includes all the instrumentation required for dynamic testing. This
system is the primary target for the development of the thermodynamic models in this
thesis.
2.1.1 Geothermal prospects
Australia is not geographically located in a traditional geothermal hot spot, which
would have an abundance of hot springs, shallow aquifier systems, or ideally vol-
canic fields. Also, the hot climate makes heat rejection in traditional plants very costly
(CSIRO, 2011). However, geothermal energy extracted from hot dry rocks, known as
Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS), is a promising avenue of research in Australia
due to its enormous potential for emission-free and renewable energy. These systems
rely on stimulation of hot dry granite rock basins to create a fractured path for geother-
mal brine to pass through. This heated brine is recovered at the surface, and used
to produce energy in a traditional power cycle, as is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. An esti-
mate from the Centre for International Economics suggests that Australia has enough
geothermal energy to meet electricity consumption for 450 years (Garnaut, 2007).
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of EGS binary plant setup (Hot Rock Energy, 2009)
One such hot dry rock basin lies in the Cooper Basin which, according to Geody-
namics (2010), has the hottest known rocks in the world at economic drilling depths
outside of volcanic centres, up to 300◦C. Currently, the most advanced EGS projects
in Australia are near the Cooper Basin. Geodynamics has recently commissioned a
1 MWe pilot plant called Habanero near Innamincka, South Australia (Geodynamics,
2013). Fig. 2.2 (a) shows the location of the Cooper Basin on a geothermal heat map at
5km depth, provided by the Australian Geothermal Energy Association (2013).
Although EGS are the most eagerly pursued geothermal prospects, due to the high
temperatures and potential, they are also very difficult to access and develop due to ex-
treme depths and difficult earth to drill through. Shallow aquifier systems, though not
generally explored or pursued in Australia, present a more approachable challenge.
The Great Artesian Basin is the largest of its kind in the world, covering 1,700,000
square kilometers with temperatures ranging from 30–100◦C. Birdsville is a small, iso-
lated town in central-west Queensland, somewhat nearby the Cooper Basin. It is home
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Figure 2.2: (a) Population density (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2012); and (b) Geothermal
heat map (Australian Geothermal Energy Association, 2013)
to Australia’s first geothermal power plant, the Birdsville Geothermal Power Station,
which utilises flow from the Great Artesian Basin of about 27 l/s at about 90◦C. This is
run through an organic Rankine cycle to generate 80kW for the town (Ergon Energy,
2014). This facility has not been replicated since, perhaps due to a low return on in-
vestment, but with the current more advanced technology in organic Rankine cycles,
perhaps this quality of resource is worth another look.
An associated challenge for Australian geothermal energy is in the requirements
for the transmission network. Australia is a large continent with a population that is
clustered around the coastal areas, especially in the east and south-east, as seen in Fig.
2.2 (b). It is evident that a high power transmission network is needed to support any
system that lies so far away from the population centres on the coast. The Queensland
Geothermal Energy Centre of Excellence (2013) Power Transmission Group conducted
a feasibility study which concluded that it is technically feasible to connect the Cooper
Basin geothermal resource into the existing Queensland high voltage transmission net-
work. The group does emphasize that the results are based on a snapshot of power
flow data of the Queensland network and do not include dynamic stability studies.
Dynamic models such as those presented in this thesis would be useful to aiding such
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dynamic stability studies for power transmission.
2.1.2 Solar thermal prospects
Solar thermal is another technology of interest because the power cycles used are very
similar and can be modelled similarly to geothermal plants, and the resource temper-
ature is highly variable and can be similar to geothermal brine temperatures. Solar
thermal scenarios show interesting dynamics, since generation is dependent on the
sun intensity and there are many environmental factors which can affect this.
The largest solar thermal projects under development in Australia are from the Aus-
tralian Solar Thermal Research Initiative (ASTRI), as well as the Kogan Creek Solar
Boost project, valued at AU$104 million (ARENA, 2014). The major aim of the ASTRI
program is to lower the cost of solar thermal power to 12 cents a kilowatt hour by
2020, by producing targeted research programs and producing large-scale collabora-
tion on concentrated solar power across Australia (CSIRO, 2014b). Some key projects
underway involve research and demonstrations to reduce heliostat costs, increase re-
ceiver performance, explore reliable low-cost phase change material thermal storage
systems, improve efficiency with supercritical carbon dioxide systems, and explore
mirror cleanliness and solar reactor development (CSIRO, 2014a).
The Kogan Creek Solar Boost project is a 44 MWe (peak) addon to the 750 MWe coal-
fired Kogan Creek Power Station in South West Queensland, Australia, designed and
under construction by CS Energy (2014). CS Energy states that this innovative project
is the largest of its kind in the world. It is designed to utilise the existing steam gen-
eration facilities to accept the additional solar thermal energy to increase the station’s
electricity output and fuel efficiency.
Onto the topic of dynamic stability, CSIRO (2012) published a report which gives
findings characterising the effect of high penetration solar intermittency on Australian
electricity networks. They report that intermittency could stop the adoption of renew-
able generation, mostly due to the lack of information about effects new intermittent
renewable generation might have on the Australia electricity network if this kind of
generation takes a larger share of the total generation. There is already considerable
intermittency in the system, and some research suggests that further uptake of renew-
able energy could actually be more costly due to the need to upgrade infrastructure
to be more flexible. Additionally, the effect of solar intermittency is not uniform, but
can be managed by mechanisms such as using short-term energy storage systems, con-
trolling loads in response to network requirements, and deploying additional ancillary
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services. All of these findings highlight the need for robust dynamic models which are
capable of modelling intermittency and the effects that various types of storage might
have on individual power generation systems.
2.2 Characterisation of geothermal and solar thermal heat
sources
Specific examples of geothermal and solar thermal heat sources are useful to contextu-
alise where such systems fit into the spectrum of established thermal cycles.
2.2.1 Geothermal
As previously noted, the Geodynamics Habanero Plant at the Cooper Basin, South
Australia, is the most active development of enhanced geothermal systems in Aus-
tralia. To date, six wells have been drilled by Geodynamics, and one extended trial has
been carried out over 160 days. These wells are characterised in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Geodynamics geothermal wells in the Cooper Basin (Geodynamics, 2014)
Date Drilled Name Depth Temperature
2003 Habanero 1 4,421 m 243◦C
2004 Habanero 2 4,459 m 244◦C
2008 Habanero 3 4,200 m 242◦C
2008 Jolokia 1 4,911 m 278◦C
2009 Savina 1 3,700 m Well suspended
2012 Habanero 4 4,204 m 242◦C
These are very high temperatures, much in line with the best expected outcomes from
when geothermal ventures in Australia were just starting. The extended trial ended
with a final bore production of 19 kg/s at 215◦C well head temperature. Another site
to compare is the previously mentioned Birdsville Geothermal Power Station, whose
bore produces brine at 90◦C and 27 l/s.
Looking further abroad, the United States of America has a substantial installation
of geothermal energy of nearly 3000 MWe, mostly associated with areas of young-to-
contemporary igneous activity (Geothermal Resources Council, 2002). In California,
many of these utilised resources have temperatures of 200–350◦C. EGS technology is
also being pushed forward in the US, especially by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL, 2014).
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2.2.2 Solar thermal
Unlike with geothermal, solar thermal heat sources depend much more on the collec-
tor technology employed than on the natural resource, although latitude and natural
weather trends do play a role in the type of radiation that is dominant in a given region.
The types of radiation mentioned are direct and diffuse radiation. Direct radiation is
the solar radiation that travels in a straight line, uninterrupted, from the sun to the sur-
face of the earth. Diffuse radiation is the sunlight that has been scattered by molecules
and particles in the atmosphere of the earth before reaching the surface (The Flying
Turtle Company, 2011). It follows that direct radiation has a fixed direction, whereas
the direction of diffuse radiation is more random. Concentrating collectors rely en-
tirely on direct radiation to ensure incidence on their focal point, so on a cloudy day,
their effectiveness will drop off. Non-concentrating collectors have a reduced effective-
ness under the same circumstance, but will still produce some heat power from diffuse
radiation on a cloudy day due to the large absorber area.
Non-concentrating collectors
In the non-concentrating collectors category are glazed and unglazed flat plate col-
lectors, and evacuated tube collectors. Flate plate collectors are the traditional low-
temperature ones ideal for water and pool heating, but they suffer a steady decrease in
efficiency as the required fluid temperature increases, due to increasing convection and
conduction. Evacuated tube collectors are less efficient producing low-temperature
fluid due to a smaller absorber area, but fare better at fluid temperatures above a cer-
tain point, since conduction and convection are minimized due to the evacuated tube.
Fig. 2.3 shows this break-even point between glazed flat plate collectors and evacuated
tube collectors, that occurs approximately when the desired fluid temperature is 70◦K
above ambient.
Concentrating collectors
Concentrating collectors are employed when the fluid temperature must be higher
than for simple water heating. The fluid temperature depends mostly on the degree of
concentration, so a wide variety of power cycles can be designed for. Parabolic troughs
are the most developed concentrated solar power (CSP) technology. These consist of
mirrors that are parabolic in one axis and straight in the other, that concentrate solar
radiation with 30-80 times normal intensity onto a focal line. Pipes containing thermal
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Figure 2.3: Collector efficiency curves, based on an irradiance of 800 W per square meter.
Adapted from a spreadsheet by Jan Erik Nielsen, Solar Keymark, European Solar Thermal
Industry Federation (ESTIF), 2006. (Home Power Inc, 2009)
fluid are positioned along this focal line, which heats the thermal fluid, from which the
heat can be transferred to a power cycle such as a steam Rankine cycle.
The largest facility of this type is the Solar Energy Generating Systems (SEGS) in
the Mojave Desert, California, USA, consisting of nine solar plants with a combined
peak capacity of 354 MWe. For this facility, parabolic troughs are used to heat thermal
oil up to 400◦C. The thermal oil transfers its heat to water, boiling it in a Rankine
cycle to drive a turbine and generate electricity. The plants in the SEGS facility all
incorporate auxiliary natural gas burners as backup for cloudy days, or if additional
power is required in the area at night time. (Solaripedia, 2014)
Linear Fresnel reflectors are compact solutions for small-scale solar concentration.
They are made of many thin, flat mirror strips to concentrate solar radiation onto tubes
through which working fluid is pumped. This method allows for slightly more reflec-
tive surface per ground area than for parabolic reflectors. An example is the Chroma-
sun MCT, a compact and compartmentalised product designed for domestic-scale ap-
plications such as air-conditioning, process heating, and lighting (Chromasun, 2013a).
An illustration of the unit is shown in Fig. 2.4, which shows how the linear fresnel
reflector works.
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Figure 2.4: Chromasun MCT, a compact linear fresnel collector suitable for domestic use (Chro-
masun, 2013b)
The most concentrated type of solar thermal system uses an array of heliostat re-
flectors covering a large area to focus solar radiation to a central tower, where a fluid
deposit is boiled and circulated to a power generation cycle. These systems create very
high temperature fluid, which can translate to high efficiency power generation by uti-
lizing the vast technological experience of the coal-fired power plant industry, which
generally operates at similar conditions. The largest solar thermal plant in the world
uses this configuration. The Ivanpah Solar Power Facility in the Mojave Desert, Cal-
ifornia, USA, consists of three solar power towers and 170,000 heliostats, and has a
gross capacity of 392 MWe (BrightSource Energy, 2013).
Thermal storage
Since cloud coverage is often unpredictable, and can cause significant intermittency
and instability even during a single day of operation, additional thermal storage is al-
ways incorporated into a solar thermal plant. Thermal storage is a heat sink, which
heats up and stores potential thermal energy during solar radiation periods, and re-
leases that thermal energy into the heat cycle to produce electricity during demand
periods. There is always some amount of thermal storage intrinsic to a solar thermal
system, since there is a large volume of thermal fluid in the heat pipes and/or solar
tower. A small amount of thermal storage could be adequate to dampen out instabili-
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ties when a small cloud covers the area for a short period. A larger amount of storage
might keep the plant running during an extended weather event that blocks out the
sun. And an even larger amount of storage could keep the solar thermal plant running
into the night, when there is still a large demand for power but no longer any sunlight.
The largest thermal stores would require additional storage tanks, pipework, and spe-
cialised fluids such as molten salts. There are several solar thermal power plants which
use molten salt for thermal storage. For example, the Solana Generating Station, a 280
MWe trough CSP system in Arizona, USA, uses molten salt to provide 6 hours of stor-
age (Palgrave, 2008).
2.3 Theory on organic Rankine cycle operation
This thesis focuses on two key renewable technologies that both can use organic Rank-
ine cycles (ORCs) to generate power. An ORC is a Rankine cycle (i.e. a traditional
steam power cycle such as is found in traditional coal power plants) that uses an or-
ganic fluid instead of water as the main working fluid. Organic fluids are classified
as any viable working fluid that contains a carbon element; generally hydrocarbons
and refrigerants. While typical steam power cycles strive for higher temperatures and
pressures in order to attain the best efficiency possibly, some applications are limited to
a lower temperature. Brine from a geothermal reservoir, or exhaust gas from another
process, or combustion of a bio-material may only produce a resource at a limited tem-
perature. To maximise the efficiency of power generation in these situations, organic
working fluids can be utilised which allow vaporization at much lower temperatures
than for water, but still at high pressures. Using these organic fluids, a power cycle
can be designed for a given temperature heat source to operate at high efficiency and
prevent damage to the turbine caused from droplets in partially evaporated working
fluid.
Although there is a number of low-temperature resources accessibly, each with
vastly different properties, it is possible to develop a single power cycle that can ac-
cept all forms of resource input. Binary plants, as illustrated for geothermal power in
Fig. 2.1, are an effective setup for efficient utilisation of many renewable resources.
A heat exchanger is used to separate the primary power cycle with the working fluid
from the secondary heating fluid loop. This protects the power cycle machinery from
corrosion and allows for selection of pressures, temperatures, and of course fluids, for
best efficiency and longevity.
A typical organic Rankine cycle includes five major components: a pump, evapora-
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Figure 2.5: Example organic Rankine cycle configuration and temperature-entropy diagram
(Stine and Geyer, 2001)
tor, turbine, condenser, and recuperator. Fig. 2.5 shows an example, accompanied by a
temperature-entropy (T-s) diagram which is useful to visualise the heat transfer. This
particular example uses a fluid with a dry expansion characteristic, i.e. the saturation
dome is not symmetrical and allows for expansion (4-5) to always finish in the vapour
region. This characteristic is found in a number of the most promising organic fluids
and is important to prevent liquid droplets forming and damaging the turbine blades.
Real ORCs often incorporate additional components, such as a pre-heater before
evaporation, or accumulators or receivers to manage the system fluid mass. Instru-
mentation is used to monitor levels and provide feedback where control systems are
required, and piping, insulation, and housing are also very important in real imple-
mentations.
Heat exchangers are key components in just about every engineered thermal sys-
tem, and there are constantly new evolutions and types being developed, due to the
variety of design goals. For conventional stationary power plants, size and weight of
heat exchangers is not a great concern, and the standard heat exchanger option is a
shell and tube type. These are very well understood and there are a great number of
theoretical models available. They also have the advantages of accessibility for main-
tenance and a low to moderate pressure drop. For compact systems and small exper-
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imental setups, brazed plate heat exchangers offer a larger surface area and therefore
heat transfer power per cubic metre, and are therefore a more practical and cheaper
option (Hesselgreaves, 2001). Also, special features such as corrugations on the plates
promote turbulence and further increase the heat transfer capabilities. The primary
downsides to plate heat exchangers are the relatively large pressure drop and lack of
scaleability to high pressures.
A more recent development that has seen some implementation in industry re-
cently is the plate and shell heat exchanger (PSHE). These use large bolted plate packs,
complete with turbulence-inducing corrugations and very small hydraulic diameters,
to create large capacity heat exchangers with high surface area, suitable for larger test
plants that are required to be compact and inexpensive. A number of PSHEs are used
in the QGECE Pinjarra Hills Renewable Power Generation Laboratory (RPGL).
2.4 Dynamic modelling of thermal power systems
Much of the prior research and demonstrations of organic Rankine cycles for renew-
able energy generation has focused on finding the ideal fluids and developing turbines
and heat exchangers that are most efficient for the given resource and conditions. Less
attention has been given to the dynamic aspects of such plants, but for systems that
have complex starting mechanisms and undergo fluctuations in operating and ambi-
ent conditions, dynamic models are desirable to predict how the system will behave
in real time, and how it will respond to transients. Knowledge of these behaviours
are essential to designers who need to develop power plants to fit into the load and
demand configurations of existing electrical grids, or those who need to design con-
trol systems for them. An especially compelling case for dynamic models is for solar
thermal, where the input heat source is erratic and can even temporarily go to zero.
Dynamic modelling is concerned mainly with the time domain, and so it is apparent
that the model can have vastly different objectives to static models. Two characteristics
define the dynamic behaviour of a thermal system: thermal inertia and mass momen-
tum. Thermal inertia is based on the heat capacity of the cycle fluid and the metal walls
of components. Whenever two bodies come into contact, the heat transferred is depen-
dent on the heat transfer coefficient and the temperature difference between them. This
includes heat exchangers, where the two fluids are separated by walls which can have
a significant heat capacity. The heat exchanger shell’s thermal capacity is also signifi-
cant because there is a large temperature difference between inlet and outlet, and there
is usually a fairly large contact surface area.
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Mass momentum is the rate of change of mass flow rate through certain compo-
nents or sections of the cycle. Since it is a closed loop cycle, the sum of mass mo-
mentums over all points must equal zero, and if no other conditions change and the
system is known to be stable, the system will settle so that each component of mass mo-
mentum equals zero. Temporary spikes and dips in mass momentum occur when the
pressure at any point in the system changes, causing the mass distribution to need to
change. This is most prominent when conditions change through a phase-change heat
exchanger, in which case certain pockets of fluid can undergo abrupt density changes
of more than 100 times and cause a pressure imbalance.
There are many coding languages and software packages that could include time
as a variable and account for the thermal inertia and mass momentum. But since dy-
namic models can become very complex with high order partial differential equations
and a requirement for enormous data-logging and memory management capabilities,
a code language and software package specifically tailored to dynamic modelling is
most desirable.
Yet, there are some modelling design considerations that are inherited from the
static model problem. Recall the organic Rankine cycle shown in Fig. 2.5. The inputs
to such a system are the high-temperature heat power, the condenser temperature,
the cycle mass flow rate, and the low- and high-pressure set points. The main useful
outputs then are the turbine power produced and pump power required. However,
a real system under design might have different constraints. For example, the cycle
mass flow rate might be unimportant to the designer, but the turbine rotational speed
might be. In this case, the first stage of design might be to simulate a model using
turbine rotational speed as an input to determine the ideal cycle mass flow rate at a
given pressure and heating condition. The ability to change the inputs and outputs of
a model without modifying the system equations is a desirable trait known as acausal
modelling, and is not possible in many dynamic simulation software packages.
Review of the thesis objectives listed in Section 1.1 highlights the requirement for
modularity, so that ORC plant components are interchangeable and reusable to adapt
to a variety of renewable energy scenarios. Another requirement for the modelling
package is an established basic library of thermodynamic and fluid-transport compo-
nents, so that the system model need not be built from scratch, and can make full use of
a well-tested code base. This library should ideally be open source, or at least transpar-
ent enough to create new models based around it that could use a variety of working
fluids.
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Potential modelling packages under consideration that satisfy at least a few of the
conditions specified includes:
OpenModelica Open source Modelica-based modeling and simulation environment
intended for industrial and academic usage (OpenModelica, 2014).
Dymola Commercial, Modelica-based multi-domain modelling and simulation pack-
age, by Dassault Systemes (2014).
Wolfram SystemModeler Commercial, Modelica-based modelling and simulation en-
vironment for cyber-physical systems, by Wolfram (2014).
MapleSim Commercial, Modelica-based multi-domain modelling and simulation tool,
by Maplesoft (2014).
Simulink Commercial data flow graphical block diagramming tool for modelling multi-
domain dynamic systems, by MathWorks (2013).
Flowmaster V7 Commercial software for the analysis of fluid mechanics using 1D
Computational Fluid Dynamics, by Mentor Graphics (2014).
OpenModelica, Dymola, Wolfram SystemModeler, and MapleSim are all based on
Modelica, which is a non-proprietary, object-oriented, equation based language de-
signed to conveniently model complex physical systems (Modelica Association, 2014).
Its development was originally initiated in 1996 when a number of simulation ex-
perts determined the need for a standardised modelling language for multi-domain
dynamic systems. Each of the listed commercial Modelica-based packages are very
similar. The difference is the limitations of each tool with respect to some of the Mod-
elica language constructs that they fully support. The degree of support offered by
each simulation tool is not quantifiable, but Dymola is arguably the most mature of
them, having began development using its own modelling language in 1978 by Hild-
ing Elmqvist, who would go on to initiate the Modelica development. Dymola is also
the most widely-used package in the literature reviewed in this thesis (see Chapter 3).
OpenModelica is a long-term development, supported by the Open Source Mod-
elica Consortium, and as such is not yet fully compatible with all the libraries offered
in the Modelica Association catalog. It is a great resource for model sharing and re-
suability, but the commercial packages are known to speed up the model development
process greatly.
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Simulink is a block diagram modelling environment, and so causality is determined
by the systems of equations. To change the causality of a system, each of the compo-
nents must be rewritten, and this detracts from the reusability requirement for the sim-
ulation package. Simulink is a great tool for designing control systems and observing
plant dynamics in real time, and in fact, complete Modelica systems can be exported
to Simulink for this very reason.
Flowmaster V7 includes a module for power and energy, with the ability to model
two-phase advanced thermo-fluid systems such as steam Rankine cycles. The infor-
mation provided is very industry-oriented and promotes the use of ready-made com-
ponents and libraries. Also, the two-phase flow descriptions specifies only steam, so it
is unlikely that two-phase organic fluids are supported.
When comparing all of the listed products, Dymola presents as most suitable for
the needs of this thesis. The only foreseeable difficulty is the limited support for two-
phase organic fluid flow boiling and condensing. Some libraries in Dymola are being
developed currently to tackle this problem and the current releases are showing great
outcomes, with each successive update being more stable and flexible than the previ-
ous.
2.5 Basics of thermodynamic modelling in Modelica and
Dymola
Modelica is a non-proprietary modelling language that is capable of creating models of
systems in object-oriented, hierarchical structures. System models are populated with
high-level components which are assigned parameters and connected by information
connectors representing only the most basic flow variables required to capture the en-
tire flow. For a thermal fluid system, two types of connectors are commonly used:
a flow connector and a thermal connector. The flow connector contains the variables
mass flow rate, pressure, and specific enthalpy. And the thermal connector contains the
variables heat flux and temperature. For a one-dimensional flow model, these connec-
tors are usually perpendicular to each other in flow space. That is, the flow connectors
deal with the energy balance along the flow path, and the thermal connectors deal with
heat loss and transfer out of each flow cell.
Each model component could have sub-components, and usually the lowest level
model will contain the functional equations to represent the physical system. The con-
nectors and models are acausal by nature of the programming paradigm, which is an
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equation-based, declarative one. Being equation-based means that explicit variable
declarations and sequential algorithms are not used. Equations represent equality be-
tween two variables, and the main factor Modelica requires for a complete system is
an equal number of variables and equations. The compiler then arranges the equations
to generate the code necessary to solve the dynamic system with the required inputs
and outputs.
Michael M. Tiller (2001) discusses the main advantages of Modelica over imperative
languages such as Matlab:
• Object-oriented modelling using a hierarchical structure allows for detailed and
flexible models of system components.
• Large libraries of components are available online and commercially. Such com-
ponents are usually highly detailed and only need parameters adjusted and to be
fitted to other components in the model.
• Systems from many different engineering disciplines (e.g. electrical, mechanical,
fluid) can be coupled to form complicated linked systems.
• There are many built-in ‘checks’ that ensure the correct equations are created, as
well as the correct overall structure.
The first point mentioned on this list is the biggest advantage to using this mod-
elling language. The benefit of using an object-oriented structure is the level of mod-
ularity and reusability available. All models can be created as ‘partial’ models which
can later be extended into multiple branches of complete models. If the partial model
is updated, all of the descendent models are automatically updated too. Addition-
ally, any complete model can be comprised of many modular components, which can
themselves be replaceable. In terms of a thermodynamic cycle, this gives the potential
to build a complete cycle, then easily switch components such as heat exchangers or
fluids without much, if any, changing of the top level code.
In Dymola fluid system models, fluid medium models and various connectors are
used together to interface the individual components and form the complete simula-
tion. The medium model contains the fluid constants and the partial derivative equa-
tions for the state variables, such as specific enthalpy, pressure, density, and most of
the other common ones used in thermodynamics. So the medium model prescribes
the rate at which the state variables change when under the influence of outside forces.
As described in the Modelica users guide, “A fluid medium model defines algebraic
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equations for the intensive thermodynamic variables used in the mass and energy bal-
ance of component models” (Modelica Association, 2010). Some mediums are imple-
mented with two-phase compatibility, so that events are triggered at phase boundaries
to compensate for when the medium variables are not differentiable.
The connectors store the values of the minimum number of these state variables
required to be able to compute a complete thermodynamic state, and allow the trans-
ferral of these values between different component models. For any medium, as long
as the minimum number of independent state variables (usually two) are known, the
other variables can be called and processed at request.
Schimon et al. (2006) discuss some important operational limitations that arise when
using Modelica. Consider real thermal power plants, where the actual start-up proce-
dure is limited by certain components. The turbine and the pump need to be brought
up to operational conditions in a strict order to avoid unwanted effects such as cavi-
tation of operating fluids. Initialisation using Modelica has certain limitations, during
which errors can promptly terminate the program. An example given is the start-up
procedure of real pumps. Many physical quantities need to be closely monitored and
adjustments made in order to ensure a smooth transition to the operating conditions.
Another limitation is that the the modeller has no direct control over the compiler and
solver. Whenever interesting phenomena occur that interrupt the solver’s progression,
such as when the mass flow rate crosses zero, an ‘event’ is produced. At events, the
solver will re-initialise the model to try to find appropriate restart conditions, and this
is one scenario where it might get stuck.
Modelica Standard Library — This library was developed together with the Mod-
elica language from the Modelica Association. This library includes all of the in-
put/output blocks, electrical, magnetic, mechanical and medium packages, as well
as useful SI unit classes, math modules, utilities and constants. Of these, the fluid me-
dia package is of the most interest. This package is the base for all medium packages,
and a thorough knowledge of its workings is required to be able to edit fluids or cre-
ate new fluid packages. Elmqvist et al. (1998) explains that the standard libraries were
developed for the purpose of model exchange, and that standardisation of dynamic
modelling is the main reason Modelica was created.
Dymola is the Modelica front-end, which provides a graphical interface and mod-
elling environment to assist with creating complex models. Dymola ships with access
to the standard Modelica libraries, as well as some commercial ones from Modelon AB.
The libraries being explored for potential use in this thesis are the Air Conditioning li-
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brary from Modelon AB, ThermoPower, ThermoCycle, and ExternalMedia. This is in
addition to the Modelica Standard Library, which is the basis for all packages. Pub-
lications defining the ThermoPower and ExternalMedia libraries have been released
together with the libraries themselves during the international Modelica conferences.
These publications suggest different ways the libraries can be used and are key to de-
ciding whether they are appropriate for a given project.
ThermoPower — Casella and Leva (2003) presented the open Modelica library
ThermoPower at the 3rd International Modelica Conference, and further developed
and described it in the journal “Mathematical and computer modeling of dynamical
systems” Casella and Leva (2006). The modelling principles and main features of the
developed models are presented, as well as a validation against experimental data
from a drum boiler. The main goals of the ThermoPower library were to give Modelica
users a library for the modelling of thermal power plants based on first principle mod-
els, where models of the same physical component with different levels of detail may
co-exist. Casella and Leva (2003) suggest that this package can produce models of real-
life complexity, and the results of validation support this claim. The package contains
complete templates for steam Rankine cycle plants, as well as some heat exchangers
and well-designed connectors for creating new components. These aspects are highly
valuable to be examined for potential adaptation in the present ORC modelling project.
The library has been under further development since, and the latest development
version can be downloaded from their GitHub repository via the ThermoPower home-
page (http://thermopower.sourceforge.net). The latest version supports organic
fluids with support from the ExternalMedia library.
ThermoCycle — This library was officially presented at the 2nd International Sem-
inar on ORC Power Systems (Quoilin et al., 2013), and later won second prize for con-
tributing a free modelica library at the 10th International Modelica Conference (Quoilin
et al., 2014). It uses similar frameworks and methods as the ThermoPower library, with
a focus on robustness, low simulation time, and integration with a new fluid equations
of state (EOS) database that can help achieve these focuses. Included in the pack-
age are 1D flow models, heat exchangers, expander models, valve and pressure drop
models, solar collector models, tank and pump models, as well as examples of ORC
simulations. Most components are validated against experimental data, and some of
the methods employed have reduced simulation speed by up to 10 times, compared
to similar packages. The external fluid EOS database is called CoolProp (Bell et al.,
2015b), and includes new modifiers to improve stability and speed of simulations.
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ExternalMedia — One technical challenge that was identified while using Mod-
elica is the need for accurate medium models for the organic fluids being considered.
The standard Modelica media libraries include very few medium models. The com-
mercial AirConditioning library included with Dymola includes common refrigerants
such as R-134a, but these fluid models are encrypted and problems arise when used
in some situations outside the A/C library, such as in two-phase boiling scenarios.
Casella and Richter (2008) presents a new package for Modelica which allows for easy
re-use of external fluid property codes within the models. What this means is that
models can be created that make use of the extensive fluid property databases found
in software such as Refprop, developed by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST, 2013), which is a an extensive property database that uses the most
accurate equations of state and models currently available. The paper (Casella and
Richter, 2008) discusses applications for the ExternalMedia library, as well as its ca-
pabilities and shortfalls. This discussion indicates that the package is well suited for
use with the ORC dynamic models, and in fact has been used in conjunction with the
ThermoPower models to produce some organic flow scenarios. Recently, the CoolProp
fluid EOS database was also implemented into ExternalMedia, and some CoolProp me-
dia include extra options to improve the stability and speed of thermodynamic state
storage and recollection.
Air Conditioning Library — The A/C Library was developed by Modelon AB as
a commercial package for steady-state and dynamic systems modelling of air condi-
tioning cycles. Many of the contained models are encrypted and so do not offer the
flexibility of modification to suit thermodynamic cycles. The library includes a num-
ber of useful fluid mediums, such as refrigerants R125, R134a, and R245fa, as well as
Ammonia, Nitrogen, CO2, ethanol, and air.
2.6 Scroll expander and cogeneration
An intermediate goal of this thesis is to develop and validate pseudo-static models
of a scroll expander being used currently in the QGECE laboratory, for incorporation
into dynamics models to simulate cogeneration. A scroll expander is a scroll com-
pressor which has been modified to accommodate reverse-flow, and therefore produce
power from the enthalpy drop through expansion. Once converted, scroll expanders
are cheap (less than AU$1000), efficient, low-vibration, and quiet devices that are very
well suited to low-power applications of approximately 0.5-5 kWe.
Fig. 2.6 is the scroll expander used in the QGECE laboratory, and Fig. 2.7 is a sec-
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tion view of the internal scrolls, which allows a visualisation of the working process of
the scroll expander. The dynamic scroll translates counter-clockwise to allow fluid to
be trapped in a pocket. The high-pressure mass flow pushes the fluid through the ex-
pander, which is forced to expand due to the geometry of the machine. This expansion
and the assocated thermodynamic effects create power which translates to mechanical
work through the rotating shaft.
Figure 2.6: Photograph of Sanden TRSA09 scroll expander taken 9th May 2011
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Figure 2.7: Geometric volume ratio of Sanden TRSA09 scroll expander. The grey shaded are
depicts the static scroll, and the blue shaded area depicts the dynamic scroll. The left image is
at the fluid inlet state and the right image is at the fluid exit state.
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Chapter 3
Review of literature
3.1 Power cycles
The main cycle of interest in this project is the Rankine cycle, which uses organic fluids
(hydrocarbons, refrigerants) at temperatures and pressures below the critical point.
However, it is important to understand how this compares to transcritical or super-
critical cycles and in what scenarios each is used. Rankine cycles are generally the
simplest choice, due to their long history of usage, and the high reliability and control
that comes with this. Also, a Rankine cycle is more easily controlled than, for exam-
ple, a supercritical Brayton cycle, due to the controllable condenser pressure that is a
feature of Rankine cycles.
A transcritical cycle is different again, in that the heating phase occurs at super-
critical pressure, so it avoids the vapour dome and there is no boiling. Turbine power
extraction causes the pressure to become subcritical and it condenses as normal. Guo
et al. (2010) directly compare the performance of a CO2-based transcritical Rankine
cycle and an R245fa-based subcritical organic Rankine cycle using a low-temperature
geothermal source. Fig. 3.1 shows how the two cycles compare on a temperature-
entropy diagram. The key difference to note is in the pinch points of the upper heat
exchangers, shown in Fig. 3.1 as points 51–1. The temperature differences are smaller
on average for the transcritical cycle than for the subcritical boiling cycle. Saleh et al.
(2007) also note this difference, and perform a pinch point analysis including subcrit-
ical and supercritical cycles using 31 different pure fluids. The average temperature
differences mentioned above can be more clearly seen in Figure 3.2. The results of the
Saleh et al. (2007) analysis confirm that the largest amount of heat can be transferred to
a supercritical fluid and the least to a high-boiling subcritical fluid.
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Figure 3.1: T-S diagrams (Guo et al., 2010). (a) Subcritical ORC using R-245fa, (b) Transcritical
Rankine cycle using CO2.
Using equal thermodynamic mean heat rejection temperatures, Guo et al. (2010)
found that the CO2-based transcritical Rankine cycle presents 3% to 7% higher net
power output, 84% reduction of turbine inlet volume flow rate, 47% reduction of ex-
pansion ratio and 1.68 times higher total heat transfer capacity compared with the
R245fa-based subcritical ORC. These results indicate that for a given geothermal source
at around 100◦C, the transcritical cycle outperforms the subcritical cycle, and can be
manufactured more compactly. The biggest disadvantage of transcritical systems are
the high operating pressures that are observed. These pressures demand more spe-
cialised components, especially heat exchangers and turbines, which can withstand
the increased stress. This added complexity is part of the reason transcritical and su-
percritical cycles were avoided in the design of the QGECE-Verdicorp portable test
plant, and therefore why organic Rankine cycles are the focus of this thesis.
Back to binary organic Rankine cycles, Franco and Villani (2009) proposed a method-
ology for plant optimisation, and identified key indicators for a high efficiency. One
such indicator is the specific brine consumption of a plant, which is defined as the mass
flow rate of geothermal brine required to produce each megawatt of net energy. This
indicator, which lies between 20 to 120 kg s−1MW−1 for the plants Franco and Villani
studied, should be considered in the dynamic models that are developed. However,
this indicator should not be used exclusively to determine the best system configura-
tion. Depending on the individual scenario, it may be more beneficial to sacrifice some
specific brine consumption in order to increase the overall plant efficiency or the total
power output of a plant.
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Figure 3.2: Pinch point diagrams (Saleh et al., 2007). (a) Subcritical ORC, (b) Superheated ORC,
(c) Supercritical ORC.
Quoilin and Lemort (2009) gives an informative overview of the state of technology
and economics of ORCs as at 2009, covering a range of applications such as biomass
combined heat and power, solar thermal, process heat recovery, and geothermal. Inter-
estingly, solar power only has a 1% share in the ORC market, where biomass, geother-
mal and waste heat recovery have 48%, 31% and 20% respectively. It is likely that this
is because larger solar thermal installations typically use a high degree of concentra-
tion and avoid organic fluids. However, this low market share could also indicate that
there is a gap in research and limited confidence in low-temperature solar thermal.
Wei et al. (2007) provide a general performance analysis and optimisation of ORCs,
and highlights some key issues. The paper remarks that maximising the usage of ex-
haust heat can improve the performance significantly. Another concluding remark is
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that under high ambient temperature, the system output performance deteriorates,
and the net power deviates from the nominal value by more than 30%. This is a strong
indicator that dynamic models are needed to account for the behaviour of the system
during such ambient temperature fluctuations.
3.2 Working fluids
Working fluid selection is a key variable for thermodynamic cycles and especially
ORCs, which must be tailored to very specific temperatures, pressures and satura-
tion states. Working fluid availability also plays a key role in the dynamic modelling
process. Saleh et al. (2007) provides an analysis of 31 pure working fluids for low-
temperature ORCs. The first important point emphasized by Saleh et al. is that dif-
ferent fluids have differently shaped saturation domes. Most common fluids have a
bell-shaped dome, but some refrigerants, including R245fa which was examined ear-
lier (Guo et al., 2010), have an overhanging dome. This point affects turbine selection
and modelling, because often turbines expand the fluid into the saturation dome, so a
vertical or overhanging vapour line is desirable. The main results of the paper are a
direct and controlled comparison of the working fluids described by low-order equa-
tions of state. The resulting table of thermal efficiencies is a useful benchmark for the
models and validation performed in this thesis, and Saleh et al. recommend R236ea,
R245ca, R245fa, R600, R600a, R601a, RE134, and RE245 for organic Rankine cycles un-
der 100◦C.
A comprehensive review of working fluid selections for specific ORC scenarios was
provided by Bao and Zhao (2013) based on first-law, second-law, and exergy efficiency.
They suggest to use either RE134, RE245, R600, R245fa, R245ca, or R601 for geother-
mal energy production with a source temperature of 120◦C. For solar at an evapora-
tion temperature of 80-160◦C, R227ea is suggested, or for an evaporation temperature
of 160-200◦C, CR245fa is suggested. If a non-refrigerant is desired, Hexane is the sug-
gested choice for these solar applications. Wang et al. (2013) have categorised a number
of working fluids by their performance corresponding to the heat source temperature
level in their evaluation of efficiency and optimal performance of ORCs for low grade
waste heat power generation in Fig. 3.3. This provides a good visual aid in identifying
candidate fluids for ORCs, and the major fluids used in this thesis, R134a and R245fa,
are shown in the categories of 365 K and 445 K, respectively.
A further area of working fluids that deserves exploration is in multi-component
working fluids. Angelino and Colonna di Paliano (1998) evaluate the merits of organic-
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Figure 3.3: Optimal selection of working fluids corresponding to the heat source temperature
level (Wang et al., 2013)
fluid mixtures as working media for Rankine power cycles. Complex conversion cycles
using zeotropic multi-component fluids have been recognised as having advantageous
properties because of their ability to achieve non-isothermal phase change. In prelim-
inary evaluations based on results of ‘sufficient accuracy’, Angelino and Colonna di
Paliano (1998) find that the performance of these complex fluids is improved signifi-
cantly, and that the advantages are predictable whenever the heat sources and sinks
exhibit marked temperature differences. However a number of technical problems are
associated with the use of multi-component fluids. Particularly, the need for complex
analytical tools to predict the behaviour of specific mixtures; as well as the potential
for fluid fractionation during phase changes in heat exchangers.
The reviewed literature in this area suggests that the dynamic models created for
this thesis must be very robust and flexible to allow a great variety of fluids to be used
with minimal effort. Also, the models should have the capability to incorporate multi-
component fluids, as they comprise a research area that is due to be explored.
3.3 Dynamic models of thermodynamic systems
Although the dynamic aspects of organic Rankine cycle modelling are relatively unex-
plored in the literature compared to static modelling, expertise can be drawn from the
field of gas turbines which are widely used as peaking power plants. Combined cycle
gas turbines (CCGTs) especially are prevalent in the United Kingdom because of their
ease of manufacture and ability to achieve high thermal efficiencies of up 60%, while
coal-fired stations typically deliver up to 36% (Bass et al., 2011). Bass et al. (2011) pro-
duced a paper on the impact of variable demand on the performance of a CCGT power
plant. Dynamic factors which are important to the UK National Grid Company’s Sys-
tem Operator (SO) division include:
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• Start-up and shut-down times.
• The ramp rates during start-up and power output changes.
• Fuel used during start-up and shut-down.
• The part-load capability.
These factors should all be explored using the dynamic models produced in this thesis
for geothermal cycles. Additionally Bass et al. (2011) show real data depicting cold-
and hot-start, step change and peaking modulation for the plant. The power output
for this data is shown in Figure 3.4. This data can be used as a benchmark for accept-
Figure 3.4: Breakdown of power output for (a) cold start, (b) hot start, (c) step change, (d)
modulation (Bass et al., 2011).
able start-up and step times for power modulation. This particular 800 MW CCGT,
which uses two 260 MW gas turbines and one 260 MW steam turbine, takes approxi-
mately 8 hours for a cold-start and 4 hours for a hot-start. Each individual gas turbine
takes approximately 50 minutes to activate, and the steam turbine slowly reaches full
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capacity over a number of hours. These start-up times are very long because it is a com-
plex combined system, and the start-up time for a geothermal ORC plant is expected
to be much shorter, and is an important factor to determine with accuracy using dy-
namic modelling. Another benchmark result is that it takes approximately 10 minutes
to achieve steady state after a load reduction of 12%.
Li and Alleyne (2010) presented a lengthy and detailed paper on a dynamic model
of a vapor compression cycle that included start-up and shut-down operations. The
heat exchangers were modelled using switched moving-boundary method, and the
completed model is shown to predict quite well the system dynamics in shut-down
and start-up transients. This model was built using Simulink and Matlab. Figure 3.5
shows an example of model validation for the evaporator and condenser pressures
during planned transients.
Figure 3.5: Refrigerant pressures for dynamic model validation of a vapor compression cycle
(Li and Alleyne, 2010).
A case study in power plant startup is given by Casella et al. (2011), in which the
authors use object-oriented modelling and optimal control strategies to discover effec-
tive and ineffective programming methods for the goals. The goal of the optimisation
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Figure 3.6: Optimal start-up trajectories for a given stress constraint for a combined cycle gas
turbine (Casella et al., 2011)
problem is to achieve minimum start-up time model of a combined cycle power plant,
and the open source software JModelica.org (Akesson et al., 2010) is used to achieve
this end. In this particular transient scenario, the main limiting factor for startup speed
is due to a limit of the thermo-mechanical stress on the outer surface of the steam tur-
bine rotor. The gas turbine is modelled algebraically since its fundamental dynamics
are much faster than for the steam turbine. Also, lumped-temperature models are as-
sumed for the heat exchanger segments, and only one temperature state is recorded
for each side. By contrast, the discretised steam turbine rotor has eight nodes and six
states. It seems that the authors have made these simplifications based on assump-
tions of fundamental dynamics speeds. For early iterations of such models, this is an
important strategy for model simplification, but it is important to correctly annotate
and justify such assumptions, and to then re-evaluate in the future. The main result of
the simulation is given in Fig. 3.6, and a startup time of approximately 65 minutes is
observed.
Rasmussen and Shenoy (2012) give a two-part series in “HVAC & R Research” jour-
nal on dynamic modelling for vapour compression systems. The second part is espe-
cially interesting because it is presented as a general tutorial on constructing dynamic
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Figure 3.7: Typical hot start-up curve for a Siemens USC turbine. The "old" turbine start is
for their current turbines, and the "new turbine start" benchmark is that expected using a new
start-up procedure. (Quinkertz et al., 2008)
simulations. That is, it describes common assumptions, model variations, initilisation
problems, and validation. An interesting comparison is made between moving bound-
ary models and finite volume models as well, without actually advocating the use of
one or the other.
Researchers from Siemens discuss steam turbine technology for maximum effi-
ciency and operational flexibility (Quinkertz et al., 2008). The paper discusses the
trade-off between power output, operational flexiblity and operational lifetime. Ba-
sically, the higher the power output, the thicker the component walls must be to with-
stand the higher pressures and quicker temperature shifts. Also, the faster the com-
ponents are brought online, the faster heat differences occur in the component walls
during start-up, and as a result the fatigue life decreases. Dispatch time of a typical
Siemens USC turbine of approximately 800 MWe is shown in Fig. 3.7. This is one
example of the usefulness of dynamic models to the advancement of these kinds of
technologies.
A thorough exposition on the dynamic modelling of such cycles is given in a two
part series by Colonna di Paliano and van Putten (2007), and van Putten and Colonna di
Paliano (2007). They give insight into the requirements for dynamic model develop-
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Figure 3.8: Causality diagrams of a single and two-phase heat exchanger. (a) economizer and
(b) evaporator. (van Putten and Colonna di Paliano, 2007)
ment and validation of Rankine cycle systems, and present a simulation of a 600 kWe
biomass fired steam power plant. They use a self-developed dynamic cycle analysis
library using a object-oriented, general simulation software (http://www.mathworks.
com. Fundamental momentum and energy conservation equations are applied, and
thermal and intertial storage are implemented as the main contributors to dynamic
events. The heat exchanger elements are designed as a number of modules as shown
in Fig. 3.8. The modules represent different heat transfer mediums present in the ex-
changers, such as the solid module for the walls with heat storage, and the tube-side
and shell-side fluid modules. The developed models are designed for observing tran-
sients around the steady state and do not cope well under unusual circumstances, such
as sudden large drops in heating fluid temperature, or start-up and shut-down. The
authors admit that the results of dynamic validation can only be discussed based on a
qualitative assessment of the observed trends, because measurements are not available
for the plant which is in the preliminary design phase.
Ziviani et al. (2014) discuss the challenges involved in ORC modelling for low grade
thermal energy recovery, suggesting that a substantial portion of the recent work is
based in theory and there is limited study of practical advances, leaving doubt about
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the engineering and practical limitations of the established concepts. They state that
the last decade has shown considerable progress in the field, but that theory on low
temperature applications are still in their infancy, relative to their high-temperature
counterparts. To conclude, Ziviani et al. (2014) suggest that ORCs are currently the
most prevalent and market-ready technologies suitable for low grade thermal energy
recovery, but flexible and reliable simulation models are still required. They also iden-
tify a number of software packages of the most prevalent modelling strategies for ORC
systems, however does not suggest any to be a superior package. The identified pack-
ages are: Matlab/Simulink, EES, Phyton, Modelica, AMESim, and Cycle-Tempo.
The reviewed papers highlight the usefulness of dynamic modelling in power mod-
ulation scenarios. It is clear that an effective dynamic model should be able to represent
conditions that vary from zero (or near-zero) up to the maximum load, although ini-
tial attempts at putting together such models might be restricted to more simplified
conditions, such as transients around steady state. Input and output controls should
be able to vary the load in a number of ways to see how this affects the power output
over time. It is also advantageous to be able to switch these input and outputs around,
so that the model is acausal. Adaptation of the model to closed loop control systems
should be considered as well.
3.4 Heat exchanger modelling
Heat exchanger modelling is a complex but crucial aspect of this thesis. It is the heat
exchangers which account for the majority of performance lag due to dynamic changes
in operating conditions. An excellent reference in the literature for dynamic modelling
of heat exchangers is a two-part series of articles, by Willatzen et al. (1998) and Pet-
tit et al. (1998) respectively. This series on dynamic modelling of evaporators and
condensers for refrigeration has received at least 50 citings in the dynamic modelling
field. The merit of this series is that it first introduces the moving-boundary method
and discusses its formulation using two-phase flow, then goes on to describe in de-
tail the simulation, control theory and application. The models were developed with
the intention to cover all known realistic operating conditions that might occur in an
evaporator, and most aspects of dynamic modelling are discussed thoroughly enough
that all the models presented could be replicated. The results show simulations with
smooth transitions between liquid and vapour regions, which is a difficult task because
of the innate complexity of two-phase modelling. Also, the ability to use one variable
to affect another in the model in a manner that relates to the physical meanings behind
the model variables shows the advantages of such a model.
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Mattsson (1997) presents a paper from when the Modelica language was still in its
infancy. The resulting Modelica-based model is a simplified two-duct heat exchange
across a thin wall, using a simple incompressible fluid. The heat transfer model is
a log-mean-temperature-difference and overall thermal resistance calculation. This is
an example of how a discretised heat exchanger could be implemented. This kind of
model adequately describes the basics of heat exchange, but does not account for phase
change or complex heat exchanger configurations.
A paper on a new heat exchanger model developed for Modelica by Micheletti
et al. (2005) was presented in the 4th International Modelica Conference. This paper
describes a novel way of implementing a heat exchanger model in the Modelica lan-
guage, and builds on Mattsson (1997) to include two-phase fluids. It also describes the
equations and approximations used in sufficient detail to be reused in new models if
necessary. The method used is a moving mesh system, which includes and allows for
further control system integration to minimise error. Unfortunately, it does become dif-
ficult to properly mate a moving mesh discretized flow with a wall and/or a secondary
fluid side, since they have differently spaced grids.
Wei et al. (2008) present a paper on dynamic modeling and simulation of an ORC
system for waste heat recovery. The authors Wei et al. (2008) compare two approaches
for heat exchanger modelling; which are based on moving boundary and discretisation
techniques respectively. A moving boundary model (MBM) method identifies a num-
ber of separate bodies of fluid within the heat exchanger, each with a certain phase,
composition and a distinct boundary. As heat is added or removed in the exchanger,
and the bodies’ properties change, the volumes will also expand or contract. By con-
trast, the discretisation method, also called the finite volumes (FV) method, considers
a large number of individual fluid cells, and calculates the state of each separately.
The more fluid cells used, the more accurate the results, but this also increases com-
putational time. The authors conclude that both approaches to modelling correctly
simulate the behaviour of the system during transients with ±4% accuracy, without
showing chattering or numerical oscillations, undesired phenomena frequently occur-
ring in this type of simulation. They also suggest that the moving boundary method
is more appropriate for control systems modelling because of its smaller order and
higher computational speed. However the results graphs show that the discretisation
method gives significantly more accurate results in all cases.
Jensen and Tummescheit (2003) describes moving boundary models as being nu-
merically fast compared to discretized models, and very robust to sudden changes in
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boundary conditions. The model presented is shown to meet these expectations, how-
ever it is fixed to having liquid at the inlet and vapour at the outlet, with no boundary
switching models. One interesting result from the models is it is shown that the aver-
age void fraction has a significant influence on the system response. This is important
information because it means that the void fraction in the heat exchanger of a complete
thermodynamic cycle model would have a large effect on the entire system dynamics.
This variable also has a great influence on the filling mass of such a system. Jensen and
Tummescheit (2003) also presents a method to calculate the average void fraction.
McKinley and Alleyne (2008) present a moving boundary model for single pass,
cross-flow heat exchangers for vapour compression cycles, with the goal of achieving
accurate results for a simulation that runs in real-time or better. They concede that
finite volumes methods are usually more accurate, and that moving boundary models
can become singular and fail under certain operating conditions. Great care must be
taken when designing the boundary switching methods for these models. However,
MBMs are computationally more efficient, and can run simulations of real plants in
real time, which most FV models would fall short on accomplishing.
Bonilla et al. (2015) present a moving boundary model for two-phase evaporators
and condensers which allows switching between all combinations of flow configura-
tions. These are shown to be fast low-order dynamic models, that can describe the dy-
namic behavior of flow with high accuracy. These models are validated against a real
direct steam generation parabolic-trough solar thermal power plant, and one result is
shown here in Fig. 3.9. The comparison shows quite good agreement, though there
is time-shift in some parts in the order of minutes, which could indicate the need for
model improvement in thermal heat storage in metal components such as component
casings and pipe walls.
Bonilla et al. (2012) also observe and discuss a chattering problem in a pipe model
which can hinder the performance of said dynamic models. In this paper, they analyse
this problem and present an approach to a solution which is based on the smooth inter-
polation of some thermodynamic properties. This kind of analysis really emphasises
the need for smooth transitions in all variables when it comes to dynamic modelling.
While there have been promising results shown recently in the literature regard-
ing heat exchangers using moving boundary models, this thesis project tends towards
using finite volumes models for its heat exchangers, for a couple of reasons. The mov-
ing boundary models are known to be less stable for fast-switching cases, and could
make it difficult to implement new model additions such as extra metal walls or shells
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of outlet temperature from a parabolic-trough solar thermal power
plant against different types of dynamic heat exchanger models. FV-F is using a finite volumes
method, and MB uses a moving boundary method. (Bonilla et al., 2015)
to represent heat storage dynamics. Also, there is no mention in any of the reviewed
MBM literature on reverse flow capabilities, which could come into play in this thesis.
Finally, there is no need for extremely fast simulation times to satisfy the goals of this
thesis.
3.4.1 Plate heat exchanger modelling
Plate heat exchangers present unique challenges when it comes to predicting heat
transfer capabilities, because the plate surface corrugations and very small hydraulic
diameters can cause behaviour which is quite erratic. The basics of plate heat exchang-
ers is very well explained in “Plate heat exchangers: Design, applications, and perfor-
mance”, by Wang et al. (2007). The authors are themselves well-known authors in the
plate heat exchanger literature, and their book discusses basic dimensional features,
construction and operation, materials, manufacturing, and design methods, as well
as single-phase and two-phase thermal-hydraulic performance analysis. Many of the
correlations to be used in this thesis are recommended in this book. “Compact Heat Ex-
changers” by Hesselgreaves (2001) suggests a number of equivalent dimensions and
coefficients for when using plate and shell heat exchangers, which could be used in
combination with the investigated correlations. A good resource that is concise when
searching for plate heat exchanger performance estimation methods using fluids with
highly variable properties, such as supercritical fluids, is provided by Forooghi (2013).
This thesis also provides a good foundation for dimensional reduction of plate heat
exchangers.
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Abu-Khader (2012) gives a review of the current state and recent advances in plate
heat exchanger theory and application. The section on two-phase systems gives an
overview of recent experiments and correlations being tested in this field which is still
not well mapped out. Palm and Claesson (2006) also give a review of calculation meth-
ods for single and two-phase flow, and emphasize the complex nature of flow boiling
in plate channels and the relationship between nucleate boiling and convective evapo-
ration.
Ayub (2003) and Khan et al. (2009) present collections of heat transfer and pressure
drop correlations for plate heat exchangers. All of the given correlations were devel-
oped for brazed plate heat exchangers, but plate and shell heat exchangers are dis-
cussed by Ayub, and he suggests the BPHE correlations could be used. Longo (2012)
performed experiments to characterise heat transfer and pressure drop inside small
brazed plate heat exchangers using the working fluid HFO1234yf. These produced
static equations based on log-mean temperature difference, so are not useful for dy-
namic modelling, but one useful observation made was that during vaporisation, for
heat flux between 4.2–17 kW/m2, the regime is nucleate boiling. Therefore, he suggests
that the Cooper (1984) nucleate boiling correlation can predict the coefficient, and from
his tests this correlation gives a mean absolute percentage deviation of 8.2%. He goes
on to suggest many references to confirm that nucleate boiling is dominant in complete
vaporisation of other refrigerants inside small brazed plate heat exchangers (BPHEs).
3.4.2 Two-phase flow modelling
Barbosa Jr. (2005) provides insight into two phase non-equilibrium models and the
challenge of improving phase change heat transfer prediction in both pure fluids and
mixtures. Cases which deviate from the classical literature and are not yet well under-
stood are discussed, in particular two cases. The first case is the occurrence of a peak
in heat transfer coefficient at zero quality for thermodynamic non-equilibrium slug-
flow model. The second case is the occurrence of a decrease in heat transfer coefficient
with increasing quality observed in convective boiling for mixture fluids. The discus-
sion of the first case is particularly interesting to this thesis because it highlights some
potential drawbacks of using an equilibrium flow model such as a discretised bulk
flow model that assumes each discrete volume is homogeneous. The observation that
the heat transfer coefficient begins dramatically increasing before the equilibrium bulk
fluid is at saturation is a result of the temperature difference between the fluid near the
wall and the fluid at the annulus centreline, where the wall fluid could be boiling well
before the bulk fluid is deemed to be at saturated condition. This difference causes a
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flow boiling regime to form before the bulk fluid model predicts it should. Figure 3.10
shows an example of this premature increase in the heat transfer coefficient.
Figure 3.10: Heat transfer coefficient as a function of the equilibrium quality (saturated region)
and of subcooling (subcooled region) in flow boiling of n-pentane (Kandlbinder, 1997).
Sardeshpande and Ranade (2013) provide a review of the state of the art of flow
boiling in small channels. It is shown that there is not agreement in the literature
on the classification of sizes for channels, though generally conventional channels, as
differentiated from mini- and micro-channels, are greater than 3mm in hydraulic di-
ameter. This means that plate heat exchangers usually fall into the smaller end of
conventional channels. Also discussed are flow boiling regimes, two-phase pressure
drop, void fraction calculations, heat transfer correlations, liquid film thickness, and
critical heat flux. Critical heat flux is the point where the wall temperature presents a
sudden rise in temperature, due to either departure from nucleate boiling or dryout.
This is a local phenomenon which is usually ignored in general heat transfer correla-
tions, but could be a significant factor at certain heat fluxes. Sardeshpande then gives
a general overview of the state of flow boiling models, and says postulates that one of
the major difficulties is the determination of the geometry of the flow field, and refers
to suggestions (by Schepper et al. 2008) that CFD could be a beneficial linkage in this
area. Overall, Sardeshpande and Ranade conclude that identification of flow boiling
regimes is very important to developing useful general correlations, and that this is
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a difficult task because it is often subject to observer’s subjectivity, and because there
is a wide variety of experimental conditions used in the literature that often showed
instances of instability. There is much opportunity for further experimental research in
this field.
Thome and El Hajal (2003) provide commentary on predictive models for two-
phase heat transfer coefficients based on flow regimes, and analysis of the most promi-
nent models compared to the Steiner and Taborek (1992) model. This study is based
on horizontal tubes, which do not feature in heat exchange components in this the-
sis, but still form an interesting discussion on the state of the art for heat exchanger
modelling. Flow pattern map based prediction models rely on the void fraction as the
most important parameter, and substantial improvements on the approachability and
flexibility of the model have been made over the past decade. In particular, the new
version of the flow pattern map and heat transfer models eliminated the need for iter-
ations which are not desirable for dynamic models and control systems analysis. Also,
the model can be extended to high-pressure CO2 boiling applications or extended to
condensation applications, both for which yield improvements on the classic correla-
tions such as Steiner. These models are a promising platform for future developments
in heat transfer modelling, but in the current form do not deliver outcomes superior to
the established correlations proportional to the increased complexity of the form.
3.4.3 Heat transfer correlations
Feldman et al. (2000) performed boiling experiments using plate fin heat exchangers
and compared the results to models based on Chen, Carey, Liu & Winterton, Wadekar,
and Steiner & Taborek. The best agreement was found in the Chen correlation in this
case, and the Steiner and Taborek correlation provided poor agreement. Wellsandt
and Vamling (2003) also use the Steiner and Taborek correlation to compare with ex-
periments of evaporation in a plate-type heat exchanger. Their model over-predicts the
heat transfer by 12% in this case, which is quite a good result.
García-Cascales et al. (2007) provides a brief review of single-phase heat transfer
correlations in plate heat exchangers, and then a thorough assessment of flow boiling
and condensation correlations in plate heat exchangers. They compare the most promi-
nent correlations to date against each other, and against an experiment that shows
evaporation and condensation temperatures. The studied single-phase correlations
were by Chisholm and Wanniarachchi (1990), Kim (1999), Wanniarachchi et al. (1995),
Bogaert and Bolcs (1995), Muley and Manglik (1999), and Martin (1996). The stud-
ied evaporation correlations were by Yan and Lin (1999), Hsieh, and Lin (2002), Han,
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Lee and Kim (2003a), and an adapted asymptotic version of the Thonon (1995) corre-
lation. The studied consensation correlations were by Yan, Lio, and Lin (1999), Shah
(1979) with modifications from tubes, Kuo, Lie, Hsieh, and Lin (2005), Han, Lee, and
Kim (2003b), and Thonon (2002). The experiments produced by Garcia-Cascales show
good agreement with all of the tested correlations, with a summarising figure as shown
in Fig. 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Nusselt number versus Reynolds number for a large number of single-phase (top),
boiling (left), and condensation (right) heat transfer correlations García-Cascales et al. (2007).
Djordjevic and Kabelac (2008) provide discussion on a flow boiling experiment us-
ing R134a and ammonia in a plate heat exchanger. One outcome is a comparison be-
tween experimentally derived local heat transfer coefficients with those given by the
most prominent correlations in the literature using ammonia as the working fluid. Us-
ing the Steiner and Taborek (1992) correlation for vertical tubes, Djordjevic and Ka-
belac suggests that it overpredicts the heat transfer coefficient, concluding that per-
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haps a vertical tube might provide superior heat transfer in this particular scenario.
Since the Steiner correlation uses an enhancement factor on the liquid-only heat trans-
fer coefficient to predict nucleate boiling behaviour, one possible source of error not
mentioned is that of the underlying single-phase heat transfer correlation, by Martin
(1996), which could be significant due to the still uncertain state of the literature on the
subject. Despite this, the boiling heat transfer coefficient does not vary too much from
the experimentally derived value, and could still be of use in present modelling efforts.
With respect to the studied literature, the present thesis contributes to heat ex-
changer modelling by presenting some novel approaches to solving dynamic chatter-
ing problems, whilst comparing a number of two-phase plate flow correlations and
checking against new experimental data whether they are applicable in the framework
of existing dynamic modelling libraries. Also presented is a framework of parame-
ters for modelling engineers to quickly put together deterministic plate heat exchanger
models, which is an advancement that could accelerate dynamic modelling attempts
in the future.
3.5 Studies using Dymola
A basis for thermodynamic modelling in Dymola was presented by Schimon et al.
(2006). They present models for a number of simple fluid flow machines, double-pipe
heat exchangers, and medium models. This was built upon by Casella and Leva (2005),
who released an open Modelica library for thermal power plant simulation, focused
on steam as a working fluid. More recently, Casella et al. (2013) presented a new ORC
modelling package and validated it using the Triogen generator (Triogen, 2013) for
design and off-design conditions, but not for start-up and shut-down. A turbopump,
condenser and recuperator are included in the standard module, while the evaporator
design can be adapted to different energy sources. To suit this purpose, the evaporator
is a simple discretised one-dimensional heat transfer model, with limited geometry
considerations and simplified heat transfer correlations. As previously mentioned, the
improvement of heat exchanger models is an area that this thesis delves into.
The Wei et al. (2008) paper, discussed earlier, also contains useful examples of mod-
elling methods. The pump and turbine in the loop are modelled using available perfor-
mance maps acquired directly from the manufacturer. This approach is used because
these components have very little dynamic variability, and so are assumed to instan-
taneously approach steady state. This is also the approach taken in this thesis, since
some load maps have been provided for the QGECE-Verdicorp turbines (Conry et al.,
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2011). Details of the Modelica model development are not given in the paper, but the
results of validation by a pilot ORC plant seem quite promising.
Quoilin et al. (2010) also provide an experimental study and model of an ORC us-
ing a scroll expander. The scroll expander model is the main focus of this paper, but
some other useful information can be extracted. The heat exchangers in the model are
built using the moving boundary method, the expander is built using a detailed model
(which will be reviewed in Section 3.6), and the remaining components are very simpli-
fied thermodynamic models. The system is validated by experiments on a prototype
ORC at the University of Liège, Belgium, using the fluid R-123. While the individual
components validation is fairly accurate, generally within 3%, the global model has an
accuracy of ±10%, which is quite a large margin and could be of concern. This higher
inaccuracy is due to cumulation of subcomponent inaccuracies. A 10% margin or er-
ror is a reasonable accuracy for ORC systems simulated with the purpose of observing
trends due to transients. If the purpose of simulation was to test control systems or
to estimate production over a long time scale, then this margin of error might be too
high. In this case, it will be very beneficial to have more accurate models, so further
refinement of the individual components are explored in the present thesis.
3.6 Scroll expander modelling
Since this type of compressor conversion is a fairly recent innovation, there are only
few models to simulate the process. A detailed scroll expander model was developed
by Lemort et al. (2009) based on a scroll compressor model that was developed and
validated by Winandy et al. (2002). The model was then improved on and tested in an
actual ORC test facility by Quoilin et al. (2010). This scroll expander model is the basis
for the first detailed component modelling tests in this thesis, and so has been explored
thoroughly. The basic system is shown in Fig. 3.12. The model accounts for heat losses,
supply pressure drops, supply leakage through the scrolls, torque loss and realistic ex-
pansion effects. The expansion process is broken into two components; the isentropic
expansion to the pressure imposed by the built-in volume ratio, and the expansion at
fixed volume to normalise to the fixed exhaust pressure. The expander model draws
upon eight performance characteristics, which are then able to compute the variables
of primary importance to the system, such as mass flow rate, the delivered shaft power
and the discharge temperature. Other variables obtained include the supply heating-
up, the exhaust cooling-down, the ambient losses, internal leakage and the mechanical
losses. Quoilin et al. (2010) explain that this particular model was successfully vali-
dated against the experimental rig. The maximum deviation observed was 2% for the
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Figure 3.12: Scroll expander model process schematic (Quoilin et al., 2010).
mass flow rate, 5% for the shaft power and 3 K for the discharge temperature. With
careful parameter selection, a similar model could be developed to simulate the scroll
expander in the QGECE laboratory, and further validation will be possible.
In the first international conference on ORC power systems held in Delft, ORC 2011,
there was some focus on solar thermal ORCs. Presentations on large- and small-scale
systems, pilot plants, combined heating and power and scroll expanders show agree-
ment that there is potential in very small-scale ORCs for cogeneration. Oudkerk et al.
(2011) presented an evaluation of an ORC-based micro-CHP system, less than 50 kWe,
involving a hermetic scroll expander. Of the fluids tested, R245fa was deemed as most
suitable, and a scroll expander isentropic efficiency of 71% was achieved. The testers
were left desiring a more suitable expander with a higher maximum inlet temperature
and volume ratio in order to maximise the system. Kosmadakis et al. (2011) provided a
comparison of a novel double-stage expansion in a 2.5 kWe solar ORC. They found that
the maximum cycle efficiency increased from 4.3% using single-stage expansion with-
out enhancements, up to 9.8% using a double-expander system. A simulation model
of an experimental small scale ORC cogenerator was presented on poster by Clemente
et al. (2011). This model considered both scroll expander and piston-type expander,
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and determined a maximum expected scroll expander efficiency near to 65% and a
maximum cycle efficiency without recuperator of 7%. They also noted that if the ex-
pansion ratio is lower than the best-efficiency-ratio, which corresponds to the built-in
volume ratio, the expander efficiency decreases rather quickly. Mikielewicz et al. (2011)
discussed their experiences from operation of different expansion devices in domestic
micro ORCs. Three expansion devices were compared: a rotating plate expander, scroll
expander, and pneumatic engine. They found that the pneumatic devices performed
better with efficiencies near 61–82% to the scroll expander at near 29–52%.
A performance and design optimisation study by Quoilin et al. (2011) based on low-
cost solar ORCs provides modelling results for solar thermal generation for remote off-
grid areas of developing countries. An overall steady-state electrical efficiency of up to
8% was achieved at a nominal working point, and it was pointed out that a dynamic
model is needed to evaluate the yearly energy output. A comparison of working fluids
showed that the best performer was Solkatherm SES36, with R245fa also being a good
performer. A more complex solar Rankine cycle is presented by Bao et al. (2011). This
configuration consists of two collectors, two expanders, a regenerator and an internal
heat exchanger, and utilises a zeotropic mixture Isopentane/R245fa at multiple mass
fractions to attempt to optimise the thermal efficiency. The thermal efficiency of this
system was found to be significantly higher than a single stage system using pure
Isopentane or R245fa.
Qiu et al. (2011) gives an overview based on market research of a number of dif-
ference expansion devices for micro CHP systems using organic Rankine cycles and
concludes that scroll expanders and vane expanders are good choices for systems run-
ning at about 1–10 kW. The authors also comment that scroll expanders can be scaled
down very well. Schimpf et al. (2011) presents a model of a solar assisted combined
heat pump-organic Rankine cycle-system. The analysis showed that it seems plausible
that the additional costs of an ORC and advanced controls could be covered by the
electricity generated. The authors note that the application of a combined system is
more suited to larger dwelling units like hotels, senior citizen’s homes and multiple
dwelling houses.
A solar organic Rankine cycle similar to that presented in this paper is discussed
by Saitoh et al. (2007). This paper focuses on the electricity generation using a scroll
expander during the summer, and achieves a Rankine cycle efficiency of 11%. Using
the working fluid R113, a scroll expander efficiency of 63% was achieved. Manolakos
et al. (2007) provides a design and experimental results from a 2 kWe solar ORC sys-
tem using evacuated tube collectors, scroll expanders and R-134a as a working fluid.
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The system obtained a maximum overall efficiency of 4%. Oliveira (2007) provides
an example layout of a combined heat and power solar thermal system which utilises
a Rankine cycle to produce work from solar heat, and recovers useful heat from the
condenser. Mathias et al. (2009) uses a simple non-regenerative ORC with a scroll ex-
pander to produce an isentropic efficiency as high as 83%. It is demonstrated that the
highest isentropic efficiency is attained when both the specific volume ratio of the fluid
undergoing expansion is matched to the built-in volume ratio of the expander, and
when the volume flow rate is matched to the rotational speed. An accompanying ana-
lytic model showcases the improvement of having two expanders in series, increasing
the overall pressure ratio as high as 14.23, to give an overall system efficiency of 7.7%.
All of these metrics are very useful throughout the thesis to be used as sanity checks
for the modelling results before the rigorous experimental validation is applied.
3.7 Conclusions
There is a wealth of literature available on all of the topics addressed in this thesis,
from the state of demand for renewable energy research in Australia and worldwide, to
renewable power generation technologies, thermodynamic advancements in the field,
model development tools, through to existing dynamic models and their results and
shortfalls. It is evident that there is a scientific and industrial need for further research
into renewable energy technologies, especially in the field of solar thermal and the
associated problematic transient effects.
There are some dynamic models emerging for organic Rankine cycles, but they each
have limitations. Such limitations include the range of operating conditions present,
the inaccessible or non-reusable nature of some models, or the limitations present in
semi-empirical models that could be improved by more deterministic strategies. De-
signers considering plate and shell heat exchangers, in particular, could benefit from
the more deterministic models presented in this thesis. The examined literature also
provides some valuable starting points for modelling and a range of conditions that are
presently being researched in the renewable energy field and could be supplemented
by the outcomes of dynamic ORC simulations. There are also a number of works that
provide data to serve as a sanity check for preliminary results obtained during the
thesis.
Overall, there is a demand for robust dynamic modelling methodologies and the
resulting libraries in order to provide ways to simulate the dynamics of ORC plants,
especially those powered by geothermal and solar heat.
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This chapter is based on the Applied Thermal Engineering publication of the same name by
Twomey et al. (2013). Some minor clarifications and extra discussion have been added, but the
majority of the chapter is kept true to the published article.
Uncertain economic times and increasing electricity costs have pushed many home
and small business owners to look toward investment in renewable energy, and es-
pecially solar energy, as a supplement. There are a number of emerging systems, but
solar power is typically generated by one of two methods. The first is photovoltaic
(PV) solar capture that converts solar irradiance directly to electricity and typically has
an efficiency between 12–20%. Solar thermal captures the irradiance as thermal en-
ergy and has a heating efficiency often around 60%, so it is the better choice for pure
heating applications. To generate electricity, the heating efficiency needs to be multi-
plied by a power conversion efficiency and the latter is low unless a high degree of
concentration is used. The result is that for small installations, low-concentration solar
thermal is generally best for water and space heating and PV is more effective to gener-
ate electricity. Additionally, solar thermal panels are more effective during the summer
months than the winter, but the amount of hot water required does not change much,
so there is much wasted potential during the summer when the capacity of water is
heated. A solar thermal power system may be competitive in applications that need
both electricity and heat, such as process heat for a brewery or food processing plant,
or water heating for a larger dwelling unit.
The work described in this chapter is to estimate the performance and comment
on the feasibility of a small-scale solar thermal cogeneration unit that uses cheap and
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Chapter 4 Nomenclature
A area, m2 crit critical
c specific heat, J/(kg K) cyc cycle net
E energy, J, kWh ex expander exhaust
h specific enthalpy, J/(kg K) hp heating and power
m˙ mass flow rate, kg/m2 hw hot water
N speed, rev/min ii second law
p pressure, Pa in expander internal
Q heat energy, J leak expander leak
Q˙ heat power, W lhx lower heat exchanger
r ratio, – max maximum/peak
S solar insolation, W/m2 min minimum
T temperature, ◦C n nominal
t time, s off ORC stop
U heat transfer coefficient, on ORC start
W/(m2 K) org organic fluid stream
U internal energy, J p constant pressure
u specific internal energy, J/kg pinch heat exchanger pinch point
V volume, m3, L prc process hot water stream
v specific volume, m3/kg rise sun rise
W˙ power, W sat saturation
Ex daily solar exposure, set sun set
kWh/m2/day sh shaft
sol solar
Greek symbols st solar store
∆ difference, – stand standing heat loss
 error, – su expander supply
η efficiency, – th thermal
ρ density, kg/m3 thr throat
τ torque, Nm uhx upper heat exchanger
v volume property
Subscripts w isothermal envelope
amb ambient
col collector
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Figure 4.1: Domestic solar ORC with cogeneration system configuration
available equipment, with a focus on the scroll expander being used to extract energy
in an organic Rankine cycle. Such a cogeneration unit should utilise the high ther-
mal efficiency of solar thermal collectors to provide water heating, while generating
electricity during the off-peak periods when the sun’s potential would otherwise be
wasted. Fig. 4.1 shows one such system configuration which is the focus of this pa-
per. A solar thermal cycle heats a fluid in the solar store vessel, which is connected
to a heat exchanger that is the evaporator for an ORC. Hot water is produced when
the ORC condenser cools the working fluid using a continuous stream of town supply
water. The main characteristics of the system are the following:
• Solar collectors: 50m2 evacuated tube type.
• Solar thermal cycle: Pressurised and well insulated closed-loop cycle heating
800L solar store of water with circulation pump and controller.
• ORC: Expansion of R134a through scroll expander, with evaporator utilising the
solar store, and condenser utilising a constant stream of town supply water.
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Water is pumped through the solar thermal cycle to heat the solar store. When
the store reaches a temperature, Tst,max, determined by the optimum conditions of the
ORC, the refrigerant cycle pump is started. R134a heats up by passing through the so-
lar store heat exchanger, is expanded through the scroll expander, is condensed in the
lower heat exchanger, then returns through the pump, completing the cycle. When the
solar store drops to a temperature, Tst,min defined by the ORC conditions, the refriger-
ant cycle is stopped. The cycle may be started again if there is still radiant emittance,
but when the sun sets, the solar thermal cycle will be available until the temperature
drops to Tst,min, then deactivated until the next day.
This study builds on the prior literature discussed in Section 3.6, and presents a
daily dynamic model and annual simulation of a solar thermal cogeneration system.
The simulation gives an estimation of the total power produced and hot water deliv-
ered, as well as providing cycle efficiency, solar utilisation and expander efficiency for
different parts of the year. Positive outcomes would indicate that the addition of low-
cost ORC components to standard solar thermal systems might be financially worth-
while and has benefits which make it comparable to PV systems.
4.1 Scroll expander model
A scroll expander has been identified as an appropriate device for small-scale solar
thermal cogeneration because it is compact and inexpensive, low-power to suit small
scale scenarios, and generally shows high efficiency and has few moving parts. This
section presents a model of a scroll expander suitable for incorporation into a solar
thermal ORC dynamic model, along with parameter identification and experimental
validation.
The scroll expander model used in this study is a semi-empirical model developed
by Lemort et al. (2009) and the key process descriptions and equations are given as
follows. Fig. 4.2 depicts the processing of the fluid as it flows through the scroll ex-
pander in a number of hypothetical stages. The scroll expander is a quasi-static model,
and heat storage is not accounted for in the equations. Any effect from heat transfer in
the walls will settle in a short time compared to the target time frame of the dynamic
models.
(a) Adiabatic supply pressure drop (su – su,1): This process accounts for all pressure losses
between the expander inlet and the suction chamber. It is approximated as an isen-
tropic flow through a converging nozzle as per Eq. 4.1 with throat area, Asu, computed
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Figure 4.2: Conceptual scheme of the expander model by Lemort et al. (2009). From left to right
across the figure, there are three regions: the supply (su), internal (in), and exhaust (ex). The
’cte’ notation in the figure indicates that the variable described remains constant through the
process.
by parameter optimisation.
m˙ =
Asu
vthr,su
√
2(hsu − hthr,su) (4.1)
(b) Isobaric supply cooling-down (su,1 – su,2): Heat exchange is observed between the
fluid entering the suction chamber and a fictitious isothermal envelope, which is a
lumped variable representing the expander scrolls and shell. Supply heat transfer is
given by:
Q˙su = m˙ · (hsu,1 − hsu,2) =
[
1− e
(−AUsu
m˙·cp
)]
m˙ · cp · (Tsu,1 − Tw) . (4.2)
where supply heat transfer coefficient AUsu is assumed to vary with the mass flow rate
according to:
AUsu = AUsu,n ·
(
m˙
m˙n
)
.1 (4.3)
and AUsu,n is a parameter to identify.
(c) Internal leakage (su,2 – ex,2): Fluid that leaks inside the machine undergoes no useful
1The mass flow rate ratio should be taken to the power of 0.8, and the code has been updated for
future versions.
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expansion and is a significant contributor to loss in the expander. All leakage paths
are lumped into a hypothetical area Aleak, which is computed by comparison to flow
through an isentropic nozzle of said throat area:
m˙leak =
Aleak
vthr,leak
√
2(hsu,2 − hthr,leak) . (4.4)
The inlet pressure is Psu,2 and the outlet pressure is the maximum between Pex,2 and
Pcrit,leak. The critical pressure is computed by considering the vapour as a perfect gas.
(d) Adiabatic and reversible expansion to the adapted pressure (su,2 – in): The adapted pres-
sure is related to the built-in volume ratio of the expander rv, which is parameter that
must be identified. The relationship is:
vin = rv · vsu,2 . (4.5)
(e) Adiabatic expansion at constant machine volume (ad – ex,2): The under- and over-
expansion losses occur at this stage when the adapted pressure is higher or lower,
respectively, than the system pressure at the expander outlet. In order to equalise these
pressures, the model assumes that some fluid flows out of or into the discharge cham-
ber instantaneously when the expansion chamber opens onto the discharge line.
(f) Isobaric exhaust cooling-down or heating-up (ex,1 – ex): Heat is exchanged between the
fluid exiting the expansion chamber and the isothermal envelope. This is modelled
similarly as in Eq. 4.2.
The internal power produced is a combination of the suction power, expansion
power and discharge power:
W˙in = m˙in[(hsu,2 − hin) + vin(Pin − Pex,2)] . (4.6)
Mechanical losses are lumped into a mechanical loss torque parameter τloss, which is a
parameter to identify. The expander shaft power is then defined by:
W˙sh = W˙in − 2 · pi · N · τloss60 . (4.7)
To complete the heat balance over the expander, a global heat transfer coefficient,
AUamb, between the isothermal envelope and the ambient is used to compute ambi-
ent losses:
Q˙amb = AUamb(Tw − Tamb) . (4.8)
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Then, assuming that mechanical losses are directly added to the isothermal envelope,
the heat balance is completed:
W˙loss − Q˙ex + Q˙su − Q˙amb = 0 . (4.9)
Being a semi-empirical model, there are a number of parameters which must be esti-
mated by experiment for the model to be useful. Details of the experiment and then
the parameter estimation are given in the following sections.
4.2 Scroll expander experiment
The ORC test setup described in this section is used to determine values for the scroll
expander parameters which were mentioned in the previous section. The goal of the
experiment is to record a full range of experimental outputs that can be correlated to
the corresponding outputs in the computational model. Then the computational model
parameters can be calibrated until the results match up adequately.
The facility used was the QGECE low-pressure organic Rankine cycle at the Uni-
versity of Queensland. The system is a small, modular test bench for testing a variety
of fluids and expanders under different working conditions. Fig. 4.3 is a photo of the
test bench as on 9th May 2011. The experiments detailed in this section show the first
complete and recorded test results obtained in the laboratory, and the configuration
has since changed in order to test other components.
4.2.1 Experimental setup
The configuration of the system, as on 20 June 2011, is shown in Fig. 4.4. Starting with
the motor and going clockwise, the components of the system are detailed in Table 4.1.
The main user-controlled inputs for the system are the motor speed, temperature
of the glycol heater, and the electrical voltage over the load. These give some degree
of control over, respectively, the cycle mass flow rate, m˙cyc, the evaporator tempera-
ture, Tuhx, and the pressure ratio of evaporator to condenser, rp. These independent
variables are furthermore referred to as the cycle inputs. The dependent variables in
the cycle are the scroll expander power, W˙sh, rotational speed, Nsh, and outlet temper-
ature, Tex. These are the variables which can be used to calibrate the Dymola models,
and Table 4.2 shows which instruments in the ORC give the data for each variable.
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Figure 4.3: Photograph of QGECE laboratory ORC taken 9th May 2011
Table 4.1: QGECE laboratory ORC component list
Component Model Quantity
Motor CMG CW34075 1
ORC pump CAT 2SF29ELS 1
Thermocouple K-type generic 9
Pressure transducer Druck PMP-1400 5
Brazed plate evaporator AHTT SL34-30 1
Glycol electric heater Helios CHO-20 (20 kW) 1
Glycol pump Shurflo COMSV223 1
Scroll expander Sanden TRSA09 1
Rotary torque meter Honeywell 1804-200 1
Alternator generator Bosch K1 BXU2456A 28V 55A 1
Oil separator Airmender S-4005 1
Brazed plate condenser AHTT SL34-30 2
Coriolis flow meter Siemens 7ME4100-1ED13-1AB1 1
Fluid receiver Airmender CR-104 (5.9 L) 1
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Figure 4.4: Diagram of QGECE low pressure cycle as on 9 May 2011. The numbers beside the
measurement instrument symbols represent the instrument designations in Table 4.2 to match
with the objective outputs.
The data acquisition and recording system is an in-house code called SuperDAQ. It
records timestamped values at high frequency for all instruments in the cycle, groups
them into four channels, and saves each channel’s data to an independent comma-
separated values file.
4.2.2 Data handling
A number of test cases are required to gather enough data to effectively cover the
range of working conditions the model should contain. From initial tests, the optimum
working range of the system was found and is shown in Table 4.3. This optimum
range was based on limits imposed by the heater and load resistor network, and on
the minimum cycle temperature to prevent condensation in the expander. Three values
for each input is deemed adequate to cover the working range for use in the Dymola
models. It follows that the minimum, maximum, and half-way value of each input is
used, and therefore there is a total of 27 test cases. Table 4.4 shows all of the test cases.
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Table 4.2: Calibration variables
Variable Instrument
m˙cyc Coriolis flow meter
Tuhx Thermocouple 1
puhx Pressure transducer 1
plhx Pressure transducer 2
W˙sh Rotary torque sensor
Nsh Rotary torque sensor
Tex Thermocouple 2
Table 4.3: System working condition range
Cycle inputs Minimum Maximum
m˙cyc 0.05 kg/s 0.07 kg/s
Tuhx 80◦C 120◦C
rp 1.3 1.7
As described in the previous section, the data required for the Dymola model is in
steady state form. The raw results from SuperDAQ are time-dependent and so must
be averaged over a suitable time frame for each test case. Three minutes of continuous
operation is deemed a suitable time frame, as long as the data remains fairly constant
during that time. The SuperDAQ graphical user interface shows real-time data and can
ensure that the data remains steady-state for the entire recording duration. A python
script is used to retrieve the appropriate information from the SuperDAQ files, average
the results, and write them into a comma-separated value file which is compatible with
Dymola.
4.2.3 Procedure
The experimental method for each test case follows. The input values referenced are
the values found in Table 4.4.
1. Set glycol heater temperature to approximately Tuhx
2. Reset the voltage on the load to default to prevent unexpected expander be-
haviour at start-up
3. Set the motor control voltage so that Nsh is correct
4. Once glycol heater reaches desired temperature, turn on the ORC pump motor
5. Monitor real-time results on SuperDAQ GUI
6. Adjust voltage on the load until rp is correct
7. Make adjustments to glycol heater temperature setting until the monitor reads
the correct value of Tuhx
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8. Begin SuperDAQ recording
9. After three minutes, stop recording and save the results files
10. Turn off the ORC pump motor.
Once this procedure is complete for all 27 test cases, the DataMorph.py script is used
to process the data into the single required file.
4.2.4 Results
The processed data from the tests described in previous sections is shown in Table 4.4.
The tests were completed successfully within the desired range of working conditions,
and the DataMorph.py script transformed the data into a file that is workable in Dy-
mola.
4.3 Parameter estimation
The simulation software DYMOLA (Dynamic Modeling Laboratory) by Dassault Sys-
temes (2014) was used to model the cycle including the scroll expander equations in
Section 4.1. The scroll expander parameter values were estimated using the ‘Calibrat-
eSteadyState’ function in the ‘Design’ library included with Dymola. This calibrator
works by minimising an error function based on the sum of squares of the weighted
differences between each steady state output variable and the corresponding model
variable. The inputs were selected based on their ability to be controlled relatively
independently from each other in the experimental rig, and on how close they match
with the model inputs. They were chosen to be mass flow rate m˙, pressure ratio of inlet
to outlet rp, and the inlet temperature Tsu. Three control values were selected for each
input, based on the operational limits of the test rig, to generate a series of 27 test cases.
The values are summarised in Table 4.5.
The outputs selected were the shaft work Wsh, rotational speed N and outlet tem-
perature Tex because they could be easily measured in the test rig and the model. The
weighting applied to these variables was the inverse of the maximum recorded value
squared, to match up with Dymola’s calibration scheme. Table 4.6 presents a summary
of the outputs and their weights.
The estimated parameter values are shown in Table 4.7. The aforementioned Dy-
mola error function returned  = 0.0335. To put this in perspective, Fig. 4.5 shows the
difference between model outputs and experimental outputs. The error was consis-
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Table 4.4: All test cases and results
Experiment m˙cyc Tuhx puhx plhx Nsh W˙sh Tex
(kg/s) (◦K) (kPa-abs) (kPa-abs) (rpm) (W) (◦K)
111 0.0509 354.4 1118 867 897 124.3 345.5
112 0.0496 354.1 1284 860 661 244.0 341.5
113 0.0487 354.1 1445 853 479 273.3 338.6
121 0.0494 372.9 1223 948 795 136.5 363.8
122 0.0490 373.4 1396 935 612 250.4 360.0
123 0.0509 372.6 1441 850 596 337.8 356.8
131 0.0509 392.3 1194 929 944 104.7 382.5
132 0.0499 392.5 1371 916 712 257.4 379.2
133 0.0468 392.6 1518 895 495 287.4 376.7
211 0.0591 353.7 1226 942 959 168.7 345.0
212 0.0604 353.4 1412 935 770 326.1 339.4
213 0.0594 352.3 1568 914 567 369.2 335.6
221 0.0604 373.0 1227 945 1089 139.4 364.3
222 0.0604 372.8 1388 924 874 329.3 359.7
223 0.0602 373.0 1544 905 696 424.6 356.6
231 0.0612 391.6 1283 989 1117 143.7 382.2
232 0.0598 392.5 1462 973 865 345.5 378.9
233 0.0594 392.0 1623 956 685 430.0 375.7
311 0.0707 353.1 1328 102 1113 197.1 344.3
312 0.0692 353.0 1491 997 861 377.1 339.1
313 0.0712 352.3 1678 987 673 462.7 334.9
321 0.0706 373.0 1314 1009 1244 199.4 364.5
322 0.0684 374.9 1436 951 1009 382.9 361.6
323 0.0690 372.9 1624 957 792 513.1 356.1
331 0.0701 394.2 1369 1057 1256 184.5 385.2
332 0.0687 393.6 1548 1027 993 427.1 379.3
333 0.0704 390.7 1703 1007 836 552.0 373.4
Table 4.5: Scroll expander test inputs
Variable Input 1 Input 2 Input 3
m˙ 0.05 kg/s 0.06 kg/s 0.07 kg/s
rp 1.3 1.5 1.7
Tsu 80◦C 100 ◦C 120 ◦C
Table 4.6: Scroll expander test outputs
Variable Weighting
W˙sh (552)−2
N (1257)−2
Tex (385)−2
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Table 4.7: Scroll expander parameters
Parameter Description Value
medium Fluid medium R134a
AUamb Overall heat transfer coefficient to ambient 0.5 W/K
AUsu,n Supply overall heat transfer coefficient 35 W/K
AUex,n Exhaust overall heat transfer coefficient 0.1 W/K
Asu,thr Supply nozzle throat area 50e-6 m2
Aleak Internal leakage area 4.04e-6 m2
rv Built-in volume ratio 1.57
Vs,exp Swept volume in expander mode 53.1e-6 m3
τloss Mechanical loss torque 0.94 N.m
Figure 4.5: Check of scroll expander modelling against individual experimental test measure-
ments.
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tently high for cases with a pressure ratio of 1.3, mostly between 13% and 20%. Apart
from at this pressure ratio, the error was generally below 8%.
4.4 System modelling
In this section, a dynamic model of the cogeneration system contained within the scope
boundary in Fig. 4.1 is developed. The model should be used to fulfil the following
objectives:
• Estimate the daily and annual power generation of the system.
• Estimate the volume of hot water available to the establishment due to solar cap-
ture.
• Determine the maximum temperature observed in the solar thermal cycle to limit
boiling.
• Assess the compatibility of a scroll expander with this type of system.
• Observe sensitivity to a change of collector area, solar store volume and ORC
mass flow rate.
The model is based on one 24 hour day cycle. In order to attain annual results,
a model for each month is given parameters based on the average of all days in that
month. Specific details are given in the following subsections, and month-specific pa-
rameters given in Table 4.8.
Within the system model, it is assumed that the piping in the solar cycle is insulated
according to AS 3500.4 Section 8.2 (Standards Australia, 2003), to the effect that heat
loss from the pipes is negligible. The power required by the solar circulation pump
and controller are neglected because they are small compared to the solar thermal en-
ergy, and since they are used for heating, should not be included in electrical efficiency.
Also, local heating and cooling effects, including thermal stratification of storage ves-
sels, is neglected for simplification of analysis. This is a conservative approach since
stratification effects have a positive influence on the efficiency of solar systems (Ecofys,
2005). It is also assumed that heat exchangers are designed and sized appropriately so
that sufficient heat exchange is attained to produce a heat exchange pinch point of
∆Tpinch. Finally, it is assumed that the scroll expander can be attached to a generator
and synchronised to an electrical grid with minimal inefficiencies. The system model
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Table 4.8: Environmental inputs
Month Ex Smax Sun rise/set Tamb
(kWh/m2/day) (W/m2) (24h) (◦C)
January 6.8 780 0506/1848 25.3
February 6.1 736 0531/1833 24.9
March 5.6 715 0548/1806 23.5
April 4.7 645 0605/1732 20.8
May 3.8 553 0621/1708 17.9
June 3.4 514 0636/1701 15.3
July 3.7 551 0637/1710 14.3
August 4.5 636 0619/1726 15.3
September 5.6 738 0546/1741 18.1
October 6.1 754 0513/1755 20.6
November 6.7 782 0449/1816 22.7
December 6.9 781 0447/1839 24.2
was created in the Dymola environment, using the Modelica language. Separate mod-
ules for each the solar fluid cycle, the scroll expander and the cooling heat exchanger
were developed and connected within a testbed module.
4.4.1 Solar insolation
The solar insolation is a direct input into the solar fluid cycle model, and is measured
in W/m2. The value of irradiance follows a half sine curve as in Eq. 4.10:
S = 0, 0 ≤ t < trise
S = Smax · sin
(
pi(t−trise)
tset−trise
)
, trise ≤ t ≤ tset
S = 0, tset < t < 24 .
(4.10)
where t is time in hours after midnight. The peak solar irradiance, Smax, is defined such
that the total daily solar exposure, Ex, equals the value given by the Bureau Of Mete-
orology (2011) for the average of all days of a particular month in Brisbane, Australia,
going back to 1990. The “monthly mean daily global solar exposure” is defined by
Bureau Of Meteorology (2011) as the total solar energy for a day falling on a horizon-
tal surface, so this takes into account incidence angle. Assuming a fixed-orientation
collector that is angled appropriately for the latitude, this approximation for Smax is
conservative.
The sun rise and set times are of the 15th day of every month, as given by Geo-
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science Australia (2005) for 2010. The parameters used for each month are shown in
Table 4.8. This is quite a simplistic method of capturing the daily solar irradiation
trends, but a sine-wave representation does adequately satisfy the goals of the cogener-
ation model in the author’s estimation: that is, to show the daily trends of non-constant
solar irradiation and how this translates to organic Rankine cycle efficiency and power
output.
4.4.2 Collectors
The collectors are modelled by the total collector efficiency ηcol, which is a lumped
parameter that describes the ratio of heat energy addition to solar insolation incident
on the collector, accounting for different sources of losses. The total collector efficiency
is described by characteristic curves given by Ecofys (2005), as shown in Fig. 4.6. The
average daily ambient temperature is given by the Bureau Of Meteorology (2011), and
shown in Table 4.8.
Figure 4.6: Characteristic efficiency curve for evacuated tube collector (Ecofys, 2005).
4.4.3 Solar fluid cycle
The collectors, pipes, pump, and solar store are modelled together in a single lumped
control volume, defined as the solar fluid cycle. This is to distinguish it from the hot
water component of the system. Heat energy from the collectors is directly injected
into this control volume, and it is assumed that the solar storage vessel represents an
appropriate average of the energy held in all of the solar cycle components. This stor-
age vessel also acts as a thermal buffer in the solar collector system, and the dynamics
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of the solar thermal system are assumed to be dampened by this. The cycle is defined
by the parameters shown in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Solar fluid cycle parameters
Parameter Description Value
Acol Evacuated tube collector area 50 m2
Vst Combined volume of solar thermal cycle 800 L
pst Pressure of solar cycle loop 300 kPa
AUst Standing heat loss coefficient of store 2 W/K
The temperature of the solar store, Tst, can be calculated using the equations of state
functions in the Modelica partial medium model. Two state variables are required for
this, and they are chosen for this case as specific internal energy, ust, and store pressure,
pst. There is no direct function in the partial medium model that uses specific internal
energy and pressure to set the state record. A workaround is to specify the state using
state = Medium.setState_phX(p, h);
and also specify the specific internal energy using
u = Medium.specificInternalEnergy(state);
Since specific enthalpy and specific internal energy are closely related, especially for
constant pressure assumption models, the Dymola translator will allow the state to
be set when only pressure and specific internal energy are given. Store pressure is a
constant given in Table 4.9 and specific internal energy is calculated by
u =
Ust
ρst ·Vst (4.11)
where ρst itself is a variable function of the state, found using
rho = Medium.density(state);
The simplest formulation of the energy balance is using the actual internal energy,
Ust, and taking into account solar heat accumulation, heat transfer to the ORC and
standing heat losses:
dUst
dt
= Q˙sol − Q˙uhx − Q˙stand . (4.12)
Heat transfer to the ORC, Q˙uhx, is given by the scroll expander model. Solar gain is
given by the product of insolation, collector area and collector efficiency, as in Eq. 4.13.
Q˙sol = S · Acol · ηcol (4.13)
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Standing heat loss from the solar store is modelled as a rate proportional to the tem-
perature difference between the tank and ambient, using values given in the industry
guide by Ecofys (2005) for properly insulated tanks, as described in Eq. 4.14. The heat
loss rate, AUst, is given in Table 4.9.
Q˙stand = AUst · (Tst − Tamb) (4.14)
An output connector is added to the model with the value of Tst to be fed directly
to the scroll expander flow boundary model and mass flow switch. The total solar
exposure is also defined in the model:
dEsol
dt
= S · Acol . (4.15)
Since the water in the solar store is undergoing a large temperature change be-
tween 20 ◦C and 120 ◦C, there is potential for thermal expansion a significant force.
Using REFPROP (NIST, 2013), a simple integral of the thermal volumetric expansion
coefficient of water over the temperature range is calculated, assuming pressure is con-
stant at 300 kPa. The result is that approximately 5.7% thermal expansion is expected.
To account for this, an accumulator should be considered for installation in the solar
circuit pipework.
4.4.4 Condenser heat exchanger
The heat exchanger at the expander outlet has two purposes: to condense the ORC
fluid and to heat the continuous supply of town water to a sufficiently high tempera-
ture. It is modelled using a simple heat balance for counter-flow heat exchangers, as in
Eqs. 4.16 and 4.17.
Qlhx = m˙org · ∆horg (4.16)
Qlhx = m˙prc · ∆hprc (4.17)
All inlet and outlet temperatures are set according to the conditions, as shown in Table
4.10. The mass flow rate of the process stream, m˙prc, is calculated and is dependent on
the organic stream temperature as in Eq. 4.17.
4.4.5 ORC pump
The pump is not independently modelled as a component, but the power required to
maintain the cycle pressure difference and mass flow rate is calculated and included in
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efficiency and energy calculations.
W˙pump =
m˙org · (hpump,out − hpump,in)
ηpump
(4.18)
Enthalpy hpump,in is estimated using the Dymola equation of state function with the
two state variables being ORC condenser pressure, p1 and bubble enthalpy for that
pressure (also calculated by Dymola). Assuming the pump behaves isentropically,
hpump,out is estimated by the same Dymola function, using state variables of ORC evap-
orator pressure, p2, and bubble entropy at the condenser pressure. The parameters p1,
p2 and ηpump are given in Table 4.11.
4.4.6 Dynamic simulation
The dynamic simulation module incorporates the solar fluid cycle, scroll expander,
cooling heat exchanger, flow boundary and insolation models, as well as temperature
and heat flow sensors and switches. The solar storage vessel is the only component
modelled as a dynamic component, as it is the main component that alters the system
on the time-scale required. Fig. 4.7 shows how the components are connected. The Tst
output signal is used to turn the scroll expander mass flow on and off. The mass flow
rate is set to m˙n when Tst−∆Tpinch reaches Tst,max and set to zero if it falls below Tst,min.
These temperatures were chosen based on the range which produced the best expander
performance from tests, and the condition that scroll exit temperature is greater than
Thw + ∆Tpinch to aid water heating. The nominal ORC mass flow rate is the highest
value that will allow a single continuous ORC period during the day without the need
to switch off and let the solar store recharge. The mass flow rate could be adjusted
seasonally in order to optimise the system. The dynamic test bed parameters are shown
in Table 4.11.
Table 4.10: Cooling heat exchanger temperatures
Heat exchanger passage Temperature designation
Torg,in Tex
Torg,out Tsat
Tprc,in Tamb
Tprc,out Thw
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Figure 4.7: Flow diagram of the dynamic simulation module
Table 4.11: Dynamic testbed parameters
Parameter Description Value
m˙n Scroll expander nominal mass flow rate 0.07 kg/s
Tst,max Temperature maximum for expander activation 120◦C
Tst,min Temperature minimum for expander deactivation 85◦C
∆Tpinch Heat exchange pinch point temperature difference 5◦C
p1 ORC condenser pressure 850 kPa
p2 ORC evaporator pressure 1500 kPa
ηpump ORC pump efficiency 0.6
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4.4.7 System metrics
Some key thermal power variables are defined here which are useful to judge the ef-
fectiveness of the system. The net power produced in this cycle is defined by:
dEcyc
dt
= W˙sh − W˙pump . (4.19)
The cycle’s thermal efficiency, ηth, is the ratio of net work produced to the heat
input:
ηth =
W˙sh − W˙pump
Q˙uhx
. (4.20)
Note that parasitic losses of the pump and condenser fans are not included here, and
could be significant if, as expected, the thermal efficiency of this prototype system is
low. This may negate a significant portion of generated power, and should be consid-
ered in future studies that refine and build on the present one.
The second-law thermal efficiency, ηii, is an indicator of how close the thermal effi-
ciency is to the highest value permissible depending on the temperature range (Carnot
efficiency), as in Eq. 4.21:
ηii =
ηth
1− (Tlhx,min/Tuhx,min) . (4.21)
The scroll expander effectiveness is generally measured using isentropic efficiency.
This is the ratio of actual power produced to the ideal power that would be produced
if there was no entropy increase for the same pressure ratio:
ηs =
W˙sh
m˙ · (hin − hout,s) , (4.22)
where isentropic enthalpy, hout,s, is calculated using the Dymola enthalpy function
which requires two state variable inputs, being the outlet pressure and the inlet en-
tropy.
4.5 System performance
This section aims to determine the performance of the scroll expander, find the to-
tal energy generated by the system annually, and discern the effects on the system of
varying key parameters such as ORC mass flow rate, collector area, and solar store
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volume. Nominal hot water temperature is imposed: Thw = 65◦C. The temperature of
the solar store is the most important variable for which the performance of the ORC
is dependent. Fig. 4.8 shows the solar store temperature over one day, for the months
of December, February, April and June. December and June are the months with the
highest and lowest solar exposure, respectively, as in Table 4.8. August and October
are omitted because they are very similar to April and February. The maximum ex-
pected temperature is 130 ◦C, which confirms that the minimum working pressure to
prevent boiling in the solar thermal cycle using water is 278 kPa.
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Figure 4.8: Solar cogeneration store temperature
The scroll expander performance as a unit can be quantified by its isentropic effi-
ciency, as described in Section 4.4.7. The expander performs at between 57% and 59%
isentropic efficiency for all months of the year. This is a respectable efficiency for a
power expander, however, isentropic efficiencies of up to 83% have been reported in
the literature (Clemente et al., 2011; Mathias et al., 2009; Oudkerk et al., 2011). Greater
isentropic, and therefore system, efficiency might be achieved by using a similar sized
scroll expander that has been purpose-built for expansion. Modifications to inlet and
exit nozzles as in Mathias et al. (2009) and improved lubrication as in Wang et al. (2009)
might help toward this goal.
The ORC performance is quantified by the peak expander power, W˙sh,max, rota-
tional speed, Nmax, start and stop time, ton and toff, daily net energy produced, Ecyc,
and total daily volume of hot water produced, Vprc. Table 4.12 shows the daily val-
ues for these variables for the average day of each month. Refer to Figure 4.10 for a
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Table 4.12: System performance for the average day in each month
Month W˙sh,max Nmax ton toff Ecyc Vprc ηsol
(W) (rpm) (24h) (24h) (kWh/day) (L/day) (%)
January 676 1050 0841 1844 6.05 3270 51.0
February 663 1030 0908 1820 5.46 2950 51.4
March 660 1024 0923 1751 4.99 2700 51.3
April 660 1024 0946 1659 4.17 2270 51.2
May 660 1024 1011 1605 3.34 1820 50.9
June 660 1024 1031 1546 2.96 1610 50.3
July 660 1024 1027 1607 3.20 1750 50.1
August 660 1024 1001 1648 3.90 2120 50.1
September 660 1024 0918 1732 4.86 2630 49.9
October 664 1032 0847 1747 5.34 2890 50.4
November 674 1047 0823 1812 5.89 3190 50.5
December 675 1049 0824 1833 6.11 3300 50.8
visualisation of the shaft power evolution over one day. It follows that the total an-
nual energy produced by this system is 1710 kWh. At a standard rate for Brisbane of
22.7c/kWh (Origin Energy, 2011), this might equate to an annual value of $388.17. For
the additional equipment required to form the ORC (the pump, scroll expander and
piping), this system would likely pay for itself over its lifetime. With scroll expander
improvements, the annual energy produced could significantly increase.
The cycle efficiencies, as described in Section 4.4.7, do not vary significantly over
the course of the year. Thermal efficiency, ηth, remains fairly constant at 3.47%, and
the second-law efficiency, ηii, varies over the course of each day between 15.7% and
23.2%. Figure 4.9 shows the daily trend for December, which has a similar shape to
other months.The second-law efficiency is low, and there is potential for improvement.
It is evident that the pure electrical efficiency of this configuration is lower than that
for PV. However, the low efficiency is compensated for by the small costs associated
with the additional required equipment.
4.5.1 Parameter sensitivity
The three parameters most sensitive to change are ORC mass flow rate, m˙org, collector
area, Acol, and solar store volume, Vst. Table 4.13 shows some key effects of perturbing
the former two parameters for the month of December. Generally, m˙org affects the ORC
efficiency and is limited directly by solar store volume. Acol scales the entire system
but is restricted by the available roof area. For both of these parameters, an increase
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Figure 4.9: Solar cogeneration cycle efficiency for December. The y-axis is capped at 0.30, just
above the Carnot efficiency.
in value gives a modest increase in cycle energy, while only the collector area greatly
affects the hot water volume. These parameters could be adjusted to tailor the system
to particular energy and water needs.
Table 4.13: Parameter sensitivity
Parameter W˙sh,peak Ecyc Vprc ηsol
Reference 675 W 6.11 kWh/day 3300 L 50.8%
m˙org = 0.06 kg/s 561 W 5.44 kWh/day 3189 L 49.0%
m˙org = 0.08 kg/s 798 W 6.58 kWh/day 3356 L 51.8%
Acol = 40 m2 660 W 4.93 kWh/day 2682 L 51.6%
Acol = 60 m2 719 W 7.06 kWh/day 3799 L 48.7%
The third parameter, Vst, has the most interesting effect. Increasing or decreasing it
causes the performance curves to shift backward or forward in the time domain, as can
be observed in Fig. 4.10. Volume Vst can therefore be adjusted to match the electricity
generation timeframe to the peak power usage, if appropriate. This is advantageous
because generally the value of electricity is higher during peak, and peak demand
does not usually coincide with peak solar irradiation. The drawback is that a larger
and more costly storage tank is needed, with better insulation in order to adhere to
industry standards. However, there will be less thermal mixing in a larger tank which
could cause more distinct thermal stratification, benefiting the solar system’s efficiency.
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4.6 Solar cogeneration conclusions
A scroll expander model was calibrated and implemented into a larger dynamic model
of a solar thermal cogeneration system using evacuated tube collectors suited to some
larger dwelling unit or small commercial establishment. Using a model presented by
Lemort et al. (2009), the scroll expander calibration shows agreement generally within
10% for the shaft power, 5% for the rotational speed and 6 K for the exhaust tempera-
ture, with some outliers at very low pressure ratios.
When implemented into the dynamic simulation program, with a collector area of
50 m2 and simulated over a year:
• The expander shows a maximum isentropic efficiency of 59%.
• The ORC first-law thermal efficiency is 3.47% and second-law efficiency varies
between 15.7% and 23.2%.
• The maximum instantaneous power observed is 676 W.
• The total energy produced is 1710 kWh and the total hot water available is on
average 2540 L/day. This energy production does not include parasitic losses
from the pump or condenser fans, which could reduce the power consumption
significantly.
• The next step toward ensuring the feasibility of this system is refinement of model
assumptions to suit specific equipment. This would include the extra losses men-
tioned above.
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Additionally, it was noted that it is possible to shift the time period that the system
is producing power to match the peak demand period by adjusting the solar store
volume.
The expander isentropic efficiency is quite good, and could be further improved
by mechanical modification as noted in the literature, such as inlet and exit nozzle
improvements and improved lubrication. The electrical efficiency metrics are generally
quite low, and the total energy produced is not remarkable, but there is potential for
improvement and the energy produced is significant enough to potentially cover the
low costs of the ORC equipment over its lifetime. Also, the capability to shift electricity
production to match demand could be very advantageous in the solar energy market,
where peak electricity demand does not usually coincide with the day’s peak solar
irradiation.
Chapter 5
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modelling
While the model presented in Chapter 4 allows for simulation of a scroll expander in a
very specific scenario, the final goal of this thesis is to create flexible dynamic models
of larger plants that can be easily reconfigured for use in a range of scenarios. In order
to do this, the modelling paradigm must be shifted away from one that is largely un-
structured and based on functional goals, toward one that is object-oriented and has
easily recognisable and independent modules. In Section 2.4, Modelica was identified
as the most appropriate modelling language for the task, and Dymola as a suitable
simulation interface. The ThermoPower library (Casella et al., 2013) and the Thermo-
Cycle library (Quoilin et al., 2013) are the most developed libraries for organic thermal
power cycle modelling at the time of writing. A combination of these libraries, along
with the ExternalMedia library (Casella and Richter, 2008) described in Section 2.5, are
selected as the framework for the system models. There are a number of challenges
in implementing a dynamic model using these libraries, especially one that fully sup-
ports low mass flow rates and reverse flow. Certain additions and modifications must
be added to create a more deterministic set of models that can be upscaled without
significant prior knowledge of the system dynamics. The methodology for creating a
robust dynamic model of an organic Rankine cycle using the available libraries, and
the modifications required, are discussed in this chapter.
5.1 Scope of modelling
The models developed in this study were designed with an experimental facility in
mind that could be used to validate the system of models. So the scope of the mod-
elling was set according to the size, configuration, and components used in that test
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Chapter 5 Nomenclature
A heat exchange area, m2
cp, cv specific heat capacity, J/(kg.K)
D diameter, m
DHT distributed heat terminal
G mass flux, kg/m2
h specific enthalpy, J/kg
Ilv, lg latent heat of vaporisation, J/kg
k thermal conductivity, W/(m.K)
L length, m
M mass, kg
M molecular mass, kg/mol
m˙ mass flow rate, kg/s
N number of nodes/cells
Nt number of parallel channels
p pressure, Pa
Q˙ heat power, W
q˙ heat flux, W/m2
T temperature, ◦C, K
t time, seconds
U overall heat transfer coefficient,
W/(m2.K)
V volume, m3
x steam quality
Greek symbols
βc chevron corrugation angle, radi-
ans
∆ difference
γ local heat transfer coefficient,
W/(m2.K)
µ dynamic viscosity, Pa.s
φc chevron enlargement factor
ρ density, kg/m3
σ surface tension, N/m
θ valve closure, %
ω mass flow rate, kg/s
Subscripts
amb ambient
c critical, chevron
env environment
ex exhaust
i node, cell
j finite volume
l liquid
sp single-phase
su supply
tp two-phase
v vapour
w wall
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facility, which was designed and built by the Queensland Geothermal Energy Cen-
tre of Excellence (QGECE) and is known as the Pinjarra Hills Turbine Testing Facility.
The first stage of the testing laboratory has been recently commissioned there, and the
present thesis project includes the first official tests performed at the site. The testing
laboratory at the Pinjarra Hills Turbine Testing Facility is a 53-L organic Rankine cycle
with up to 70-kW of heating power, delivered through a separate heating loop, and
up to 50-kW of cooling power, drawn through a separate loop. It currently uses an
expansion valve plus heat exchanger combination to simulate a turbine. A complete
description of the laboratory setup is detailed in Section 6.1. The modelling effort in
this thesis includes the following list of components:
• Positive displacement pump
• Brazed plate heat exchanger
• Plate and shell heat exchanger
• Expansion valve
• Pipes and sensors
• Assembled system model with initialisation
The top level test bench models include configurations of the components with
suitable parameters and boundary conditions, that can be used to either validate the
presented models, or extend them to new or interesting scenarios. The top level mod-
els should present variables that are interesting to a design or field engineer. Variables
such as total loop fluid mass, total loop volume, heat exchanger power, pump power
required, and turbine power produced, all fit into this category. Also, computational
‘sensors’ should be included in the top level model at the same physical locations as
real sensors could be found in the physical cycle, for easy comparison and validation.
Finally, even though it is not part of the scope of this study, provisions should be al-
lowed for implementation of control systems for future studies.
For reference, a diagram of the final top level Modelica model used for validation
of the Pinjarra Hills high-pressure loop is included here in Fig. 5.1. The working loop
of the ORC is modelled as a closed loop thermodynamic system, which means that it
contains a fixed mass of working fluid which is pumped around the cycle and expands,
compresses, and exchanges heat as it passes through the components. This is in con-
trast to the cooling and heating loop models which have boundary conditions prescrib-
ing the mass flow, pressure, and temperature entering their respective heat exchangers.
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Figure 5.1: ORC Modelica model showing included components
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The closed loop does not have boundary conditions, but each component must be ini-
tialised with a starting thermodynamic state, generally specific enthalpy and pressure.
The initialisation also sets the fixed mass of the entire closed loop, and the sensitivity of
these initialisation parameters needs to be carefully considered. The methods used for
system initialisation are described in Section 5.9. Also, there is no pressure drop model
for pipes and heat exchangers applied in this modelling project. The pressure losses
are small relative to the expansion pressure drop, and so are neglected. If the pressure
losses were significant, the modeller could include simple mass-flow-rate-dependence
models calibrated to experiments.
There are three types of dynamics which could affect the system: thermal dynam-
ics, mass dynamics, and momentum dynamics. The thermal dynamics are the time-
dependent heating, cooling, and heat exchange characteristics of the components. Heat
is exchanged between adjacent fluid streams in heat exchangers; along the fluid chan-
nels and pipes as the fluid flows from one point to the next; it is absorbed into and
released from touching metal components such as heat exchanger shells; and some
heat is lost to the environment through insulated or non-insulated components. Mass
dynamics affect the way mass is distributed in the system, and are significant for com-
pressible gases and especially during phase change. For example, during startup the
fluid in the evaporator begins as saturated, and quickly evaporates as heat is intro-
duced through the evaporator. This vapour has a density much lower than the liquid
or saturated forms, and so pushes the mass away from the centre point of evaporation.
This affects the mass flow rate upstream and downstream of the event, and if the nom-
inal cycle mass flow rate is small enough compared to the duct area, can even cause
reverse flow. The third type are the mass momentum dynamics, which involve acous-
tic pressure waves that very quickly travel through the pipes as a results of changing
pressure and density of the fluids. Because of the high frequency and small amplitude
of such waves, they are ignored in this study. The combined effect of the thermal dy-
namics and mass dynamics gives an illustration of how the entire system is behaving
and how long it takes to settle to steady state.
All models with a significant internal volume need to be designed to account for the
thermal and mass dynamics. This means that the heat exchangers and pipes do need
to be dynamically modelled, but the pump and expansion valve, which have small
volumes, do not. Heat exchange is generally the slower of the system transients in a
power cycle, and depends mainly on the exchanger type and configuration, size and
metal mass, and heat transfer fluids. This means that an experimenter would expect
very fast transient effects if the pressures were disturbed, but much slower transient
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effects if the heating or cooling temperatures were changed. The exception to this is
when heating or cooling temperatures change enough to induce evaporator or conden-
sation, which causes significant mass redistribution and can affect the mass dynamics
accordingly.
A tree diagram of the library of components used in this project is spread between
Figures. 5.2 and 5.3, and the base models which are either modified or extended from
existing modules are also noted. Information and download links for all modules can
be found at https://modelica.org/libraries.
5.2 Effective usage of the thermal power cycles libraries
ThermoPower and ThermoCycle are the two most highly developed thermal power
cycle libraries for Modelica. They share many similarities and are very well compatible
to be used together, with few modifications. They both use the same connectors and
the same medium library, ExternalMedia. However there is a distinct difference in
the way the discretised pipe models are constructed, as well as the complementary
heat transfer modules. Common visual icons which are found in both libraries are
displayed in Figure 5.4, and discussed further in the text.
There are two connector types used throughout fluid models in both libraries: fluid
flanges and distributed heat terminals (DHT). A flange carries fluid state and mass
flow information, and its variables are mass flow rate, specific enthalpy, and absolute
pressure. The mass flow rate, m˙, is known in Modelica as a ‘flow’ variable, so that
its governing equation between two connected flanges is of the form: m˙1 + m˙2 = 0.
The defined standard is that mass entering a component has positive m˙, and fluid
exiting a component has negative m˙. Specific enthalpy, h, is a ‘stream’ variable. It
has two absolute values which represent specific enthalpies for positive and negative
m˙ in the connector, each defined respectively as hinstream and houtstream. Both of these
specific enthalpy values are passed between connected flanges simultaneously, and the
appropriate value is called in the component models using functions. The pressure, p,
is simply an absolute variable, and is passed directly between connected components.
Distributed heat terminals are discretised connectors designed to be used with the
‘finite volumes’ discretised models, described below. They carry heat flow informa-
tion for each of the discrete volumes in the connected component, and their connector
variables are: average temperatures in volumes, Ti[N − 1], and heat flow rate into the
control volume, Q˙i[N − 1]. These are, respectively, absolute variables and flow vari-
ables, and the number of nodes, N, is a parameter to input.
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Figure 5.2: Tree diagram of Organic Power Cycles library, part one. Coloured wavy boxes are
folders, and uncoloured rectangular boxes are models.
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Figure 5.3: Tree diagram of Organic Power Cycles library, part two. Coloured wavy boxes are
folders, and uncoloured rectangular boxes are models.
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Distributed heat terminal (DHT) with N 
nodes.
Fluid flange connector. Inlet model on 
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two connectors.
Boundary flow source model.  Specifies 
mass flow rate and specific enthalpy (or 
temperature).  Inputs can be variable.
Boundary flow sink model.  Specifies 
pressure.  In reverse flow, also specifies 
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variable.
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connected using signal connector.
Signal connection line.  Similar to other 
connection lines, but always dark blue.
Figure 5.4: Visual icons for thermal power cycle model libraries
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Both libraries include some centrifugal pump models, using replaceable power and
flow characteristics. The positive displacement pump required for the Pinjarra cycle
model is simple, and described in Section 5.6. There are also included some expansion
valve models, which are based on IEC 534 / ISA S.75 standards for valve sizing. The
available models are suitable for liquid flow with or without choked conditions, and
vapour flow. Standard valve sizing parameters such as Cv, Av, and Kv are accepted,
and valve closure characteristics are also used. The vapour valve model proved suit-
able for this project, and more details are given in Section 5.7.
The initialisation of the dynamic simulations can be a difficult problem, since there
are a large number of variables that must be iterated by the solver, and there is some
coupling between the pressure, heat input, and local mass flow rate, especially for the
high pressure side of the cycle, as labelled in Fig. 5.1. Complete cycle start-up from a
cold system with zero flow up to a fully heated operating cycle is very difficult with
the current generation of dynamic models. This is mostly due to the limitation of pipe
models with regard to zero and negative flow, and the lack of accurate general cor-
relations for flow boiling and condensation over a wide array of mass fluxes. In the
ThermoPower and ThermoCycle libraries, pipes are initialised using combinations of
two methods: steady-state or with fixed initial variables. Using steady-state initiali-
sation, the specific enthalpy and pressure derivatives are set to zero, and guess values
are used by the solver to find suitable starting points within the solver’s tolerance mar-
gin. The fixed initial conditions method requires the user to set every specific enthalpy
and pressure value. Combinations of steady state and fixed variables can be used to
provide further control to initialisation, but care must be taken not to over-specify the
initial conditions. For example, if the high-side pressure is fixed by calculation of the
low side pressure, specific enthalpy, and mass flow rate, it shouldn’t be manually set
in either fixed initial or steady state mode. Also, initialisation will often fail if fixed
initial states do not comply precisely with the expected state a short time after zero.
In this case, the initial derivative could be very high, and this will destabilise the sys-
tem and either slow the solver down or crash it. Open cycles are useful tools to find
the appropriate initial conditions to then plug into a closed cycle loop, and this is the
initialisation strategy used in this work. Further discussion on initialisation strategies
can be found in Section 5.9.
5.2.1 ThermoPower
The ThermoPower library is well documented and contains a good selection of mod-
els that take advantage of the modularity and hierarchy of the Modelica language. A
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useful modelling starting point for this project is an example test model of a steam
Rankine cycle, and results from a paper released by the ThermoPower authors detail-
ing an organic Rankine cycle model the library (Casella et al., 2013).
The pipe models in the ThermoPower library are based on fundamental heat trans-
fer equations using a ‘finite volumes’ discretisation method. This means that the flow
path is divided into a number of distinct volumes each with unique state properties.
Each of these volumes is governed by fundamental equations and influenced by up-
stream, downstream, and lateral elements, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5. Results are im-
proved as the number of discretisations is increased. This particular implementation
is limited in cases of reverse flow. The model can handle small lengths of time under
reverse flow, but is significantly less stable and the results are not guaranteed to be
accurate for these conditions. There is an upcoming module in ThermoPower called
the ‘finite elements’ discretisation method. The finite elements method is matrix based
using the Stabilised Galerkin Least Squares method (identified in documentation for
‘Flow1DFEM2ph’ model in ThermoPower library, Casella and Leva, 2015). It is sup-
posed to fully support reverse flow, which can be an important aspect of closed cycle
loops, and also for handling phase change at low nominal mass flow rates. This fi-
nite elements implementation has not yet fully tested at the time of writing, and some
issues on stability of the fluid dynamics simulation for two-phase application were
found by this author. With further completion of this finite elements module, it is
highly anticipated by this author to be a very accurate and robust framework to be
considered for future work.
The example heat exchangers in ThermoPower are modelled as sets of two parallel
1D discretised pipes with a shared metal wall, using assigned heat transfer coefficients
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Figure 5.5: Depiction of finite volumes discretisation method for single pipe.
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scaled by mass flow rate to describe the heat transfer. The heat exchanger walls have
specified mass and heat capacity. These heat exchanger models perform well when the
heat transfer coefficients are known beforehand, and it is noted in the aforementioned
paper that other correlations relating to the geometry of the heat exchangers could be
used if the purpose of the model were evaluating alternative equipment. This is one
aspect explored in the models presented here. Also, the models are given additional
parameters specific to plate heat exchangers in order to use these relevant correlations.
This is further described in Section 5.5.
In the available ThermoPower examples of full cycles, the condenser is modelled
trivially with a fixed pressure and outlet specific enthalpy. This is an acceptable so-
lution when the condenser is able to be well controlled with a fixed pressure, such as
when there is a very large fluid mass near the condenser. The Pinjarra Hills experimen-
tal cycle uses a fixed cooling water flow rate, so the low-side pressure is not expected
to be constant for all load conditions. The condenser is modelled similar to the heating
heat exchangers, that is, with explicit heat power transfer models between the work-
ing fluid and cooling water. Using such a model introduces more complexity into the
initialisation problem, which is discussed in Section 5.9.
5.2.2 ThermoCycle
In this project, the ThermoCycle was explored as a substitute for specific parts of the
ThermoPower library which were having some problems in their current form for low
and reverse mass flows. Therefore only the pipe models are discussed here. The Ther-
moCycle library was developed using a different foundation for pipe models than
ThermoPower. Instead of a single pipe model that uses parameters to define a number
of finite volumes with an average density, the ThermoCycle pipe consists of a number
of smaller cell models, each with its own connectors, and therefore inlet and outlet
mass flow rates, specific enthalpies, and pressure. A spatial discretisation scheme is
specified as a parameter, which dictates how the fluid state of each cell is represented,
with the default being ‘upwind’ which approximates the cell’s representative specific
enthalpy equal to its outlet specific enthalpy. This type of scheme works best when the
cells are very small, but the advantage is that it allows for scheme switching; a neces-
sity for zero and reverse mass flow. ThermoCycle cells are connected in the pipe model
which is one step higher in the model hierarchy. These pipe models can be connected
directly into the ThermoPower heat exchanger models, though some parameters need
to be re-entered so that the models match up. See Section 5.4 for further details of the
pipe models.
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The heat transfer models that go with the ThermoCycle pipes are not documented
very well, and are difficult to reverse engineer to implement new correlations. In
the current project, the same heat transfer models developed for use with the Ther-
moPower library were adapted to be used with the ThermoCycle library. Further dis-
cussion is provided in Section 5.5.
5.3 Fluid medium model
To keep track of the complete state of the fluid at any point, a medium model is used.
This model takes a set of two inputs, usually pressure and specific enthalpy, and creates
a state record that includes a large number of useful variables computed at that specific
state. In the present discretised ORC system, it is likely that there would be hundreds
of state records in memory simultaneously, describing all of the selected points that the
fluid passes through in the system. If the state record exists, functions can be called us-
ing the medium model to describe any of the other required variables. In the Standard
Modelica Library, there are two base classes for fluid mediums, ‘PartialMedium’ and
‘TwoPhasePartialMedium’. PartialMedium can be extended into mediums for single-
phase, incompressible fluids. This medium can then call thermodynamic constants
(shown in italics) and properties such as:
• molar mass
• critical pressure
• critical temperature
• pressure
• specific enthalpy
• specific internal energy
• temperature
• density
• specific entropy
• specific heat capacity
• dynamic viscosity
• thermal conductivity
• velocity of sound
There are also a number of functions to return the partial derivatives of density
at the current state, with respect to pressure and enthalpy. For incompressible fluids,
these return zero.
TwoPhasePartialMedium is an extension of PartialMedium which adds compatibil-
ity for two-phase flow. This also adds a new record, the saturated properties record,
with some additional functions. This record is created using an input pressure or tem-
perature, and can be used to call the following constants (shown in italics) and proper-
ties:
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• surface tension
• saturation temperature
• saturation pressure
• specific enthalpy at bubble point
• specific enthalpy at dew point
• specific entropy at bubble point
• specific entropy at dew point
• density at bubble point
• density at dew point
In this project, the External Media library is used to link to an external interface
that has a large number of fluids included to the PartialMedium and TwoPhasePar-
tialMedium modules in Modelica. The two external interfaces supported by External
Media are CoolProp (Bell et al., 2015b) and FluidProp (Asimptote, 2015). FluidProp is a
comprehensive library with many fluids supported and would be a solid choice for this
project, but R245a was unable to be implemented for an unknown reason, and Asimp-
tote support were unable to assist at the time. CoolProp is an open-source C++ library
that implements pure and pseudo-pure fluid equations of state and transport proper-
ties for 114 components, and is the library of choice for this project. The surface tension
function is partially supported in CoolProp, but is redeclared in the ExternalMedia-
CoolPropMedium package to disallow it and return an error. Many CoolProp media
do not support surface tension calculation, and it is a relatively rare property for use in
analysis, and this is presumably the reason it is disabled by default. Some two-phase
heat transfer correlations do require surface tension, and commenting out the surface
tension redeclaration function in ExternalMedia-CoolPropMedium allows full support
of this function for R245fa and the other fluids described in the cited web site.
CoolProp also has a number of methods that can be applied in the medium declara-
tion, that can improve the speed and stability of simulations. Two interpolation meth-
ods are employed to increase the speed of simulations by at least 10 times (Quoilin
et al., 2013). They are called the Tabular Taylor Series Expansion (TTSE) method, and
the bicubic method. Both are methods to create interpolation tables and some addi-
tional functions to speed up simulation significantly, as it is often apparent that external
function calls to return thermodynamic properties is one of the most computationally
demanding aspects of pipe flow modelling. More information on these interpolation
methods can be found in the CoolProp v4 documentation page (Bell et al., 2015a). The
methods that are available to increase robustness of simulation focus on smoothing the
discontinuities that arise at the phase change boundaries. There is a very sharp change
in density as the liquid saturation boundary is crossed, and this results in a step change
in the density derivative with respect to specific enthalpy. This derivative is commonly
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used in mass and energy balances for finite volume methods of pipe flow, so chatter-
ing, instability, and large computational demand are common during these events. The
smoothing method of interest to combat this instability involves smoothing the den-
sity near the liquid saturation boundary using a spline function. The outcome, with no
smoothing plus three different smoothing parameters, is shown in Fig. 5.6. There is a
drawback to this method, which is that the fundamental mass term of the medium is
altered, causing small accounting problems in the mass and energy balances. This is
estimated to be very small, of the order of 0.1 % to 0.3 %, depending on the smoothing
parameter (Quoilin et al., 2013).
For the primary organic Rankine cycle study in this project, the External Media
library using CoolProp’s R245fa media is used, along with the TTSE option. Unfor-
tunately, at the time of writing there is a problem with the computation of transport
properties for R245fa using TTSE, which causes some problems with simulation. Some
intermediate simulations used to tune the total cycle mass can be quickly processed
using TTSE, but some more important simulations should be processed without the
option. This is discussed further in Section 6.3.2.
A single-phase incompressible water model and single-phase incompressible heat-
ing oil models are also required for this project. The appropriate water model is in-
cluded in the Modelica Standard Library of media. For the oil models, the Modelica
media library supports a table-based medium implementation. A table of densities,
dynamic viscosities, heat capacities and thermal conductivities is required as an input.
The medium model will interpolate within the table, and also create an array of spe-
cific enthalpies based on these other variables. This model does not include the partial
derivatives of density, so they must be added manually with the following lines:
redeclare function extends density_derp_h
algorithm
ddph:= 0;
end density_derp_h;
redeclare function extends density_derh_p
algorithm
ddhp:= 0;
end density_derh_p;
Using this method, three heating oils were implemented: Ethylene glycol (MEGlobal,
2013), Paratherm HE (Paratherm Corporation, 2011), and Shell Thermia D (Shell, 2002).
The relevant data sheets are found at these cited locations.
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Figure 5.6: Effect of density smoothing in R245fa with CoolProp
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5.4 Pipe Models
The pipe models are used to represent real pipes in the physical system, and are the
basic components from which heat exchangers are built. The basic requirements for a
pipe model for this project are:
• Accounts for mass and energy conservation
• Includes replaceable heat transfer models
• Compatible with with one-phase and two-phase media and scenarios
• Stable solutions during phase change and zero- to negative-mass-flow-rates
• Computationally efficient and also accurate.
To suit these requirements, and as discussed in Section 5.2, the ThermoCycle pipe mod-
els are used. In this section, the modifications and extensions to the ThermoCycle pipe
models are presented and discussed.
Two pipe models have been either used or modified for this project. First is the
complete two-phase fluid flow model, ‘Flow1Dim2ph’, which is the standard Thermo-
Cycle ‘Flow1Dim’ mode with modifications detailed in this section. Another model
was created for use with incompressible and table-based single-phase fluids, named
‘Flow1Dim1ph’. This separation was needed because the two-phase models include
saturation records and certain state derivatives which do not exist for the single-phase,
incompressible fluid models. This also has the benefit of saving computational time.
Heat transfer models are also separated into one-phase and two-phase, because the
calculation of dynamic viscosity at the wall temperature needs to be carefully imple-
mented when the wall temperature is near the saturation temperature of the fluid for
two-phase flow. Henceforth, both the one-phase and two-phase models will be re-
ferred to simply as ‘Flow1Dim’ unless referring to a specific difference between the
two.
5.4.1 Discretisation
The pipe model in the ThermoCycle library is pictured in Fig. 5.7 with its Modelica
levels. A finite volumes method similar to that in ThermoPower is used to represent
the state of fluid as it moves from the pipe inlet to outlet. Each pipe is split into N
cells, with a higher value of N giving greater accuracy at the expense of CPU time.
Each cell has its own thermodynamic state, geometric parameters, saturation record,
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Top level pipe model icon
Two flange connectors
One distributed heat
transfer connector DHT
Top level pipe flow model Flow1Dim2ph
Contains N cell models
Each cell is connected together by flanges
Each individual cell heat transfer
connector is combined into a single outer
DHT connector
Bottom level cell model Cell1D2ph
Mass and energy balances
Contains own heat transfer model 
Figure 5.7: Diagram of ThermoCycle pipe model.
heat transfer model, and mass and energy balances. In the pipe model, only one cell
is visible. The cells are instantiated as an array ‘N’, and connected only by equations
using the following, where ‘.Outflow’ and ‘.Inflow’ are the cell flange connectors:
for i in 1:N-1 loop
connect(Cells[i].OutFlow, Cells[i+1].InFlow);
end for;
Since there are N cells, there are also N heat transfer connectors, which need to be
combined into a single distributed heat transfer (DHT) connector to be mated to the
external pipe model.
5.4.2 State variables
The state variables for a pipe are the inlet mass flow rate, the outlet pressure, and the
specific enthalpies in each cell. Fig. 5.8 shows a diagram of the cell with the relevant
variables labelled and discussed below. The fluid state is evaluated in the ‘Cell1Dim’
model using pressure and specific enthalpy.
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There is no pressure drop model included for this project, so the pressure is the
same value carried through the whole pipe. Each cell has a inlet node specific enthalpy
and an outlet node specific enthalpy, but the values of specific enthalpy state variables
in each cell are determined by the discretisation schemes available in ThermoPower.
The options are:
Upwind The cell state specific enthalpy is equal to the outlet specific enthalpy.
Upwind, allow flow reversal Same as ‘Upwind’, but switches the orientation when
flow is reversed.
Central difference The cell state specific enthalpy is the average of inlet and outlet
specific enthalpies
Central difference, allow flow reversal Same as ‘Central difference’, but adds switch-
ing functions for reverse flow, both flows entering the cell, and both flows leaving
the cell.
Upwind, smooth Same as ‘Upwind, allow flow reversal’, except uses a differentiable
smoothing function when the mass flow rate is near zero, rather than a non-
differentiable switch.
The discretisation scheme used in this project is ‘Upwind’, with the occasional use of
“Upwind, smooth”. The latter is used when there is the possiblity for reverse flow, and
the derivatives must be smooth to prevent chattering.
hnode,su
msu
hp
hnode,ex
mex
[fluidstate]
Q
(Mass balance)
(Energy balance)[sat][geometry]
[heat transfer model]
M
p p
Figure 5.8: Diagram of a single ThermoCycle pipe cell. Square brackets indicate a record of
variables, e.g. ‘[sat]’ contains saturation properties.
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5.4.3 Numerical options
The discretisation scheme explained above is the main numerical consideration for
pipe models. Other numerical options are available to improve the the stability of
simulations. These are explained in depth at the ThermoCycle web page: http://www.
thermocycle.net/numerical-methods (ThermoCycle, 2015). The options of interest to
this project are ‘Mdotconst: assume constant mass flow rate at each node for easier
convergence’ and ‘ f ilter_dMdt: filter cell mass derivative with a first-order filter’.
Mdotconst is useful for certain scenarios where model initialisation is difficult due
to coupling of cell mass flow rates with the specific enthalpies and pressure. If the
option is enabled, mass flow rate is set to constant, so is uncoupled from the group.
However, this can still be detrimental if the initialisation is poorly set up so that initial
values are far from steady state, and derivatives are large. A variable and coupled
mass flow rate can serve to dampen the instabilities in some of these cases.
f ilter_dMdt is used in all models in this thesis, because it allows a better way for
the mass flow rate to be decoupled from the other state variables. This imposes a small
lag between the raw, ‘real’ value and the filtered state variable of dMdt which is used in
the mass balance. The equation for this filter is:
d
dt
(
dMfiltered
dt
)
=
(
dMraw
dt
− dMfiltered
dt
)
/TT (5.1)
TT is the time constant for the filter function, and depends on the required response
time for the system, and the filtered value always follows the real value. A very small
value of TT will still decouple the system and improve stability, while having only a
small effect on the mass conservation of a cell. An extra continuous time state variable
is created if the filter function is used. The standard way to account for this would be
to fix the initial value of dMdt to zero. There are some other creative ways to utilise this
filter function which will be discussed in the heat exchanger modelling sections (see
Section 5.5).
5.4.4 Geometric properties
The geometric parameters are declared such that pipes with differently-shaped or mul-
tiple channels can be defined. The parameters required for calculation of energy bal-
ances and heat transfer are volume, V, number of parallel channels, Nt, and lateral
surface area of the tube, A. These are declared in the ‘Flow1Dim’ model and then the
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volume and area parameters are divided by the number of cells, N, to get the discre-
tised cell values, Vi and Ai.
5.4.5 Mass and energy accounting
Inside the cells is where the energy and mass balances take place. The change of mass
in the cell is given by Eq. 5.2 and the mass balance is given for each cell by Eq. 5.3.
dM
dt
= m˙su − m˙ex (5.2)
dM
dt
= Vi ·
(
δρ
δh
· dh
dt
+
δρ
δp
· dp
dt
)
(5.3)
Following the equation, this accounts for: rate of change of mass storage equals rate
of change of mass due to enthalpy effects plus rate of change of mass due to pressure
effects. The “su” and “ex” subscripts denote values at the connector supply and ex-
haust nodes. For forward flow, the supply node is positive and the exhaust node is
negative. It is the reverse for backward flow. The partial derivatives are outputs from
the medium model.
The energy balance for a pipe cell is given by Eq. 5.4.
Vi · ρ · dhdt = Ai · q˙i + m˙su (hnode,su − hi)− m˙ex (hnode,ex − hi) +Vi ·
dp
dt
(5.4)
Following the equation, this accounts for: rate of change of energy storage equals heat
addition/subtraction from cell plus fluid energy flowing into the cell minus fluid energy
flowing out of the cell plus pressure effects. The variable q˙i is the heat flux into the cell,
and is calculated from the heat transfer model, discussed further in the text. The node
supply and exhaust specific enthalpies, hnode,su and hnode,ex, are the specific enthalpies
at the supply and exhaust connection nodes of a cell. Note that supply and exhaust are
denoted from the perspective of forward flow, and so during reverse flow the ‘exhaust’
node actually becomes the inlet and the ‘supply’ node the outlet. The cell specific
enthalpy, hi, is the representative value which depends on the discretisation scheme.
The arrangement of specific enthalpy variables in the fluid energy parts of the en-
ergy balance is not immediately intuitive and deserves some discussion. The need for
a representative cell thermodynamic state comes from the mass balance, which is de-
pendent on the cell’s density derivatives. In an infinitely small cell, a single node value
could be used for this, but in a finite cell an average value of density is required. In or-
der to avoid the computational burden of average density derivatives over a finite cell
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which could be undergoing phase change, a representative cell thermodynamic state
is created, which is the thermodynamic state at some point in the cell that depends on
the discretisation scheme. In the ‘upwind’ scheme, the thermodynamic state is set to
be at the cell inlet (which changes orientation if the mass flow direction changes). The
fluid flow part of the energy equation needs to be set up using the mass flow rate at
the same point that the thermodynamic state is set, and must switch if the mass flow
direction switches. This is why the equation is arranged in the manner shown.
5.4.6 Heat transfer capability
These pipe models can be used as standalone pipes, or also built into heat exchang-
ers. They need to have the capability to apply a wide range of heat transfer methods
to account for these possibilities. The distributed heat transfer (DHT) connector has
already been introduced in this section. It contains connector variable arrays with n
elements each for temperature (K) and heat flux (W/m2.K). Heat transfer modules can
be connected to the fluid model at the cell level, so there are n heat transfer modules
for n fluid cells. A thermal port converter model is used in the flow level model to
recombine these heat transfer properties into a single connector. This is illustrated in
Fig. 5.9, which is an illustrative expansion of the cell structure shown first in Fig. 5.7,
given that n = 3.
Thermocycle.Interfaces.
HeatTransfer.ThermalPortConverter
Figure 5.9: Illustration of heat transfer connector configuration inside a ThermoCycle flow
model, given n = 3.
The heat transfer module is replaceable and can contain correlations to determine
the heat transfer coefficient, γ, and can calculate the heat flux to assign to the connector.
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Most of the pipes used in the experimental part of this project are insulated and are
assumed to have insignificant heat transfer to the environment. For the modelling of
this case, the DHT connector is left disconnected, so no heat transfer is possible out of
the flow model.
There are some pipes in the experimental system which are uninsulated, so a sim-
ple heat transfer model was created for these cases. The general heat transfer mech-
anisms are natural convection and radiation, so the model is based on a heat flux
that is proportional to the difference between fluid temperature and ambient tempera-
ture. The model is extended from ThermoCycle.Components.HeatFlow.HeatTransfer.
ConvectiveHeatTransfer.BaseClasses.PartialConvectiveCorrelation. The work-
ing code for the model is given in Appendix A.1.
Further heat transfer capabilities are given to these pipe models for heat exchanger
heat transfer. These are discussed in Section 5.5.
5.4.7 Initialisation
Model initialisation is first started during the Modelica translation. The translator cre-
ates systems of linear and non-linear equations to be solved using the in-built numeri-
cal methods, and determines whether an initialisation problem is present. This initial-
isation problem occurs when the systems of equations includes differential equations,
or when multiple solutions are possible. The solver attempts to fix some variables
to guess values, or to iterate through solutions near the guess values until one is ac-
cepted. Before translation begins, the operator has the option to assign parameters as
guess values to variables, or to fix variables to certain parameters.
A pipe model in an isolated testbed with simple source and sink boundary flow
models connected requires a combination of parameters to be fixed, to properly trans-
late the model. For each cell in the pipe, one pressure value, one specific enthalpy
value, and one mass flow rate value are required for initialisation. The boundary flow
models provide fixed values for pipe inlet mass flow rate and specific enthalpy, and
pipe outlet pressure. Since no pressure drop model is included, the pressure is passed
directly through the cells, and initialisation of individual cell pressures is unnecessary.
The remaining initialisation variables, specific enthalpy and mass flow rate, are
coupled by the differential mass and energy balances for each cell, so a fixed value
of one is required to calculate the other in the initial equation. The pipe’s initial be-
haviour is generally more stable when specific enthalpies are fixed rather than mass
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flow rates, due to the relative sensitivities of the coupled variables in the energy and
mass balances.
An alternative to fixing initialisation variables is declaring them steady state vari-
ables. This is done by creating an equation which sets the derivative of the variable to
zero at initialisation. For simple systems, this is a great way to initialise because the
differential solver can quickly determine a stable, steady state solution to the problem.
For more complex systems, this method can be problematic because complex coupled
steady state variables can be initialised at non-real or negative values if extreme care is
not taken.
Parameters for inlet and outlet specific enthalpies are used to generate a set of initial
guess specific enthalpies for the whole pipe, using linear distribution. If the individual
cell specific enthalpies are known, for example from a previous similar simulation run
to steady state, then the array of cell specific enthalpies can be entered directly into a
parameter called ‘hstart’. Boolean parameters named ‘steadystateEnthalpy’ and ‘fixed-
stateEnthalpy’ are used to declare the variables either fixed to their guess parameters,
or to have a zero derivative. There is also a parameter for guess pressure, and accom-
panying boolean parameters ‘steadystatePressure’ and ‘fixedstatePressure’. These are
rarely utilised, but are needed for special cases where the pressure of a pipe or system
of pipes is not given by a boundary condition, such as in a closed thermal system. Only
one pressure is needed for a single cell in this case. The initialisation parameters are
listed and described in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Initialisation parameters for pipe model
Parameter Unit Description
pstart Pa Fluid pressure start value
hstart_inlet J/kg Inlet enthalpy start value
hstart_outlet J/kg Outlet temperature start value
hstart J/kg Start value of enthalpy vector (initialised by default)
fixedstateEnthalpy bool Fixes the value of h in each cell to start during initialisation
steadystateEnthalpy bool Sets the derivative of h in each cell to zero during initialisation
fixedstatePressure bool Fixes the value of p in the first cell to pstart during initialisation
steadystatePressure bool Sets the derivative of p in the first cell to zero duing initialisation
5.5 Plate heat exchangers
In power cycles, the heat exchangers are generally the components that show the most
significant dynamic responses during normal operation. During any change in oper-
ational conditions, the average temperatures of the heat exchanger fluid, casing, and
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walls will adjust and reach a new equilibrium that depends on the heat balance with
the environment. Depending on the size and mass of the object, this can take significant
time, and so this slow response generally produces a larger effect on the overall system
than the quick-to-stabilise turbine and pump. For these reasons, the heat exchangers
should be modelled with greater detail than the other components if the modelling
goal is to capture the significant system dynamics.
5.5.1 Plate heat exchanger modelling
The heat exchangers in focus for this project are the plate heat exchangers that are used
in the Pinjarra Hills Turbine Testing Facility: one brazed plate heat exchanger and
three plate and shell heat exchangers. The heat exchanger modelling strategy is to use
existing pipe models to model the two fluid streams, with new internal plate wall and
external shell wall models to capture the heat storage and transfer in these sections of
the heat exchanger. The requirements for a plate heat exchanger for this project are:
• Two pipe models representing each fluid stream with representative dimensions
• Metal wall model with thermal storage for internal plates between the fluid streams
• Shell wall model with thermal storage and ambient heat loss for external heat
exchanger shell
• Heat transfer connections between internal wall, fluid streams, and external shell
• Replaceable heat transfer models which switch to different correlation models
depending on the phase of fluid.
In a thermal power system that uses a turbine, lubrication is required and can often
contaminate the working fluid, and negatively affect the heat exchangers. This inter-
action is a complex one that is not included in the modelling scope in this thesis, but
should be considered for future model improvements.
As discussed in Section 5.2, heat exchangers have been built using ThermoCycle
pipe models and ThermoPower wall models, with a heat transfer correlation frame-
work of a new design. In fact, two new pipe models and their corresponding cell
models have been created specifically for the plate heat exchangers in this project, by
duplication and modification from ThermoCycle models. These models incorporate
extra geometry parameters which are tied in to the energy and mass equations, to en-
able the user to easily configure the component from the high level interface, and to
tie in the relevant heat transfer correlations. The mentioned second new model is for
secondary heat transfer fluid streams, which often use simple fluid medium models
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which don’t have two-phase properties, so would not be compatible with two-phase
pipe models.
Recommendations from textbooks by Hesselgreaves (2001) and Wang et al. (2007)
have been used to create the quasi-deterministic model presented here. Recall that
there are two levels of models for ThermoCycle pipes. A new level higher is formed
for the heat exchanger, and a heat transfer model level becomes relevant and forms the
lowest, fourth level. So the four levels of model will be henceforth referred to as the
heat exchanger level, the pipe level, the cell level, and the heat transfer level.
An example of the geometry of a plate and shell heat exchanger used in the Pinjarra
Hills facility, with the matching Dymola model, are shown in Fig. 5.10. At the time of
writing, a shell wall model is not included in the ThermoCycle or ThermoPower li-
braries. This model is important because the thermal mass of the shell can be large,
especially for plate and shell heat exchangers. If the heat exchanger is uninsulated,
thermal losses from the shell can be significant and should also be modelled. A shell
wall model based on the ThermoPower metal wall, and using representative dimen-
sions of a real plate and shell heat exchanger, has been built for this.
Additionally, one of the PSHEs uses a multi-pass configuration, with one shell pass
and two plate passes. This leads to a situation where one half of the heat exchanger is
counter-current and the other half is co-current. The question of whether multi-pass
models are required for accurate models is considered in Section 5.5.9.
5.5.2 Geometry of channels and cells
The plate heat exchangers geometry should be matched to the pipe model parameters,
and further new geometry parameters need to be assigned if deterministic heat transfer
correlations are used. These parameters are assigned by the user at the heat exchanger
level, and passed through to the pipe, cell, and heat transfer levels, occasionally with
some calculations. Additional geometric parameters for pipes and cells are listed in
Tables 5.2 and 5.3, respectively, and are described below in more detail.
N — The number of cells is input by the user in the heat exchanger level, then
passed through to the flow model. This creates N objects of the cell class and connects
them together to form the pipe model.
Nplates — Plate heat exchangers have a geometry with multiple parallel channels,
as seen previously in Fig. 5.10. This parameter gives the number of plates in the heat
exchanger, so the number of channels can be calculated.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Flow configuration and (b) Modelica overview of a PSHE with class names.
For the flow configuration, internal thick black lines are plates. These are alternately welded to
form the enclosed plate channel, shown by grey lines.
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Table 5.2: Pipe geometric parameters for PSHEs.
Parameter Unit Description
N integer Number of cells
Nplates integer Number of plates, must be even
ShellFlow boolean True for pipe with shell side flow; false for plate side flow
Nt integer (final, calculated) Number of channels
Lp mm Plate characteristic flow length
width mm Plate characteristic flow width
Cp 1 Hesselgreaves flow coefficient
zplate mm Depth of one corrugated plate
tplate mm Thickness of plate
chevronbeta degrees Chevron or corrugation angle to transverse of flow direction
chevronphi mm/mm Corrugation enlargement factor
Vt litres (final, calculated)a Volume of the tube
VolExtra litres (final, calculated) Extra fluid volume that is not part of the flow
VolShell litres Shell volume for PSHEs
VolTotal litres (final, calculated) Total channel volume
As mm2 (final, calculated) Lateral surface of the plate: heat exchanger area
Vi litres (final, calculated) Volume of a single cell
ViExtra litres (final, calculated) Volume of extra-channel and shell per cell
Ai mm2 (final, calculated) Lateral surface area of a single cell
Lshell mm Length of shell (representative length of cylinder)
wshell mm Width of shell (representative width of cylinder)
zshell mm Depth of shell (representative depth of cylinder)
AiShell mm2 Lateral surface area of a single cell unit of shell (final, calculated)
Table 5.3: Cell geometric parameters for PSHEs
Parameter Unit Description
Nt integer Number of cells in parallel
Lp mm Plate flow length
width mm Plate flow width
Cp 1 Hesselgreaves flow coefficient
zplate mm Depth of one corrugated plate
tplate mm Thickness of plate
chevronbeta degrees Chevron or corrugation angle to transverse of flow direction
chevronphi mm/mm Corrugation enlargement factor
Dhyd mm (final, calculated) Hydraulic diameter of a single channel
Amc mm2 (final, calculated) Mean channel cross-sectional area of a single channel
ViExtra litres Volume of extra-channel and shell per cell
AiShell mm2 Lateral surface area of a single cell
a“final, calculated” means that the parameter is calculated in the present level model, and cannot be
modified in a lower or higher level model.
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ShellFlow — Of the two pipes in a heat exchanger, one is characterised as the shell
side, and the other as the plate side. All plate heat exchangers follow the same channel
configuration, which for a particular pipe is dependent on whether it is the shell side
channel or the plate side channel.
Nt — The pipe geometry parameter Nt is a variable from ThermoCycle and Ther-
moPower used to used to represent the number of plate channels, which is needed
to calculate local mass flow rates and velocities. It is calculated in the pipe level and
passed through to the cells. The equation is
Nt = if ShellFlow then (Nplates/2) + 1 else Nplates/2 (5.5)
The characteristic flow dimensions characterise the heat exchanger flow path and
area for heat transfer. In this project, the characteristic dimensions given by Hesselg-
reaves (2001) are used for both BPHEs and PSHEs. Illustrations of these are given in
Figs. 5.11 and 5.12.
Lp — The plate flow length is a characteristic length for plate heat exchangers. For
both BPHEs and PSHEs, Lp is the length between the closest edges of the inlet and
outlet ports on the plate, as illustrated in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12.
width — The characteristic flow width for BPHEs is simply the width of the heat
exchanger. For PSHEs, it is the width of the rectangle formed between the plate char-
acteristic length and the closest edges of the circular plate. This is illustrated in Fig.
5.12.
Cp — For PSHEs only, this approach still over-estimates the available heat transfer
area. Hesselgreaves (2001) recommends to factor a flow coefficient, Cp, of approxi-
mately 0.7. In this project, it was found through validation (see Chapter 6) that 0.8 is
more appropriate for the tested heat exchangers. This factor is applied to the character-
istic flow width, to avoid distortion of the Reynold’s number calculations. For BPHEs,
Cp = 1.
zplate, tplate — These are the total depth of a single corrugated plate, and the
thickness of the plate, depicted in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12.
chevronbeta — As discussed in Section 3.4, Ayub (2003) reviews a number of plate
heat exchanger correlations, and provides references to the geometries for plate cor-
rugations which are frequently used in the literature. Ayub describes βc as the angle
between the transverse of the flow direction, and the line of the ridge or trough of a
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Figure 5.11: Characteristic flow dimensions for a brazed plate heat exchanger
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Figure 5.12: Characteristic flow dimensions for a plate and shell heat exchanger
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Figure 5.13: Illustration of chevron angle, βc, according to the designation of Ayub (2003).
corrugated plate (see Fig. 5.13). Note that some authors designate βc to be the angle
from the actual flow direction, but Ayub has accounted for this and converted the cor-
relations to the standard form used here. The value ofβc usually lies between 22◦– 65◦,
but some of the heat exchangers in this project have a βc value of 17◦.
chevronphi — Ayub (2003) describes the chevron corrugation enlargement factor,
φc, as the ratio of the developed length to the protracted length of single corrugation.
This factor comes up in a number of recent plate heat transfer correlations.
Dhyd — The hydraulic diameter of a plate heat exchanger channel is calculated
directly in the cell level model, by the equation
Dhyd = 2× (zplate− tplate)/chevronphi (5.6)
Amc — Also calculated directly in the cell level model, the mean channel area is
found by the equation
Amc = (zplate− tplate)× Cp · width (5.7)
Vt — This is the volume of the flowing fluid in the channel, and is calculated in the
flow level by
Vt = (zplate− tplate/chevronphi)× Cp · width× Lp (5.8)
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VolExtra — Recall from Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 that the characteristic flow area does
not include the entire plate area, so it follows that there is some extra fluid that must
be accounted for. This is calculated using another parameter from the heat exchanger
level model, which has not yet been introduced. Ap is the projected area of a plate, and
is calculated in the BPHE and PSHE, respectively, as
ApBPHE = Lshell × width and ApPSHE = pi · Dplate2/4 (5.9)
Then, the parameter in question, VolExtra, is calculated in the flow level by
VolExtra = Nt× (zplate− tplate/chevronphi)× (Apro j− (Lplate× Cp · width))
(5.10)
VolShell — The shell of a PSHE can have a significant volume compared to the size
of the entire heat exchanger. While some flow inside the shell is stagnant due to it
lying outside the regular flow path of working fluid, all of the fluid contributes to the
thermally stored energy and mass of the component, and should be accounted for. This
is the extra volume of fluid that is found in the shell cavities, outside the projection of
the plates. For a BPHE, VolShell = 0. For a PSHE, this parameter is readily available
on the nameplate or data sheet of the PSHE. It will specify two volumes, one for each
fluid stream, and the shell volume is the larger volume minus the smaller one.
VolTotal — The total volume of the previously calculated pieces. This is calculated
in the pipe flow level by
VolTotal = (Vt× Nt) +VolExtra +VolShell (5.11)
As — The lateral surface area of a single tube is calculated in the pipe flow level by
As = 2× Cp · width× Lp (5.12)
Vi, Ai — These parameters are the per-cell values for channel volume and channel
heat exchanger area. They are calculated in the flow level model by
Vi = Vt/N and Ai = As/N (5.13)
ViExtra — This includes both the extra-plate flow and the shell flow which is cap-
tured in prior parameters, on a per-cell basis. It is calculated in the flow level and
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passed to each cell level model using
ViExtra = (VolExtra +VolShell)/N/Nt (5.14)
Lshell, wshell, zshell, and AiShell — The shell geometric parameters are required
at the flow level to calculate the aforementioned extra volumes, and the shell heat
transfer area is required at the cell level for the conservation of energy. Further details
on the shell model are discussed in Section 5.5.5.
M_tot — At this point it is also important to define and calculate the total mass of
fluid at any instantaneous moment. The best way to estimate this is by assuming that
the extra non-flow volumes are distributed with densities equally among the cells in
the channel.
M_tot = VolTotal/N · sum(Cells.rho) (5.15)
5.5.3 Extended mass and energy balances
The mass and energy balances presented in Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4 must be modified to in-
clude heat transfer with the shell wall and storage in the extra fluid volumes. The
modified mass and energy balances are given in Eqs. 5.16 and 5.17, and accompanying
details are in the pipe modelling section (Sec. 5.4.5).
dM
dt
= (Vi +ViExtra ·
(
δρ
δh
· dh
dt
+
δρ
δp
· dp
dt
)
(5.16)
(Vi +Vi,extra) · ρ · dhdt = Ai · q˙i + Ai,shell · q˙i,shell+
m˙su (hnode,su − hi)− m˙ex (hnode,ex − hi) + (Vi +Vi,extra) · dpdt (5.17)
5.5.4 Plate Wall
The heat exchanger model uses Nt parallel channels, to account for either a number
of parallel plates in a plate and shell heat exchanger, or tubes in a shell and tube heat
exchanger. Here, it is assumed that each channel has equal state property values at
some distance along the channel, so it is essentially a one-dimensional flow model.
The plate wall model can be modelled as a simple 1D thermal mass N elements. Each
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element, N, consists of the metal mass from a cross-section of all of the parallel chan-
nels. A heat terminal connector with N connectors on both of the fluid channel sides
is used to transmit the heat power into or out of the model. This model is based on
the ThermoPower wall model, with conduction between elements of the wall also in-
cluded. There are two heat transfer connectors, one for each channel connected to a
side of the plate. These are named int for the side connected to the internal or plate
side channel, and ext for the side connected to the external or shell side channel. The
geometric parameters for this model are described in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Plate heat exchanger internal wall parameters.
Parameter Unit Description
N integer Number of nodes/elements
Mi kg (calculated)a Mass per element
Sint mm2 (final, calculated)b Total internal surface area per element
Sext mm2 (final, calculated) Total external surface area per element
Acs mm2 (final, calculated) Cross-section conduction area of all plates
dx mm (final, calculated) Distance between nodes for conduction in a plate
rhom kg/m3 Density of metal
cm J/(kg.K) Specific heat capacity of metal
km W/(m.K) Thermal conductivity of metal
WallRes Boolean Wall thermal resistance accounted for
UAext W/K (final, calculated) Equivalent thermal conductance of outer half-wall
UAint W/K (final, calculated) Equivalent thermal conductance of inner half-wall
a“calculated” means that the parameter is calculated in the present level model, but can be modified
in a higher level model.
b“final, calculated” means that the parameter is calculated in the present level model, and cannot be
modified in a lower or higher level model.
Mi — The mass of all internal plates, per element, is calculated for BPHEs and
PSHEs as
MiBPHE = [rhom× Lshell × width× tplate× chevronphi× Nplates]/N (5.18)
MiPSHE = [rhom× (pi · Dshell2/4)× tplate× chevronphi× Nplates]/N (5.19)
If the actual mass of the plate pack is known, this can be manually input but must be
divided by N.
Sint, Sext — The internal and external surface areas are calculated using the same
equation, but could have slightly different values due to number of plate channels
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potentially differing between the plate and shell channel side. The equation is
[2× Cp · width× chevronphi× Lplate× Nt]/N (5.20)
Acs — The combined cross-section of a of every plate in the pack, for use in the
conduction equations. It is calculated by
tplate× width× chevronphi× Nplates (5.21)
dx — The distance between the centrepoints of each element, for the use in conduc-
tion equations, is calculated by
[Lplate× chevronphi]/N (5.22)
WallRes — If disabled, a constant wall temperature through the wall thickness is
assumed, so that the connector variables ext.T[i] and int.T[i] are both equal to the in-
ternal variable T[i] for each element. When enabled, a temperature gradient through
the wall thickness is assumed. This is discussed further in the text.
UAext, UAint — The equavalent thermal conductances of the outer and inner half-
walls are both calculated by the equation
2× (Ai · Nt)× km/tplate (5.23)
The energy balance across the plate wall uses the state variable of wall temperature,
T[i], and is calculated on a per-control volume basis. For i in 1:N
cm×Mi× dT
dt
[i] = Q˙conv[i] + Q˙cond[i] (5.24)
Q˙conv[i] is the convection heat transfer term and is calculated for i in 1:N, by
Q˙conv[i] = Sint[i]× int.phi[i] + Sext× ext.phi[i] (5.25)
Q˙cond[i] is the conduction within the wall between discrete elements, and is calculated
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by Eq. 5.26.
Q˙cond[1] = km× (Acs/dx)× (T[2]− T[1])
Q˙cond[N] = km× (Acs/dx)× (T[N − 1]− T[N])
for i in 2 : N − 1
Q˙cond[i] = km× (Acs/dx)× (T[i− 1] + T[i + 1]− 2× T[i])
(5.26)
Recall that the distributed heat terminal has two connector variables, heat flux
(int./ext.)q˙[i] and temperature (int./ext.)T[i]. For the plate wall model, the heat flux
is calculated externally and passed through the connector to this model. The plate wall
model uses this information to calculate or update its state variable T[i]. Note that
T[i] is calculated using a first order differential equation, so a fixed starting value is
required. This is discussed further in the intialisation section (Sec. 5.5.10).
The connector variables int.T[i] and ext.T[i] are assigned in the plate model and
passed through to their respective fluid streams. When the parameter WallRes is false,
ext.T[i] = T[i] and int.T[i] = T[i]. If WallRes is activated, alternative equations for the
connector temperatures are formed, given by Eqs. 5.27 and 5.28.
Sext× ext.phi = [(ext.Ti− Ti)×UAext]/N (5.27)
Sint× int.phi = [(int.Ti− Ti)×UAint]/N (5.28)
5.5.5 Shell Wall
The shell wall model uses the same core equations as the plate wall model, but the shell
geometry is more complex than a plate, so some simplifying assumptions are required.
For a brazed plate heat exchanger (BPHE), there is usually a thick end plate where the
inlet and outlet ports are, and the other 5 walls are very thin. For a plate and shell
heat exchanger (PSHE), the shell is a large cylinder with thick end plates and a less
thick cylindrical wall. For both types of heat exchangers, the geometry is reduced to a
four-walled, open-ended box with equivalent mass and surface area to the entire shell
structure of the heat exchanger. The following parameters in Table 5.5 represent the
heat exchanger shell wall.
Lshell — The length of the shell is defined in the direction of the fluid stream in
case of BPHE’s, and in the direction of the axis of revolution of a cylindrical PSHE. The
length is always the entire length of the shell in that axis.
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Table 5.5: Plate heat exchanger shell wall parameters.
Parameter Unit Description
N integer Number of nodes/elements
Lshell mm Length of shell (representative length of cylinder)
wshell mm Width of shell (representative width of cylinder)
zshell mm Depth of shell (representative depth of cylinder)
Sshell mm2 (calculated) Surface area of shell for heat loss
Mshell kg (final, calculated)a Total mass of shell
tshell mm (calculated)b Representative thickness of shell
Acs mm2 (final, calculated) Cross-section conduction area of shell wall
dx mm (final, calculated) Distance between nodes for conduction in shell wall
rhom kg/m3 Density of metal
cm J/(kg.K) Specific heat capacity of metal
km W/(m.K) Thermal conductivity of metal
tiso mm Thickness of insulation layer
kiso W/(m.K) Thermal conductivity of insulation material
Uenv W/(m2.K) (final, calculated) Heat transfer coefficient for heat loss to environment
Tamb K Ambient temperature for heat loss
a“final, calculated” means that the parameter is calculated in the present level model, and cannot be
modified in a lower or higher level model.
b“calculated” means that the parameter is calculated in the present level model, but can be modified
in a higher level model.
wshell, zshell — For a BPHE, the shell width, wshell, is defined as the entire width
of the shell in the axis perpendicular to Lshell and in the plane of the plates. Then the
shell depth, zshell, is the entire depth of the shell in the plane perpendicular to both
Lshell and wshell. For a PSHE, the shell is assumed to be a box with equal wshell and
zshell, so that the circumference is equal to that of a circle with diameter Dshell (which
is assigned in the heat exchanger level). So wshell and zshell are both defined by
wshell = zshell = pi/4× Dshell (5.29)
This arrangement for PSHEs is illustrated in Fig. 5.14.
Sshell — The surface area of the shell is given by
2× Lshell × wshell + 2× Lshell × zshell + 2× wshell × zshell (5.30)
Mshell — The mass of the shell can be either input as a parameter or estimated
from dimensions. It is difficult to put dimensions on the shell of a BPHE because it
is made up mostly of brazed joints and a single thick end plate. BPHE data sheets
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Figure 5.14: Illustration of the shell wall dimension assumption for a plate and shell heat ex-
changer.
usually give the total mass of the heat exchanger and the mass of a single plate, so the
shell mass can be inferred as the difference between total mass and plate pack mass,
then input as a parameter. For PSHEs, the total mass is estimated using the dimensions
tendplate (thickness of one end plate), Dshell, and Lshell, which are usually given in
manufacturer drawings. Mshell is calculated for PSHEs by
rhom×
(
2× tendplate× (1/4 · pi · Dshell2) + pi × Dshell × tshell × Lshell
)
(5.31)
tshell — This parameter is only used to estimate the cross-sectional area for con-
duction calculation. It is estimated by
Mshell/(rhom× Sshell) (5.32)
Acs — The cross-sectional area of the shell plate for conduction is worked out
slightly differently to the internal plate wall formulation. Its formula is
wshell × tshell (5.33)
dx — The distance between nodes for conduction through the shell wall is approx-
imated by
(Lshell + wshell + zshell)/N (5.34)
tiso, kiso — A properly installed heat exchanger will be isolated using some insu-
lation material. An estimation of the isolation thickness and the thermal conductivity
of the material are input as parameters.
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Uenv — Radiation is very small for insulation materials, so the heat transfer to or
from the environment is approximated by how much heat is lost through conduction
of the isolation:
Uenv = kiso/tiso (5.35)
Tamb — For this version of the heat exchangers, a constant ambient temperature is
assumed, and is input as a parameter. This is a valid assumption for most short-term
experiments, where the dynamics of the environmental temperature will be very long
compared to the system dynamics.
Now that the geometry is specified, the energy balance is constructed in a similar
way to that of the internal plate wall, using the state variable of shell temperature, T[i],
and is calculated on a per-control volume basis. An extra term in the energy balance is
required for heat loss to the environment. For i in 1:N
cm×M/N × dT
dt
[i] = Q˙conv[i] + Q˙cond[i]− Q˙env[i] (5.36)
Q˙conv[i] is the convection heat transfer term and is calculated for i in 1:N, by
Q˙conv[i] = Sshell/N × int.phi[i] (5.37)
Q˙cond[i] is the conduction within the wall between discrete elements, and is calculated
by Eq. 5.38.
Q˙cond[1] = km× (Acs/dx)× (T[2]− T[1])
Q˙cond[N] = km× (Acs/dx)× (T[N − 1]− T[N])
for i in 2 : N − 1
Q˙cond[i] = km× (Acs/dx)× (T[i− 1] + T[i + 1]− 2× T[i])
(5.38)
Q˙env is the term for heat loss to the environment, and is calculated for i in 1:N, by
Q˙env[i] = Uenv× Sshell/N × (T[i]− Tamb) (5.39)
Similar to the plate wall model, the heat flux for the shell wall model is calculated
externally in the pipe cell model and passed through the DHT connector to this model.
The shell wall model uses this information to calculate or update its state variable T[i].
Note that T[i] is calculated using a first order differential equation, so a fixed starting
value is required. This is discussed further in the intialisation section (Sec. 5.5.10).
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The connector variable int.T[i] is assigned in the shell model and passed through
to the fluid streams where it is used in the main energy balance. The value of int.T[i]
is simply the internal state temperature, T[i].
5.5.6 Counter-current Adapter
The counter-current adapter model, as shown in Fig. 5.10, serves the purpose of swap-
ping the temperature and heat flow node orders, in order to simulate counter-current
flow for the configuration. In a multi-pass heat exchanger, some fluid streams might
have this model inserted, while some streams might not. See Section 5.5.9 for more
information on multi-pass heat exchangers.
5.5.7 Heat transfer
The heat transfer correlations can be very simple with constant heat transfer coeffi-
cients that may or may not change with phase, or they can be more complex using
general correlations dependent on factors such as Reynold’s number and Prandtl num-
ber. General correlations can be incredibly slow to solve, as shown later in this analysis.
But simple correlations can become difficult when it comes to guessing heat transfer
coefficients and initialisation values. So a choice between the computational stability,
efficiency, and accuracy must be made depending on which correlation is selected.
ThermoCycle partial models
The ThermoCycle heat transfer models are cumbersome and difficult to reverse en-
gineer to implement new correlations. New base classes have been extended from a
minimal partial model from the ThermoCycle thermal library,
ThermoCycle.Components.HeatFlow.HeatTransfer.ConvectiveHeatTransfer.
BaseClasses.PartialConvectiveCorrelation,
which itself is extended from the partial model,
ThermoCycle.Components.HeatFlow.HeatTransfer.BaseClass.
PartialHeatTransfer.
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These build into the final heat transfer models which provide the heat exchanger pipe
cells with a value for heat flux through the thermal port connector. The thermal port
connector in these partial models is
ThermoCycle.Interfaces.HeatTransfer.ThermalPortL
and includes the standard heat port variables of temperature, T, and heat flux, q˙. The
temperature, in this case, is the temperature of the connected wall element.
The base partial model, ‘PartialHeatTransfer’, includes the variables described in
Table 5.6, and the extended partial model, ‘PartialConvectiveCorrelation’ includes the
variables described in Table 5.7.
Table 5.6: Thermocycle PartialHeatTransfer model variables
Variable Type Unit Description
medium replaceable package n/a Fluid medium definition
T_ f luid variable K Fluid temperature variable
FluidState input record n/a Thermodynamic state record
q_dot output variable W/m2 Calculated heat flux
n parameter integer Number of heat transfer segments a
Table 5.7: Thermocycle PartialConvectiveCorrelation model variables
Variable Type Unit Description
Mdotnom input parameter kg/s Nominal mass flow rate b
Unom_l input parameter W/(m2.K) Nominal heat transfer coefficient liquid side
Unom_tp input parameter W/(m2.K) Nominal heat transfer coefficient two-phase side
Unom_v input parameter W/(m2.K) Nominal heat transfer coefficient vapour side
M_dot input variable kg/s Inlet mass flow rate
x input variable 1 Vapour quality
f ilter_gamma input parameter boolean Set true to filter gamma of cold fluid with first-
order filter
TT_gamma input parameter seconds Integration time of first-order filter for gamma
f ixed_gamma input parameter boolean Set true to fix start values of gamma
aThis parameter is set to n = 1 in an extension model and can be practically ignored.
bUsed to normalise nominal heat transfer coefficients by mass flow rate
Variable q_dot is the major output of the heat transfer models. It is calculated in
the model using correlations or nominal values, then passed out to the pipe cell model
where it is used in the energy balance.
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The input parameters f ilter_gamma and TT_gamma, and f ixed_gamma were not in-
cluded in the original ThermoCycle base classes, but they were found to be immensely
useful for initialisation of models, and have been added here in the same style that was
used in the pipe models for mass flow rate filtering. Further details on the usefulness
of the gamma filtering are discussed in the ‘Final heat transfer models’ heading of this
section, as well as in Sections 5.5.10 and 5.9.
New single-phase partial model
Two new partial models were created for the heat transfer aspects of this project, which
extend the PartialConvectiveCorrelation partial model to include common vari-
ables for single-phase and two-phase correlations. They are split up because special
considerations are required for two-phase calculation of dynamic viscosity near the
wall, which would see a discontinuity as the wall temperature crosses the saturation
temperature of the adjacent fluid. The new single-phase and two-phase partial models
are, respectively, named
OrganicThermoPower.Thermal.BaseClasses.DistributedHeatTransferTC1ph
OrganicThermoPower.Thermal.BaseClasses.DistributedHeatTransferTC2ph
The single-phase partial model’s variables are listed in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8: New single-phase heat transfer partial model variables
Variable Type Unit Description
Lp input parameter mm Channel length
Amc input parameter mm2 Cross-sectional area (single tube)
Dhyd input parameter mm Hydraulic diameter (single tube)
chevronbeta input parameter degrees Chevron/corrugation angle
chevronphi input parameter 1 Corrugation enlargement factor
Re variable 1 Reynold’s number
mu variable Pa.s Dynamic viscosity of fluid
mu_w variable Pa.s Dynamic viscosity of fluid near the wall
k variable W/(m.K) Thermal conductivity of fluid
cp variable J/(kg.K) Specific heat capacity c.p.
p variable Pa Absolute pressure of fluid
h variable J/kg Fluid specific enthalpy
gamma variable W/(m2.K) Combined and filtered heat transfer coefficient
The input parameters, Lp, Amc, Dhyd, chevronbeta, and chevronphi are all directly
input from the fluid cell model. Variables mu, k, and cp are called from the thermody-
namic state variable, FluidState. The remaining variable are defined as follows.
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Re — The Reynold’s number is calculated using the the mass flow rate at the inlet
of the heat exchanger. The absolute mass flow rate is always used. Its equation is
Re = |M_dot| × Dhyd/(Amc ·mu) (5.40)
Single-phase mu_w — The dynamic viscosity near the wall is used in many corre-
lations of the Reynold’s number and Prandtl number form. For the single-phase partial
model it is simply called from the thermodynamic state variable FluidState, using the
fluid pressure and the wall temperature as input variables.
p, h — Important fluid state variables which are called from the FluidState record.
gamma — This is the local heat transfer coefficient for the cell fluid on which the
heat transfer model is working.
New two-phase partial model
The two-phase partial model, DistributedHeatTransferTC2ph, includes all the vari-
ables in Table 5.8, with the additional variables in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9: Additional variables for new two-phase heat transfer partial model variables
Variable Type Unit Description
sat input record n/a Saturation properties record
mu_TsLo variable Pa.s Dynamic viscosity slightly below sat. temp
mu_TsHi variable Pa.s Dynamic viscosity slightly above sat. temp
mu_Tw variable Pa.s Dynamic viscosity at the wall temperature
mu_w variable Pa.s Smoothed dynamic viscosity near the wall
bubbleState record n/a Thermodynamic state at saturated liquid point
dewState record n/a Thermodynamic state at saturated vapour point
hl variable J/kg Saturated liquid specific enthalpy
hv variable J/kg Saturated vapour specific enthalpy
pc variable Pa Critical pressure of fluid
gamma_1ph variable W/(m2.K) Heat transfer coefficient for single-phase compo-
nent
gamma_2ph variable W/(m2.K) Heat transfer coefficient for two-phase component
epsilon input parameter 1 Fractional ramp width for heat transfer switching
hramp variable J/kg Enthalpy ramp width for heat transfer switching
StepSmoother — From this point forward, a Modelica function called ‘StepSmoother’
is referred to a number of times. Its purpose is to apply a smooth transition of one vari-
able to another, in cases where there would otherwise be a discontinuous jump. It is
found in
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Modelica.Fluid.Dissipation.Utilities.Functions.General.Stepsmoother
and uses a hyperbolic tan function, since this provides a derivative of zero at the
boundaries, allowing for a smooth transition. The input variables for the function
are given in Table 5.10. The variables f unc and no f unc are the values that trigger the
Table 5.10: Stepsmoother function inputs
Input Description
func Input value for that result = 100%
nofunc Input value for that result = 0%
x Input variable for continuous interpolation
smooth transition when the reference value, x, varies between them. The output of
the transition lies between 0–1, so should be multiplied and / or offset by the required
step.
mu_TsLo — This variable is the dynamic viscosity of the working fluid at the state
point at the cell pressure, and at a temperature 1 K lower than saturation tempera-
ture. Note that this variable only changes if the pressure changes. The selection of the
magnitude of 1 K is explained in the mu_w paragraph.
mu_TsHi — This variable is the dynamic viscosity of the working fluid at the state
point at the cell pressure, and at a temperature 1 K higher than saturation temperature.
Note that this variable only changes if the pressure changes.
mu_Tw — This variable is the actual dynamic viscosity at the state point at the
cell pressure, and at the adjacent wall temperature (whose value is given through the
connected heat port). This variable will include the disconnect at the saturation tem-
perature.
Two-phase mu_w — For two-phase applications, mu_w is calculated using the
StepSmoother function so that it smoothly transitions from mu_TsLo to mu_TsHi, as
the wall temperature passes +/- 2 K around the saturation point.
• As the wall temperature transitions from Ts-2 K to Ts-1 K, mu_w transitions from
mu_Tw to mu_TsLo
• As the wall temperature transitions from Ts-1 to Ts+1, mu_w transitions from
mu_TsLo to mu_TsHi
• As the wall temperature transitions from Ts+1 to Ts+2, mu_w transitions from
mu_TsHi back to mu_Tw
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Figure 5.15: Illustration of mu_w calculation for partial heat transfer model using StepSmoother
function
• If the wall is transitioning from a higher temperature to a lower one, this process
is reversed.
A magnitude of 1 K for each transition range was chosen because it is thought to be
small enough to not give a significant error over the temperature band, and is large
enough to produce a smooth transition through the saturation point. This number can
be changed easily.
The calculation is structured as in Eq. 5.41, and the resulting trend for mu_w is
illustrated in Fig. 5.15.
mu_w = homotopy(noEvent(mu_Tw +
(mu_TsLo - mu_Tw) * Stepsmoother(Ts-1,Ts-2,thermalPortL[1].T) +
(mu_TsHi - mu_TsLo) * Stepsmoother(Ts+1,Ts-1,thermalPortL[1].T) +
(mu_Tw - mu_TsHi) * Stepsmoother(Ts+2,Ts+1,thermalPortL[1].T)), mu);
(5.41)
bubbleState, dewState— Thermodynamic states at the bubble point and dew point
are set by the sat state record.
hl, hv — The dew and bubble specific enthalpies are set by the bubbleState and
dewState records, respectively.
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pc — The fluid critical pressure is used in some heat transfer correlations, and it set
in the f luidConstants record, which is a part of the Medium package.
gamma_1ph, gamma_2ph— These are intermediate heat transfer coefficients which
are calculated from the active single-phase and two-phase correlations, using the cur-
rent inputs for the algorithm regardless of the actual state of the fluid. Phase change
transition techniques are used to combine these into gamma.
epsilon, hramp — When HTC switching is used, the independent variable which
triggers the switch is fluid specific enthalpy h in relation to the saturated specific en-
thalpies, hl and hv. Parameter epsilon defines the width of the range of h that is used
for switching, by
hramp = epsilon · (hv− hl) (5.42)
A typical value for epsilon is between 0.01–0.1, with a small value giving better accu-
racy.
Correlations
The heat transfer correlations are independent functions that take the already defined
variables as inputs to an algorithm, then calculate and output the heat transfer coeffi-
cient, γ. Correlations for both single-phase and two-phase heat transfer are required
which cover water, thermal oil (single-phase only), and refrigerants (specifically R-
245fa). There are certainly many proprietary correlations that are kept by heat ex-
changer manufacturers, but the literature review reveals that heat transfer in plate heat
exchangers is not a well-understood topic in the public forum, and general correlations
are non-existent for refrigerants in plate heat exchangers. A number of correlations
have been developed for specific and limited data sets, usually from single experimen-
tal campaigns. To this author’s knowledge there are no correlations specific to R245fa
in plate heat exchangers for single-phase flow or two-phase flow. The most compre-
hensive collection of single-phase correlations for plate heat exchangers was compiled
by Ayub (2003). Of the correlations presented, two were found to adequately resemble
the plate heat exchangers in the Pinjarra Hills Turbine Testing Facility. They are shown
in Appendix B Table B.1 along with their applicable limits. Also included are laminar
flow correlations for pipe heat transfer suggested by Incropera et al. (2007), and the
Muley and Manglik (1997) correlation for laminar flow, which can be paired with the
turbulent correlation by the same author.
As discussed in the literature review (Sec. 3.4), the most appropriate correlations for
two-phase flow in plate heat exchangers are the older, well-known general correlations
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for tube boiling and condensation. These correlations add a multiplier to the single-
phase heat transfer coefficient to account for the enhanced convection and extra nu-
cleate boiling effects. If the plate heat exchanger single-phase heat transfer coefficient
is used in this place, then it is expected that the two-phase correlation should hold.
Another option which is tested in this thesis is to use the closest matching correlation
for another refrigerant in a plate heat exchanger. The tested heat transfer correlations
for two-phase flow are given in Appendix B Table B.2.
Final heat transfer models
The next extension of the partial models creates the final heat transfer model which
includes correlation and phase switching. There is an independent model plus accom-
panying correlation algorithm for each single-phase or two-phase heat transfer model.
Every model follows the same basic structure, and the more complicated correlations
require some additional variables and equations. This basic structure includes:
• Heat transfer coefficient variables gamma, gamma_1ph, gamma_2ph, and gamma_raw
to allow for phase switching and first-order filters.
• Smooth transitioning method accounting for discretisation scheme that covers all
boiling, condensation, and single- and two-phase heat transfer states.
• Calculation of the final heat transfer model output: heat flux for the cell, q_dot.
For single-phase heat transfer situations, the final model is very straight-forward:
the correlations are applied to solve for gammaraw, then the calculation of q_dot is
solved using
q_dot = (thermalPortL.T− T)× gamma (5.43)
Notice that in Eq. 5.43, the variable being solved for is gamma_raw. This is a tem-
porary variable introduced in the final model which is the instantaneous heat transfer
coefficient. Since some of the correlations use q_dot as an input variable, and of course
the heat transfer model output is also q_dot, a simultaneous set of equations is created
for every cell in the system. This is avoided with minimal loss in accuracy by setting
parameter f ilter_gamma = true (refer to Table 5.7). The code which handles this func-
tionality is shown in Eq. 5.44. A typical value of the parameter TT_gamma is between
0.1–3 seconds. A smaller value is more accurate, though the smaller the parameter is
set, the smaller the solver time step must be. In most cases, a slightly higher value
is acceptable (e.g. up to 3 seconds) because even if the heat transfer coefficient takes
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longer to settle, the wall temperature always provides a a limit for how much heat can
be transferred.
if filter_gamma then
der(gamma) = (gamma_raw-gamma)/TT_gamma;
else
gamma = gamma_raw;
end if;
(5.44)
Enabling the gamma filter creates a new equation for the cell, due to the differential
equation. A convenient way to solve this is to set the starting value of gamma equal to
the initial value of gamma_raw. There are some instances where an intelligent modeller
could use a set of unrestrained gamma values to simplify the initialisation problem of a
complex system of heat exchangers, so the option to fix the starting values of gamma is
left as a parameter, fixed_gamma. More discussion on this in Sections 5.5.10 and 5.9.
Heat transfer coefficient transition model
For two-phase heat transfer models, both the single-phase correlation and the two-
phase correlation are applied to solve for gamma_1ph and gamma_2ph for each cell in
each pipe. Transitioning between these two variable heat transfer coefficients is com-
plicated by the discretisation scheme. In the ‘upwind’ scheme, the cell’s representative
specific enthalpy is set by the cell outlet specific enthalpy. So the heat transfer co-
efficient is calculated using this state point as well. But the outlet specific enthalpy
depends on the energy balance from the inlet to the outlet,where the heat transfer co-
efficient at the outlet is the main driving force for the total heat transferred in or out o
the cell. An example situation where this creates a non-real and unstable simulation is
illustrated in Figure 5.16.
Both cases shown above show the outcome if a simple phase switching method is
used. The moment hnode_ex crosses the dew enthalpy line, the heat transfer coefficient
switches, which causes the amount of heat transferred in the cell to change. Going from
single-phase to two-phase, the heat transfer coefficient can be many times greater. The
first case, for condensing flow crossing the dew enthalpy line, is the most damaging to
the model. In this case, just after the point of switching where the cell outlet is deemed
to be in the two-phase region, the entire contents of the cell are actually still single-
phase (because the cell inlet and all of the space between inlet and outlet are still in the
single-phase region. But the two-phase heat transfer coefficient is applied, so an unre-
alistic difference in specific enthalpies between inlet and outlet is seen. This problem
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Figure 5.16: Illustration of phase-switching problem when using ‘upwind’ discretisation.
also applies at the bubble line during boiling inside a cell, and can cause very large
inaccuracies in void fraction in the heat exchanger.
A special transitioning method is needed which takes into account both the inlet
and outlet cell specific enthalpies, and smoothly transitions the heat transfer coefficient
based on how close to the dew or bubble enthalpy line each point lies. A new method
for this has been created, based on a ThermoPower function 1 to allow smooth phase
switching. An integer variable called state is used, which specifies different correlation
switching states. A new variable is used to define how close the inlet and outlet state
points of the cell are to the bubble enthalpy line or dew enthalpy lines, called alpha_lv,
so that for all cases, the heat transfer coefficient can be calculated by:
gamma_raw = alpha_lv× gamma_1ph+ (1− alpha_lv)× gamma_2ph (5.45)
The aforementioned variables are presented in Table 5.11. For the calculation of al-
pha_lv, two options are presented. Option (a) is the simple linear switching multiplier
between single-phase and two-phase, and option (b) includes extra smoothing, using
the function described earlier in the “New two-phase partial model” heading of this
section. This extra smoothing is required because a linear transition can cause severe
chattering and to get stuck when the inlet or outlet cell specific enthalpy settling point
is very close to the bubble or due enthalpy point. It is slightly more computationally
demanding to use this extra smoothing within the nexted transition states function,
but it is a requirement for stability.
1 ThermoPower.Thermal.HeatTransferFV.FlowDependentHeatTransferCoefficient2ph
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Table 5.11: Heat transfer coefficient transition states.
alpha_lv is given two options – (a) linear and (b) smooth
state Description Conditional alpha_lv
0 Liquid-only
h_su < hl and
h_ex < hl
1
1 Vapour-only
h_su > hv and
h_ex > hv
1
2 Liquid –> two-phase
h_su < hl and
h_ex > hl and
h_ex 6 hv
a : (hl - h_su) / (h_ex - h_su)
b : Stepsmoother((h_ex-h_su),0,(hl-h_su))
3 Two-phase only
h_su > hl and
h_su 6 hv and
h_ex > hl and
h_ex 6 hv
0
4 Two-phase –> vapour
h_su > hl and
h_su 6 hv and
h_ex > hv
a : (h_ex - hv) / (h_ex - h_su)
b : Stepsmoother((h_ex-h_su),0,(h_ex-hv))
5 Two-phase –> liquid
h_su > hl and
h_su 6 hv and
h_ex < hl
a : (hl - h_ex) / (h_su - h_ex)
b : Stepsmoother((h_su-h_ex),0,(hl-h_ex))
6 Vapour –> two-phase
h_su > hv and
h_ex 6 hv and
h_ex > hl
a : (h_su - hv) / (h_su - h_ex)
b : Stepsmoother((h_su-h_ex),0,(h_su-hv))
Using this same transitioning method, correlations can be smoothly switched be-
tween single-phase and two-phase for most boiling and condensation scenarios. In
some cases, it is beneficial to use constant nominal heat transfer coefficients instead of
correlations. This can greatly reduce simulation time, but is only recommended if good
nominal heat transfer coefficient values are known. For this model, henceforth called
the “constant-transitioned” heat transfer model, the nominal heat transfer coefficient
parameters from Table 5.7 can be used in place of correlation values. They should also
be normalised by
(
Mdot
Mdot_nom
)0.8
.
For this two-phase transitioning model, the output variable q_dot is again solved
using Eq. 5.43.
Correlation-specific final heat transfer model modifications
The Muley and Manglik (1997, 1999) single-phase correlation for chevron plate flow
has separate functions for laminar and turbulent heat transfer coefficients. The heat
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transfer model for this correlation uses StepSmoother to switch between the two cor-
relations smoothly. The independent variable for switching is the Reynold’s number,
and the transition occurs over the range of
[
400 ≤ Re ≤ 1000]. This is a significant
transition range, but since the output γ lies between the two during the transition, the
value should be reasonable. The StepSmoother input table and Modelica syntax are
shown in Table 5.12 and Eq. 5.46, respectively.
Table 5.12: Stepsmoother function inputs for Muley and Manglik (1995, 1997) correlation
switching
Input Switch Description
func 1000 Input value for that result = 100%
nofunc 400 Input value for that result = 0%
x Re Input variable for continuous interpolation
gamma_raw = noEvent(gamma_1ph_lam + (gamma_1ph_turb-gamma_1ph_lam)*
Stepsmoother(1000,400,Re));
(5.46)
where gamma_1ph_lam and gamma_1ph_turb are the laminar and turbulent heat trans-
fer coefficients from Muley and Manglik (1997, 1999).
The same strategy is used to switch between the two correlations suggested by
Incropera et al. (2007). The StepSmoother input table for this switch is shown in Table
5.13.
Table 5.13: Stepsmoother function inputs for switching of correlations suggested by Incropera
et al. (2007)
Input Switch Description
func 10000 Input value for that result = 100%
nofunc 2000 Input value for that result = 0%
x Re Input variable for continuous interpolation
For many two-phase correlations, the outcome is multiplied by a single-phase heat
transfer coefficient to find the final two-phase coefficient. When these correlations were
written, it was implied that the well-known single-phase tube correlations for water
should be used, such as Gnielinski, Dittus-Boelter, etc. which can be found in Incropera
et al. (2007). Since these factors are supposed to be the modifiers for enhanced convec-
tive boiling using dimensional analysis, it should follow that if a more appropriate
convective boiling coefficient (such as one for plate heat exchangers using refrigerant)
were used as the base coefficient, then the multiplier should still apply. The two-phase
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correlations applied in this project that call for a single-phase heat transfer coefficient,
use the correlation found to be the best fit for the heat exchangers and fluids used in
this project. Further details in the heat exchanger validation section (Sec. 5.5.11).
Also, many of the two-phase correlations call for terms evaluated at the saturated
liquid or saturated vapour point. In some cases, a correlation needs to be called mul-
tiple times for each of these points, just to find intermediate values. For example, the
Steiner and Taborek (1992) correlation, using Muley and Manglik 1995, 1997 single-
phase correlations, needs to evaluate the following intermediate heat transfer coeffi-
cients.
1. Single-phase laminar
2. Single-phase turbulent
3. Single-phase laminar evaluated at saturated liquid point
4. Single-phase turbulent evaluated at saturated liquid point
5. Single-phase laminar evaluated at saturated vapour point
6. Single-phase turbulent evaluated at saturated vapour point
Each of these correlations must be called using the required input variables for the sat-
urated liquid or saturated vapour point, which can all be found from the bubbleState
and dewState records.
Once these intermediate heat transfer coefficients are known, the variables of gamma-
_1ph, gamma_1ph_satliq and gamma_1ph_satvap can be evaluated using StepSmoother.
Finally, the Steiner and Taborek (1992) correlation can be used to find gamma_2ph, and
gamma can be evaluated.
For this example case, there are seven instances of correlations being called for the
single heat transfer model. In a heat exchanger model, there can be 100 or more cells
each with its own heat transfer model. In a full cycle model, there can be six or more
heat exchangers, each iterating to find solutions for first order differential energy and
mass balances in counter-current flow configurations. It is evident that this is a com-
putationally intensive point in the scope of modelling, and there is room for further
streamlining. These heat transfer models also interface heavily with the fluid medium
models, so efforts should be made to improve the efficiency of both aspects of models.
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5.5.8 Compiled heat exchanger model
The lower level models for the heat exchangers have been divulged, and the next step
is to compile them all into the final heat exchanger models. Figure 5.17 is the Modelica
object diagram of a compiled plate heat exchanger model. This is the same model as
shown in Fig. 5.10(b), but showing object names instead of class names.
plateIn plateOut
shellOut
shellIn
shellSide
plateSide
noWall
counterCurrent
metalWall
shellWall
Figure 5.17: Compiled model of plate heat exchanger in Modelica with object names
The model contains:
• 2 x ThermoPower.Water.FlangeA and 2 x ThermoPower.Water.FlangeB. For the
inlets and outlets of the shell side fluid channel and plate side fluid channel.
• 1 x OrganicThermoPower.Flow.Flow1DimPlate1ph. The secondary fluid chan-
nel; in this case the cooling fluid in the gas cooler.
• 1 x OrganicThermoPower.Flow.Flow1DimPlate2ph. The primary fluid channel;
in this case the working fluid that condenses in the gas cooler.
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• 1 x OrganicThermoPower.Thermal.MetalWall. The plate walls between fluid chan-
nels.
• 1 x OrganicThermoPower.Thermal.ShellWall. The external shell wall model.
• 1 x ThermoPower.Thermal.CounterCurrent. Model to switch nodes for counter-
current flow.
• 1 x OrganicThermoPower.Thermal.NoWall. “Empty” model which resolves con-
nector dependencies when no wall is attached.
The NoWall class requires some discussion. Since the second connector was added
to the Flow1Dim models so that a shell wall could be connected, the plate side model
also has two connectors. The purpose is to resolve connector dependencies for the
second DHT connector on the plate side channel model, which should have zero heat
flux in or out of that connector. Its single equation is
int.T = f ill(300, N) (5.47)
where int is the ThermoPower.Thermal.DHTNodes connector, and N is the number of
cell nodes. This alone does not resolve the heat flux to zero. It should be accompa-
nied by a heat transfer model in the ShellHeatTrans f er slot of the plateSide pipe flow
model: OrganicThermoPower.Thermal.HeatTransferTC.HT1ph_NoHeatTransfer. This
heat transfer model is an extension of DistributedHeatTransferTC1ph and its single
equation is
q_dot = zeros(n) (5.48)
where n is the ignored parameter introduced in Table 5.6 and is always set to n = 1.
The model connections are shown in Fig. 5.17. Fluid connections are in blue and
connect between the fluid flanges with a single dimension. DHT connections are in
orange and connect between the heat transfer terminals with N dimensions — that is,
one set of connector information is transferred for each cell, of which there are N cells.
Four heat exchanger models have been built, because the four heat exchangers in
the Pinjarra Hills facility each have different flow configurations. The four heat ex-
changers are:
1. Brazed plate heat exchanger with two-phase shell side and single-phase plate side.
OrganicThermoPower.Components.TCHeatExchangers.EvaporatorTC
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2. Plate and shell heat exchanger with two-phase shell side and single-phase plate side.
OrganicThermoPower.Components.TCHeatExchangers.GasCoolerTC
3. Plate and shell heat exchanger with single-phase shell side and two-phase plate side.
OrganicThermoPower.Components.TCHeatExchangers.CondenserTC
4. Plate and shell heat exchanger with shell side and plate side both two-phase.
OrganicThermoPower.Components.TCHeatExchangers.RecuperatorTC
A top level set of parameters is required for the heat exchanger models, which
pass essential parameters through to the lower-level models to establish the geometry,
numerical options, start arrays, and initialisation options. Plate heat exchanger model
parameters and packages are listed in Table 5.14. There are only slight differences
in geometry, which are noted in the table in brackets. There are also some statistics
variables created to provide a summary of the heat exchanger’s critical parameters
and performance.
PlateChannelPower — The total heat transfer into the plate channel fluid side. It
is calculated by
plateSide.Ai× sum(plateSide.Cells.qdot)× plateSide.Nt (5.49)
ShellChannelPower — The total heat transfer out of the shell channel fluid side,
not including to or from the shell wall. It is calculated by
− [shellSide.Ai× sum(shellSide.Cells.qdot)× shellSide.Nt] (5.50)
ShellWallPower — The total heat transfer from the shell channel fluid side to shell
wall. It is calculated by
− [shellSide.AiShell/N × sum(shellSide.Cells.qdotShell)× shellSide.Nt] (5.51)
EnvPower — The total heat transfer from the shell wall to the environment. It is
calculated by
−
[
sum
(
shellWall.Uenv× shellWall.Sshell/N × (shellWall.T[i]− shellWall.Tamb)
)]
(5.52)
HeatExchangerArea — The heat exchanger heat transfer area. It is calculated by
1/2 · (shellSide.A · shellSide.Nt + plateSide.A · plateSide.Nt) (5.53)
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Table 5.14: Brazed plate and plate and shell heat exchanger model parameters and packages
Parameter
[Package]
Unit
[Type]
Description
[ShellMedium] [package] Medium package for shell side (i.e. side with one more channel)
[PlateMedium] [package] Medium package for plate side (i.e. side with one less channel)
N integer Number of discretized cells for each flow channel
Nplates integer Total number of plates in the heat exchanger
Lplate mm Plate characteristic flow length
width mm Plate characteristic flow width
Cp 1 Hesselgreaves flow coefficient
zplate mm Depth of one corrugated plate
tplate mm Thickness of plate
chevronbeta degrees Chevron or corrugation angle to transverse of flow direction
chevronphi 1 Corrugation enlargement factor
Lshell mm Length of shell
wshell mm Width of shell (BPHE only)
zshell mm Depth of shell (BPHE only)
Dshell mm Diameter of shell (PSHE only)
tshell mm Thickness of shell wall (PSHE only)
tendplate mm Thickness of a shell end plate (PSHE only)
VolShell litres Shell volume (PSHE only)
tiso mm Thickness of insulation layer
kiso W/(m.K) Thermal conductivity of insulation material
rhom kg/m3 Density of plate and shell material
cm J/(kg.K) Specific heat capacity cp of plate and shell material
km W/(m.K) Thermal conductivity of plate and shell material
Heat transfer options
[ShellHeatTransfer] [package] Heat transfer model for shell side
[PlateHeatTransfer] [package] Heat transfer model for plate side
gammaLiq_nom_sh W/(m2.K) Nominal liquid HTC of shell side fluid
gamma2ph_nom_sh W/(m2.K) Nominal 2-phase HTC of shell side fluid
gammaVap_nom_sh W/(m2.K) Nominal vapour HTC of shell side fluid
gammaLiq_nom_pl W/(m2.K) Nominal liquid HTC of plate side fluid
gamma2ph_nom_pl W/(m2.K) Nominal 2-phase HTC of plate side fluid
gammaVap_nom_pl W/(m2.K) Nominal vapour HTC of plate side fluid
Initialisation
steadystate_h_shell boolean if true, sets the derivative of h of shell fluid to zero at init
steadystate_h_plate boolean if true, sets the derivative of h of plate fluid to zero at init
steadystate_T_wall boolean if true, sets the derivative of T of plate wall to zero at init
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steadystate_T_shell boolean if true, sets the derivative of T of shell wall to zero at init
fixedstate_h_shell boolean if true, fixes the array of h of shell fluid to hshellstart at init
fixedstate_h_plate boolean if true, fixes the array of h of plate fluid to hplatestart at init
fixedstate_T_wall boolean if true, fixes the array of T of cold fluid to Twplatestart at init
fixedstate_T_shell boolean if true, fixes the array of T of cold fluid to Twshellstart at init
Mdot_nom_shell kg/s Nominal mass flow rate of shell side fluid
pshellstart Pa Pressure start value for shell fluid
hshellstart_in J/kg Inlet specific enthalpy start value for shell fluid
hshellstart_out J/kg Outlet specific enthalpy start value for shell fluid
hshellstart[N] J/kg Specific enthalpy start value vector for shell fluid (calculated)
pplatestart Pa Pressure start value for plate fluid
hplatestart_in J/kg Inlet specific enthalpy start value for plate fluid
hplatestart_out J/kg Outlet specific enthalpy start value for plate fluid
hplatestart[N] J/kg Specific enthalpy start value vector for plate fluid (calculated)
Mdot_nom_plate kg/s Nominal mass flow rate of plate side fluid
Twplatestart_in K Temperature start value for plate wall (shell fluid inlet point)
Twplatestart_out K Temperature start value for plate wall (shell fluid outlet point)
Twplatestart[N] K Temperature start value vector for plate wall (calculated)
Twshellstart_in K Temperature start value for shell wall (shell fluid inlet point)
Twshellstart_out K Temperature start value for shell wall (shell fluid outlet point)
Twshellstart[N] K Temperature start value vector for shell wall (calculated)
Numerical options
Discretization selection 2 Selection of the spacial discretisation scheme
Mdotconst_shell boolean if true, assume constant m. flow rate of shell fluid at each node 3
filter_dMdt_shell boolean if true, filters dMdt of shell fluid with a first-order filter
TT_shell seconds Integration time for first-order dMdt filter of shell fluid
filter_gamma_shell boolean if true, filters γ of shell fluid with a first-order filter
fixed_gamma_shell boolean if true, fixes the starting array of gamma of shell fluid
filter_gamma_shw boolean if true, filters γ of shell wall fluid with a first-order filter
fixed_gamma_shw boolean if true, fixes the starting array of gamma of shell wall fluid
TT_gamma_shell seconds Integration time for first-order γ filter of the shell fluid
Mdotconst_plate boolean if true, assume constant m. flow rate of plate fluid at each node
filter_dMdt_plate boolean if true, filters dMdt of plate fluid with a first-order filter
TT_plate seconds Integration time for first-order dMdt filter of plate fluid
filter_gamma_plate boolean if true, filters γ of plate fluid with a first-order filter
fixed_gamma_plate boolean if true, fixes the starting array of gamma of plate fluid
TT_gamma_plate seconds Integration time for first-order γ filter of the plate fluid
2Uses the type ThermoCycle.Functions.Enumerations.Discretizations to provide selection.
3Preliminary testing mode for easier convergence
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GammaPlate — The average overall heat transfer coefficient for the plate channel
side. It is calculated by∣∣∣∣∣ sum
(
plateSide.Cells.Wall_int.phi
plateSide.Cells.Wall_int.T− plateSide.Cells.T
) ∣∣∣∣∣ (5.54)
GammaShell — The average overall heat transfer coefficient for the shell channel
side. It is calculated by∣∣∣∣∣ sum
(
shellSide.Cells.Wall_int.phi
shellSide.Cells.Wall_int.T− shellSide.Cells.T
) ∣∣∣∣∣ (5.55)
GammaOverall — The overall heat transfer coefficient for the heat exchanger. As-
suming the resistance values for the plate wall and shell wall are small, it is calculated
by
1(
1
GammaPlate +
1
GammaShell
) (5.56)
5.5.9 Multi-pass plate heat exchangers
So far, the plate heat exchanger geometry, such as that shown in Figure 5.10, is set up
assuming there are no flow dividers that can partition the shell flow or plate flow vol-
umes into multiple passes. Real plate and shell heat exchangers can have multiple shell
passes and multiple plate passes, which in turn cause certain passages to undergo co-
current flow and some to undergo counter-current flow. In the Pinjarra Hills Turbine
Testing Facility, all of the heat exchangers except one are single pass heat exchangers
with no flow dividers. The Gas Cooler heat exchanger is built to have one shell pass
and two plate passes. This causes one half of the heat exchanger to undergo co-current
flow, and the other half to undergo counter-current flow, and could have significant
effects on the model if it is not set up to represent this configuration.
Fortunately, it is quite simple to set up a model using the present architecture that
can represent a multi-pass heat exchanger. Figure 5.18 (a) illustrates the one shell pass,
two plate pass, configuration, and Fig. 5.18 (b) shows the Modelica object diagram of
the corresponding model. In the model, three new classes of sub-models are used.
They are:
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fluid out
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Cooling fluid in Cooling fluid out
Gas Cooler Plate and Shell 
Heat Exchanger
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Figure 5.18: (a) Flow configuration and (b) Modelica overview of a multi-pass PSHE. For the
flow configuration, internal thick black lines are plates. These are alternately welded to form
the enclosed plate channel, shown by grey lines.
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• ThermoPower.Water.FlowSplit
• ThermoPower.Water.FlowJoin
• ThermoPower.Water.PressDropLin
The FlowSplit is used to split the flow into two segments so they can be routed through
the appropriate sections of the heat exchanger before recombining in the FlowJoin model.
In the case of a one shell pass, two plate passes heat exchanger, the flow splitting mod-
els should be used to split the shell side channel into two segments. In the most recent
versions of Modelia, the FlowSplit and FlowJoin models should no longer be necessary,
as the steam equations implement the same equations automatically. The two seg-
ments flow in parallel to complet the single pass. The plate side channels are connected
in series, so that flow must traverse two passes. A CounterCurrent model is connected
in “side 2” of the model, so that the flow matches that in Fig. 5.18 (b).
The splitting models are formed using mass and energy balances, but due to the
nature of their equations and the coupling of a splitter and a joiner, there is no infor-
mation in the model about how to split the mass flow rate between “side 1” and “side
2”. In nature, this is influenced by the relative pressure drops through the two chan-
nels, and adding a simple pressure drop model to each channel resolves the problem.
The simplest pressure drop model which is coupled to the mass flow rate through the
pipe is the PressDropLin model from ThermoPower. The hydraulic resistance param-
eter, R, should be set very low (e.g. 1e-3) so that the resulting pressure drop doesn’t
cause extensive slow-down in the simulation.
Some parameters also need to be tweaked in the new split PSHE model, at the heat
exchanger level only.
• All calculated parameters in all sub-models containing instances of Nplates must
have Nplates replaced with Nplates/2.
• In each ShellWall sub-model, the calculated parameter Lshell must have its entry
divided by two, and the calculated parameter Mshell must have its entry divided
by two.
• In each of the pipe flow sub-models in the channel containing the flow splitter,
entries for Lshell and Mdot_nom must be divided by two.
• In the channel with no flow splitter, the outlet specific enthalpy start value of
the first pipe flow sub-model, and the inlet specific enthalpy start value of the
second pipe flow sub-model, must be changed to the average of the PSHE specific
enthalpy inlet and outlet values.
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Comparison of split and non-split model
The extra coupling of mass and pressure drop does add significant complexity to the
system model. A test case has been devised to compare the split model of the PSHE
against the non-split model. If the difference is small, it would be better to use the
more stable non-split model in larger systems. The test case is a plate and shell heat
exchanger with the (single-pass) shell side fluid being R134a at 3.0 MPa and flowing at
0.1 kg/s. The (two-pass) plate side fluid is water at 200 kPa and flowing at 1.0 kg/s. All
temperatures will start the simulation at 20 ◦C, and the R134a inlet temperature will
then be increased to 100 ◦C over a ramp time of 30 seconds. At this point it will be a
condensing flow. This hypothetical test scenario will demonstrate a complex dynamic
process with two different steady states.
The geometry for the heat exchanger is the same as the gas cooler heat exchanger
in the Pinjarra Hills Turbine Testing Facility. Its geometry parameters are given in
Appendix Table C.1, and the remaining heat transfer and numerical options parame-
ters are given in Table 5.15. Correlations by Shah (1979); Steiner and Taborek (1992);
Wanniarachchi et al. (1995) are used for the heat exchangers, and so the nominal heat
transfer coefficients are not needed and left at default. The Modelica object diagram
of the model is shown in Fig. 5.19 and boundary model parameters are given in Table
5.16. The variables which should be compared are: the shell side fluid mass flow rate,
because it is representative of the mass dynamics; the shell side fluid inlet and outlet
temperatures, because they represent the fluid states at the heat exchanger boundary;
and the shell side fluid heat rejection power, because it is an energy term which can
be quantitatively compared and will also show the effect of mismatched dynamics be-
tween the two simulations. Note that the shell side fluid heat power and the plate
side fluid heat power are almost identical for a particular model, since the heat loss to
ambient is very small comparatively.
Figure 5.20 shows the mass flow rate at the outlet of each heat exchanger. As the
inlet temperature quickly rises, there is a surge in outlet mass flow rate as each cell
becomes vapour. There is is some jaggedness to the variable, likely due to the pattern
of finite volume cells each changing state in succession. An extremely fine cell distri-
bution would smooth this out, at the cost of simulation time. Apart from this, the the
split heat exchanger shows a slightly more prominent surge, but the settling dynamics
are very close to each other.
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 provide further reinforcement that the difference between the
non-split and the split plate and shell heat exchanger models is small. The difference
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Table 5.15: Multipass heat exchanger test parameters
Parameter Value Unit
Initialisation
steadystate_h_shell true boolean
steadystate_h_plate false boolean
steadystate_T_wall false boolean
steadystate_T_shell false boolean
fixedstate_h_shell true boolean
fixedstate_h_plate true boolean
fixedstate_T_wall true boolean
fixedstate_T_shell true boolean
Mdot_nom_shell 0.1 kg/s
pshellstart 3e6 Pa
hshellstart_in 2.277e5 J/kg
hshellstart_out 2.277e5 J/kg
hshellstart[N] default J/kg
Mdot_nom_plate 1.0 kg/s
pplatestart 2e5 Pa
Tplatestart_in 20 ◦C
Tplatestart_out 20 ◦C
hplatestart[N] default J/kg
Twplatestart_in 20.1 ◦C
Twplatestart_out 20.1 ◦C
Twplatestart[N] default K
Parameter Value Unit
Twshellstart_in 20.1 ◦C
Twshellstart_out 20.1 ◦C
Twshellstart[N] default K
Numerical options
N 60 integer
Discretization upwind selection
Mdotconst_shell false boolean
filter_dMdt_shell false boolean
TT_shell false seconds
filter_gamma_shell true boolean
fixed_gamma_shell false boolean
filter_gamma_shw true boolean
fixed_gamma_shw true boolean
TT_gamma_shell 0.1 seconds
Mdotconst_plate false boolean
filter_dMdt_plate false boolean
TT_plate false seconds
filter_gamma_plate false boolean
fixed_gamma_plate false boolean
TT_gamma_plate n/a seconds
Table 5.16: Boundary parameters for multi-pass heat exchanger test
Parameter Value Unit
sourceWCycle, sinkPCycle
w0 0.1 kg/s
h0 2.277e5 J/kg
hfinal 4.531e5 J/kg
hramp 30 seconds
p0 3e6 Pa
Parameter Value Unit
sourceWCold, sinkPCold
w0 1.0 kg/s
T0 20 ◦C
p0 2e5 Pa
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Figure 5.19: Modelica object diagram of multi-pass heat exchanger test bench
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Figure 5.20: Mass flow rate comparison between non-split and split PSHEs
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of temperature between models is less than 2 ◦C at any given time. The heat power
being rejected from the shell channel fluid is also very close between models, with
a 1.5% difference between the values at steady state. But there is some dynamic lag
evident between the shell rejection heat power curves. The split model heat exchanger
is up to 15 seconds behind the non-split model at some point, which is a significant lag
duration.
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Figure 5.21: Fluid temperature comparison between non-split and split PSHEs
In conclusion, the split and non-split plate and shell heat exchanger models show
an insignificant difference between the steady state values of major variables such as
mass flow rate, temperature, and shell channel heat rejection power. There is some
deviation during dynamic events, so the non-split model should only be used when
model simplification is mandatory to achieve a stable solution. In this case, some dy-
namic error should be expected. The experimental validation (Chapter 6) provides
more conclusive results as to which model performs closer to the real article.
5.5.10 Heat exchanger initialisation
There are a large combinations of numerical and initialisation options available in the
parameters of each heat exchanger. In a simple heat exchanger test bench with inlet and
outlet flow boundary conditions, initialisation is a simple process. The steps would be
1. Fill in all geometric parameters of the heat exchanger.
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Figure 5.22: Shell channel power comparison between non-split and split PSHEs. Note the
change in time scale
2. Select the correct medium package for each fluid stream.
3. Select a number of cells for each flow channel, N, depending on the desired de-
gree of discretisation. A value of 20–30 is usually fine, unless solver issues are
noticed.
4. Choose an appropriate heat transfer model for each fluid stream and fill in the
heat transfer options parameters.
5. Fill in the start values for pressure for both fluid streams, pshellstart and pplates-
tart.
6. Estimate the inlet and outlet temperatures or specific enthalpies of each fluid
stream. Fill in parameters hshellstart_in, hshellstart_out, hplatestart_in, and hplates-
tart_out.
7. Estimate the starting temperatures of the plate wall and shell wall. This could
be constant across the cells of the walls, or one could estimate the values at the
shell fluid inlet point and shell fluid outlet points. Fill in the parameters Twplat-
estart_in, Twplatestart_out, Twshellstart_in, and Twshellstart_out.
8. Set initialisation to steady state or fixed for fluid streams and plate and shell
walls. Set all to fixed for most stable initialisation.
9. Choose discretisation scheme. Set to Upwind_smooth for most stable initialisation
with flow reversal allowed.
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10. Choose whether to filter heat transfer models using first-order filter, and if en-
abled, input parameters TT_gamma_shell and TT_gamma_plate, and set filter_gamma_-
shell and filter_gamma_plate to ‘true’. The more complex heat transfer models will
converge more easily if γ filtering is set to ‘true’.
11. If there are problems with stability or convergence, enable other numerical op-
tions. False should be fine for most simple systems.
More complex scenarios are discussed in Section 5.9.
5.5.11 Comparisons with manufacturer data sheets
The manufacturer heat exchanger data sheets for the heat exchangers in the Pinjarra
Hills Turbine Testing Facility provide some steady state operating results from their
private correlations and testing. The heat exchangers are briefly described here, and a
more detailed description can be found in Chapter 6, Section 6.1 These can be used to
provide the first check of the heat exchanger models with the candidate correlations.
Brazed plate evaporator heat exchanger
The BPHE is a GEA Heat Exchangers Group4 model with 50 chevron-style plates and
a nameplate heat transfer capacity of 85 kW. From the GEA data sheets and drawings,
the geometry parameters have been extracted. They can be viewed in Table C.2. The
data sheets exhibit a test case of a full capacity evaporation case using R245fa on one
side and Shell Thermia D heat transfer oil in the other. The data sheet test case is
recorded in Table 5.17.
Table 5.17: BPHE data sheet test case
Thermal data Shell side Plate side Unit
Media R245fa Shell Thermia D n/a
Heat exchanged 85 85 kW
Mass flow rate 0.274 0.75 kg/s
Temperature inlet 25.0 160.0 ◦C
Temperature outlet 150.0 112.8 ◦C
Working pressure inlet 658.0 400.0 kPa-abs
The Dymola test model is set in the heat exchanger test bench configuration, except
with an extra ThermoCycle.Flow1Dim included at the R245fa channel inlet. See Fig.
4http://www.gea-heatexchangers.com
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5.23. This extra pipe was added because the evaporator initial linear specific enthalpy
state array causes there to be non-realistic negative flow in the first tenth of a second of
simulation, while the internal cells were still balancing their masses and energies. The
extra pipe volume allows a mass buffer without affecting the steady state result.
The heat transfer and numerical options parameters are given in Table 5.18 and
Modelica test bench boundary model parameters in Table 5.19. Nominal heat trans-
fer coefficient parameters are left at default values since correlations are being tested,
which don’t require them. The model proposed in this chapter, along with the candi-
date correlations, and the output variables that characterise the final steady state, are
compiled into the results form, Table 5.20.
The sets of single- and two-phase heat transfer correlations presented in Table 5.20
have been grouped by single-phase correlation. There are three single-phase correla-
tions tested in combinations with four two-phase ones. The first obvious point when
looking at the error in heat exchanged, is that even though the two-phase heat transfer
coefficient (HTC) is significantly larger than the single-phase one, it is the single-phase
correlations that have a dominant effect on the total heat exchanged error. This is
likely due to most of the two-phase correlations using the single-phase HTC as a mul-
tiplier. Each of the tests that use Incropera et al. (2007) for the single-phase correlation
sourceWCycle
sourceWHot
sinkPHot
sinkPCycle
evaporator
s1
sh1
s2
sh2
flow1Dim
Figure 5.23: Modelica object diagram of BPHE evaporator test bench
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Table 5.18: BPHE data sheet validation parameters
Parameter Value Unit
Initialisation
steadystate_h_shell true boolean
steadystate_h_plate false boolean
steadystate_T_wall false boolean
steadystate_T_shell false boolean
fixedstate_h_shell true boolean
fixedstate_h_plate true boolean
fixedstate_T_wall true boolean
fixedstate_T_shell true boolean
Mdot_nom_shell 0.274 kg/s
pshellstart 6.58e5 Pa
hshellstart_in 2.326e5 J/kg
hshellstart_out 5.430e5 J/kg
hshellstart[N] default J/kg
Mdot_nom_plate 0.75 kg/s
pplatestart 4e5 Pa
Tplatestart_in 160 ◦C
Tplatestart_out 112.8 ◦C
hplatestart[N] default J/kg
Twplatestart_in 100 ◦C
Twplatestart_out 140 ◦C
Twplatestart[N] default K
Parameter Value Unit
Twshellstart_in 100 ◦C
Twshellstart_out 140 ◦C
Twshellstart[N] default K
Numerical options
N 40 integer
Discretization upwind
smooth
selection
Mdotconst_shell false boolean
filter_dMdt_shell false boolean
TT_shell false seconds
filter_gamma_shell true boolean
fixed_gamma_shell false boolean
filter_gamma_shw true boolean
fixed_gamma_shw true boolean
TT_gamma_shell 5 seconds
Mdotconst_plate false boolean
filter_dMdt_plate false boolean
TT_plate false seconds
filter_gamma_plate false boolean
fixed_gamma_plate false boolean
TT_gamma_plate n/a seconds
Table 5.19: Boundary parameters for BPHE data sheet validation test bench
Parameter Value Unit
sourceWCycle, sinkPCycle
w0 0.274 kg/s
h0 2.326e5 J/kg
hfinal 2.326e5 J/kg
hramp 1 seconds
p0 6.58e5 Pa
Parameter Value Unit
sourceWHot, sinkPHot
w0 0.75 kg/s
T0 160 ◦C
p0 4e5 Pa
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Table 5.20: Evaporator BPHE data sheet case steady state validation results
Variable Unit Model result Data sheet Error
Single-phase: Incropera (2007). Two-phase: Chen (1966)
Heat exchanged kW 57.0 85 -32.9 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C (sat) 72.9 150.0 -77.1 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 123.0 112.8 +10.3 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 118 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 2850 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 207 — —
Single-phase: Incropera (2007). Two-phase: Steiner and Taborek (1992)
Heat exchanged kW 58.4 85 -31.3 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C (sat) 72.9 150.0 -77.1 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 122.2 112.8 +9.4 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 118 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 8780 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 207 — —
Single-phase: Incropera (2007). Two-phase: Hsieh and Lin (2002)
Heat exchanged kW 57.9 85 -31.9 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C (sat) 72.9 150.0 -77.1 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 122.5 112.8 +9.7 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 118 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 4910 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 207 — —
Single-phase: Incropera (2007). Two-phase: Jokar et al. (2006)
Heat exchanged kW 54.1 85 -36.4 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C (sat) 72.9 150.0 -77.1 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 125.0 112.8 +12.2 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 118 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 11200 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 206 — —
Single-phase: Muley and Manglik (1999). Two-phase: Chen (1966)
Heat exchanged kW 84.9 85 -0.12 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C 147.9 150.0 -2.1 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 104.2 112.8 -8.6 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 469 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 4890 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 564 — —
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Variable Unit Model result Data sheet Error
Single-phase: Muley and Manglik (1999). Two-phase: Steiner and Taborek (1992)
Heat exchanged kW 85.0 85 0 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C 148.3 150.0 -1.7 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 104.1 112.8 -8.7 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 469 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 11000 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 564 — —
Single-phase: Muley and Manglik (1999). Two-phase: Hsieh and Lin (2002)
Heat exchanged kW 84.9 85 -0.1 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C 148.0 150.0 -2.0 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 104.2 112.8 -8.6 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 468 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 6480 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 564 — —
Single-phase: Muley and Manglik (1999). Two-phase: Jokar et al. (2006)
Heat exchanged kW 81.9 85 -3.65 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C 138.3 150.0 -11.7 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 106.3 112.8 -6.5 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 468 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 7260 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 569 — —
Single-phase: Wanniarachchi et al. (1995). Two-phase: Chen (1966)
Heat exchanged kW 88.0 85 +3.53 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C 157.6 150.0 +7.6 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 102.1 112.8 -10.7 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 705 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 7070 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 962 — —
Single-phase: Wanniarachchi et al. (1995). Two-phase: Steiner and Taborek (1992)
Heat exchanged kW 88.1 85 +3.6 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C 157.7 150.0 +7.7 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 102.0 112.8 -10.8 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 706 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 11100 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 962 — —
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Variable Unit Model result Data sheet Error
Single-phase: Wanniarachchi et al. (1995). Two-phase: Hsieh and Lin (2002)
Heat exchanged kW 88.0 85 +3.53 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C 157.6 150.0 +7.6 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 102.1 112.8 -10.7 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 705 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 7680 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 962 — —
Single-phase: Wanniarachchi et al. (1995). Two-phase: Jokar et al. (2006)
Heat exchanged kW 87.1 85 -2.5 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C 154.8 150.0 +4.8 K
Thermia D temperature outlet ◦C 102.7 112.8 -10.1 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 701 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 7870 — —
Thermia D average γsp W/(m2.K) 956 — —
underpredicts the heat transferred by 31.3 – 36.4 %. This suggests, as expected, that
the traditional pipe heat transfer correlation is inadequate for describing plate channel
heat transfer.
Of the other two single-phase correlations tested, Muley and Manglik (1999) seems
to produce great results, with three out of four two-phase correlation combinations
resulting in less than 1 % heat transfer power error. When checking the average two-
phase HTC values, it shows that the two-phase correlation has very little effect on the
outcome of this heat exchanger test. Each of the combinations using Wanniarachchi
et al. (1995) at the single-phase correlation also performed very well, with heat ex-
changed errors of less than 4 % for each case.
When considering only those combinations using Muley and Manglik (1999) or
Wanniarachchi et al. (1995), the best-performing two-phase correlations are Chen (1966),
Steiner and Taborek (1992), and Hsieh and Lin (2002). These have two-phase HTCs
ranging from 4890 – 11000. The last two-phase correlation tested, by Jokar et al. (2006),
resulted in an underprediction of heat transfer by 3.65 %. This is interesting, because
its average two-phase HTC was 7260, which is in between the other three correlations’
results, yet this one performed worse. This shows that the average HTC is probably
not a good indicator of the overall heat transfer coefficient for a flow channel. This is
probably because the local HTCs could be very high or very low at certain positions,
but the actual heat transfer depends on on other factors at those locations, such as
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relative temperatures and vapour fractions.
Moving forward, the single-phase correlation by Muley and Manglik (1999) and the
two-phase correlation by Chen (1966) were chosen to use in the experimental valida-
tion in Chapter 6.
Gas cooler plate and shell heat exchanger
The gas cooler heat exchanger is a plate and shell heat exchanger manufactured by
Vahterus Oy5, with 80 corrugated-style plates and a nameplate heat transfer capacity
of 4 kW. From the data sheets and drawings, the geometry parameters have been ex-
tracted. They can be viewed in Table C.1. The data sheet specifies “Extra Capacity /
Surface % = 550/300”. So the heat exchanger was designed as over-specified and is
likely to be able to reject more than the nameplate capacity under the right conditions.
To account for this difference, the number of plates in the model has been reduced
from 80 down to 43, to match the data sheet surface area. The data sheets exhibit a test
case of a partial capacity cooling case using R134a on one side and water in the other.
Neither side undergoes phase change according to the data sheet. This case is recorded
in Table 5.21.
Table 5.21: Gas cooler PSHE data sheet test case
Thermal data Shell side Plate side Unit
Media R134a Water n/a
Heat exchanged 4 4 kW
Mass flow rate 0.1 0.5 kg/s
Temperature inlet 98.0 25.0 ◦C
Temperature outlet 65.0 27.0 ◦C
Working pressure inlet 1130 580.0 kPa-abs
The Dymola test model is set in the heat exchanger test bench configuration, the
same as in Fig. 5.19. The heat transfer and numerical options parameters are given in
Table 5.22 and Modelica test bench boundary model parameters in Table 5.23. Nominal
heat transfer coefficient parameters are left at default values since correlations are be-
ing tested, which don’t require them. The model proposed in this chapter, along with
the candidate correlations, and the output variables that characterise the final steady
state, are compiled into the results form, Table 5.24.
Even with the considerations of the extra capacity factor in the heat exchanger de-
sign, the tested single-phase correlations produce different results to the Vahterus data
5http://www.vahterus.com
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Table 5.22: Gas cooler PSHE data sheet validation parameters
Parameter Value Unit
Initialisation
steadystate_h_shell true boolean
steadystate_h_plate false boolean
steadystate_T_wall false boolean
steadystate_T_shell false boolean
fixedstate_h_shell true boolean
fixedstate_h_plate true boolean
fixedstate_T_wall true boolean
fixedstate_T_shell true boolean
Mdot_nom_shell 0.1 kg/s
pshellstart 1.13e6 Pa
hshellstart_in 4.796e5 J/kg
hshellstart_out 4.446e5 J/kg
hshellstart[N] default J/kg
Mdot_nom_plate 0.5 kg/s
pplatestart 5.8e5 Pa
Tplatestart_in 25 ◦C
Tplatestart_out 27 ◦C
hplatestart[N] default J/kg
Twplatestart_in 90 ◦C
Twplatestart_out 30 ◦C
Twplatestart[N] default K
Parameter Value Unit
Twshellstart_in 90 ◦C
Twshellstart_out 30 ◦C
Twshellstart[N] default K
Numerical options
N 40 integer
Discretization upwind
smooth
selection
Mdotconst_shell false boolean
filter_dMdt_shell false boolean
TT_shell false seconds
filter_gamma_shell true boolean
fixed_gamma_shell false boolean
filter_gamma_shw true boolean
fixed_gamma_shw true boolean
TT_gamma_shell 5 seconds
Mdotconst_plate false boolean
filter_dMdt_plate false boolean
TT_plate false seconds
filter_gamma_plate false boolean
fixed_gamma_plate false boolean
TT_gamma_plate n/a seconds
Table 5.23: Boundary parameters for gas cooler PSHE data sheet validation test bench
Parameter Value Unit
sourceWCycle, sinkPCycle
w0 0.1 kg/s
h0 4.796e5 J/kg
p0 1.13e6 Pa
Parameter Value Unit
sourceWCold, sinkPCold
w0 0.5 kg/s
T0 25 ◦C
p0 5.8e5 Pa
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Table 5.24: Gas cooler PSHE data sheet case steady state validation results
Variable Unit Model result Data sheet Error
Single-phase: Incropera (2007).
Heat exchanged kW 2.31 4 -42 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C 75.9 65.0 +11 K
Water temperature outlet ◦C 26.1 27.0 -1 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 66.8 — —
Water average γsp W/(m2.K) 610 — —
Single-phase: Muley and Manglik (1999).
Heat exchanged kW 5.56 4 +39 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C 46.3 65.0 -18.7 K
Water temperature outlet ◦C 27.7 27.0 +0.7 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 234 — —
Water average γsp W/(m2.K) 3840 — —
Single-phase: Wanniarachchi et al. (1995).
Heat exchanged kW 11.2 4 +180 %
R245fa temperature outlet ◦C (sat) 44.0 65.0 -21 K
Water temperature outlet ◦C 30.7 27.0 +3.7 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 335 — —
Water average γsp W/(m2.K) 6850 — —
sheet. A similar trend to that from the brazed plate heat exchanger data sheet compari-
son is observed here though, which is that the Incropera et al. (2007) correlation heavily
under-predicted the performance. In this case, both of the plate heat exchanger corre-
lations over-predicted. The Wanniarachchi et al. (1995) correlation gives a performance
result that is 180 % greater than in the data sheet estimates. This test ran into the sat-
urated zone, and two-phase heat transfer enhancements would account for some of
this.
The Muley and Manglik (1999) correlation over-predicted the heat exchanger power
by 39 %. This result is not ideal, but considering that many heat transfer correlations
that are used with the correct fluid in ideal conditions can have margins of error of up
to about 20 %, the present result is not as difficult to accept. Note also that vendor data
sheets also use correlation that are not always reliable. This idea is reinforced with fur-
ther comparisons and experimental test results performed in this thesis. Regardless,
the Muley and Manglik (1999) correlation is the best fit in this data sheet comparison
test, and is highly regarded for the experimental tests in Chapter 6.
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Condenser plate and shell heat exchanger
The condenser heat exchanger is a plate and shell heat exchanger manufactured by
Vahterus Oy6, with 60 corrugated-style plates that are larger than the gas cooler plates,
and a nameplate heat transfer capacity of 25 kW. From the data sheets and drawings,
the geometry parameters have been extracted. They can be viewed in Table C.3. The
data sheets exhibit a condensation test case using R134a on one side and water in the
other. The data sheet test case is recorded in Table 5.25.
Table 5.25: Condenser PSHE data sheet test case
Thermal data Shell side Plate side Unit
Media Water R134a n/a
Heat exchanged 25 25 kW
Mass flow rate 0.5 0.1 kg/s
Temperature inlet 25.0 75.0 ◦C
Temperature outlet 37.0 35.0 ◦C
Working pressure inlet 400 1120 kPa-abs
The Dymola test model is set up in the heat exchanger test bench configuration,
similar to Fig. 5.19, except with the plate and shell sides switched around so that the
cycle fluid enters the plate side and the secondary fluid enters the shell side. The heat
transfer and numerical options parameters are given in Table 5.26 and Modelica test
bench boundary model parameters in Table 5.27. Nominal heat transfer coefficient
parameters are left at default values since correlations are being tested, which don’t re-
quire them. The model proposed in this chapter, along with the candidate correlations,
and the output variables that characterise the final steady state, are compiled into the
results form, Table 5.28. The Incropera et al. (2007) correlations for single-phase were
not tested from this point forward, due to consistent under-prediction, as is completely
expected for a plate heat exchanger.
In this steady state comparison test, all of the tested correlations under-predicted
the heat transfer by a significant margin. The target heat transfer power is 25 kW, and
the closest correlation combination to this uses Wanniarachchi et al. (1995) and Wang
et al. (2000), with a result that under-predicts by 30 %. This combination produces the
highest heat transfer coefficients out of those tested.
Since this is a condensing test, the working fluid metric for outlet state is specific en-
thalpy rather than temperature. All tested correlations except for the aforementioned
6http://www.vahterus.com
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Table 5.26: Condenser PSHE data sheet validation parameters
Parameter Value Unit
Initialisation
steadystate_h_shell true boolean
steadystate_h_plate false boolean
steadystate_T_wall false boolean
steadystate_T_shell false boolean
fixedstate_h_shell true boolean
fixedstate_h_plate true boolean
fixedstate_T_wall true boolean
fixedstate_T_shell true boolean
Mdot_nom_shell 0.5 kg/s
pshellstart 4e5 Pa
Tshellstart_in 25 ◦C
Tshellstart_out 27 ◦C
hshellstart[N] default J/kg
Mdot_nom_plate 0.1 kg/s
pplatestart 1.12e6 Pa
hplatestart_in 4.554e5 J/kg
hplatestart_out 2.490e5 J/kg
hplatestart[N] default J/kg
Twplatestart_in 50 ◦C
Twplatestart_out 30 ◦C
Twplatestart[N] default K
Parameter Value Unit
Twshellstart_in 50 ◦C
Twshellstart_out 30 ◦C
Twshellstart[N] default K
Numerical options
N 40 integer
Discretization upwind
smooth
selection
Mdotconst_shell false boolean
filter_dMdt_shell false boolean
TT_shell false seconds
filter_gamma_shell true boolean
fixed_gamma_shell false boolean
filter_gamma_shw true boolean
fixed_gamma_shw true boolean
TT_gamma_shell 5 seconds
Mdotconst_plate false boolean
filter_dMdt_plate false boolean
TT_plate false seconds
filter_gamma_plate false boolean
fixed_gamma_plate false boolean
TT_gamma_plate n/a seconds
Table 5.27: Boundary parameters for condenser PSHE data sheet validation test bench
Parameter Value Unit
sourceWCycle, sinkPCycle
w0 0.1 kg/s
h0 4.554e5 J/kg
p0 1.12e6 Pa
Parameter Value Unit
sourceWCold, sinkPCold
w0 0.5 kg/s
T0 25 ◦C
p0 4e5 Pa
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Table 5.28: Condenser PSHE data sheet case steady state validation results
Variable Unit Model result Data sheet Error
Single-phase: Muley and Manglik (1999). Two-phase: Shah (1979)
Heat exchanged kW 9.75 25 -61 %
R245fa sp. enthalpy outlet kJ/kg (sat) 358 249 +69 % of ilg
Water temperature outlet ◦C 29.7 37.0 -7.3 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 94.5 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 970 — —
Water average γsp W/(m2.K) 1846 — —
Single-phase: Muley and Manglik (1999). Two-phase: Wang et al. (2000)
Heat exchanged kW 10.9 25 -56 %
R245fa sp. enthalpy outlet kJ/kg (sat) 346 249 +61 % of ilg
Water temperature outlet ◦C 30.2 37.0 -6.8 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 94.6 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 1130 — —
Water average γsp W/(m2.K) 1851 — —
Single-phase: Muley and Manglik (1999). Two-phase: Kuo et al. (2005)
Heat exchanged kW 6.76 25 -73 %
R245fa sp. enthalpy outlet kJ/kg (sat) 388 249 +87 % of ilg
Water temperature outlet ◦C 28.3 37.0 -8.7 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 94.3 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 338 — —
Water average γsp W/(m2.K) 1830 — —
Single-phase: Wanniarachchi et al. (1995). Two-phase: Shah (1979)
Heat exchanged kW 16.9 25 -32 %
R245fa sp. enthalpy outlet kJ/kg (sat) 286 249 +23 % of ilg
Water temperature outlet ◦C 33.1 37.0 -3.9 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 148 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 1290 — —
Water average γsp W/(m2.K) 3000 — —
Single-phase: Wanniarachchi et al. (1995). Two-phase: Wang et al. (2000)
Heat exchanged kW 17.6 25 -30 %
R245fa sp. enthalpy outlet kJ/kg 280 249 +19 % of ilg
Water temperature outlet ◦C 33.4 37.0 -3.6 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 148 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 1440 — —
Water average γsp W/(m2.K) 3000 — —
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Variable Unit Model result Data sheet Error
Single-phase: Wanniarachchi et al. (1995). Two-phase: Kuo et al. (2005)
Heat exchanged kW 9.02 25 -64 %
R245fa sp. enthalpy outlet kJ/kg (sat) 365 249 +73 % of ilg
Water temperature outlet ◦C 29.3 37.0 -7.7 K
R245fa average γsp W/(m2.K) 147 — —
R245fa average γtp W/(m2.K) 336 — —
Water average γsp W/(m2.K) 2920 — —
Wanniarachchi and Wang one result in a working fluid that is not completely con-
densed at the outlet, which gives poor confidence in the condensing two-phase corre-
lations. The deviations are likely due to the irregular working fluid. Having said that,
it is possible that there is some error in the manufacturer data sheets as well.
The Kuo et al. (2005) two-phase condensing correlation consistently underpredicts
much more heavily than the other correlations. The correlation combo that seems most
suited to condensation seems to be Wanniarachchi et al. (1995) and Wang et al. (2000),
but the Muley and Manglik (1999) and Wang et al. (2000) combination should not yet
be discounted for the experimental validation tests in Chapter 6.
Recuperator plate and shell heat exchanger
The recuperator heat exchanger is a plate and shell heat exchanger manufactured by
Vahterus Oy7, with 64 corrugated-style plates of the same size at the condenser plates,
and a nameplate heat transfer capacity of 22 kW. From the data sheets and drawings,
the geometry parameters have been extracted. They can be viewed in Table C.4.
The data sheets exhibit a recuperation test case using R143a on both sides. The data
sheet test case is recorded in Table 5.29.
Table 5.29: Recuperator PSHE data sheet test case
Thermal data Shell side Plate side Unit
Media R143a R143a n/a
Heat exchanged 22 22 kW
Mass flow rate 0.2195 0.2195 kg/s
Temperature inlet 150.0 40.0 ◦C
Temperature outlet 68.4 93.4 ◦C
Working pressure inlet 1600 5700 kPa-abs
7http://www.vahterus.com
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The Dymola test model is set up in a similar configuration to the previous heat ex-
changer test benches (Fig. 5.19). However, it is slightly different to the previous test
benches because both channels have refrigerant and must be modelled as two-phase
with the appropriate parameters. The heat transfer and numerical options parameters
are given in Table 5.30 and Modelica test bench boundary model parameters in Ta-
ble 5.31. Nominal heat transfer coefficient parameters are left at default values since
correlations are being tested, which don’t require them. The model proposed in this
chapter, along with the candidate correlations, and the output variables that charac-
terise the final steady state, are compiled into the results form, Table 5.32. Since this
is a single-phase recuperation case, only the single-phase correlations are tested. Incr-
opera et al. (2007) is again omitted due to it being unsuitable for plate heat exchangers.
Of the two single-phase heat transfer correlations tested, the most accurate is Wan-
niarachchi et al. (1995), with a total heat exchanger power deviation of 6 % from the
data sheet estimation. The Muley and Manglik (1999) correlation under-predicted by
26 %, which is still a reasonable result for a heat transfer correlation that was not de-
signed for R245fa.
5.5.12 Heat exchanger model summary
The heat exchanger models used in this thesis were based on the best strategies and
ideas from both the ThermoCycle and ThermoPower thermal power cycle Modelica li-
braries, which are the most developed to date in the open-source collection. Pipe mod-
els from ThermoCycle were deemed suitable due to their simplicity and the reversible
flow capabilities that are needed for models undergoing fast transients with imperfect
cell discretisations. However, the heat transfer model frameworks from ThermoPower
were used because they accounted for the behaviour of two-phase correlation switch-
ing very well.
In order to properly set up and parameterise a plate heat exchanger model, one
must follow these steps:
1. Decide whether a brazed plate type or a plate and shell type configuration is best
suited to the heat exchanger.
2. Find geometric parameters from data sheets, inspection, or manufacturer assis-
tance.
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Table 5.30: Recuperator PSHE data sheet validation parameters
Parameter Value Unit
Initialisation
steadystate_h_shell true boolean
steadystate_h_plate true boolean
steadystate_T_wall false boolean
steadystate_T_shell false boolean
fixedstate_h_shell true boolean
fixedstate_h_plate true boolean
fixedstate_T_wall true boolean
fixedstate_T_shell true boolean
Mdot_nom_shell 0.2195 kg/s
pshellstart 1.6e6 Pa
hshellstart_in 5.451e5 J/kg
hshellstart_out 4.462e5 J/kg
hshellstart[N] default J/kg
Mdot_nom_plate 0.2195 kg/s
pplatestart 5.7e6 Pa
hplatestart_in 2.619e5 J/kg
hplatestart_out 3.814e5 J/kg
hplatestart[N] default J/kg
Twplatestart_in 110 ◦C
Twplatestart_out 40 ◦C
Twplatestart[N] default K
Parameter Value Unit
Twshellstart_in 110 ◦C
Twshellstart_out 40 ◦C
Twshellstart[N] default K
Numerical options
N 60 integer
Discretization upwind
smooth
selection
Mdotconst_shell false boolean
filter_dMdt_shell true boolean
TT_shell 0.1 seconds
filter_gamma_shell true boolean
fixed_gamma_shell false boolean
filter_gamma_shw true boolean
fixed_gamma_shw true boolean
TT_gamma_shell 0.1 seconds
Mdotconst_plate false boolean
filter_dMdt_plate true boolean
TT_plate 0.1 seconds
filter_gamma_plate true boolean
fixed_gamma_plate false boolean
TT_gamma_plate 0.1 seconds
Table 5.31: Boundary parameters for recuperator PSHE data sheet validation test bench
Parameter Value Unit
sourceWShell, sinkPShell
w0 0.2195 kg/s
h0 5.451e5 J/kg
p0 1.6e6 Pa
Parameter Value Unit
sourceWPlate, sinkPPlate
w0 0.2195 kg/s
h0 2.619e5 J/kg
p0 5.7e6 Pa
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Table 5.32: Recuperator PSHE data sheet case steady state validation results
Variable Unit Model result Data sheet Error
Single-phase: Muley and Manglik (1999).
Heat exchanged kW 16.3 22 -26 %
Cold side temperature outlet ◦C 79.0 93.4 -14.4 K
Hot side temperature outlet ◦C 88.2 68.4 +19.8 K
Cold side average γsp W/(m2.K) 294 — —
Hot side average γsp W/(m2.K) 247 — —
Single-phase: Wanniarachchi et al. (1995).
Heat exchanged kW 20.7 22 -6 %
Cold side temperature outlet ◦C 86.2 93.4 -7.2 K
Hot side temperature outlet ◦C 72.0 68.4 +3.6 K
Cold side average γsp W/(m2.K) 554 — —
Hot side average γsp W/(m2.K) 382 — —
3. Check which channel is the outer one (shell side) and which is the inner channel
(plate side), and set shell flow parameters accordingly.
4. Decide on a heat transfer model, and whether correlations or known heat tranfer
coefficients will be used.
5. Choose a discretisation scheme and number of nodes. “Upwind” with 40 nodes is
a good starting point. If there are problems with reverse flow during transitions,
either increase the number of nodes or change to “upwind, smooth”.
6. Select appropriate medium models for the two flow streams. ExternalMedia li-
brary found at Modelica.org is a great resource, in conjunction with CoolProp.
If it is available, use the medium option “TTSE” with rho_smoothing_xend = 0.1.
7. Set up test bench model with appropriate boundary conditions, and approximate
starting inlet and outlet states.
5.6 Positive displacement pump
The pump series is reduced to a simple reciprocating pump configuration, and mod-
elled according to the efficiency equations given by Karassik et al. (2000). The full
Modelica model is given in Appendix A.2, and the parameters are given in Table 5.33.
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Table 5.33: Reciprocating pump model parameters
Parameter Unit Description
Medium package Fluid medium package
eta_s 1 Pump isentropic efficiency
eta_pump 1 Pump hydraulic efficiency
eta_shaft 1 Mechanical shaft efficiency
flowrate_nom l/min Rated volume flow rate
rpm_nom rpm Rated speed
5.7 Expansion valve
In the current configuration of the Pinjarra Hills HPL, an expansion valve is used to
simulate the pressure drop through a turbine and form the organic Rankine cycle. The
expansion valve is designed to receive a high temperature gaseous refrigerant at the
inlet, and expand it isenthalpically to a lower pressure state. A real expansion valve
also has a large heat capacity of metal housing, and will lose heat to the environment.
The expansion valve in this Modelica project uses a modified version of the Ther-
moPower model named ThermoPower.Water.ValveVap, which uses flow equations for
sizing control valves from International Society of Automation standard ISA-75.01.01-
2007.
One interesting aspect of this model is that, when place in line with a reciprocating
pump model, it creates a situation where the pressure between them is dependent on
the mass flow rate and fluid density at the valve inlet. In an organic Rankine cycle, the
evaporator is in this line, and this component is heavily affected by changes in pres-
sure, since the void fraction changes when the pressure changes. This causes changes
in mass flow rate, which feeds back into the loop. The expansion valve, therefore, is
very sensitive to dynamic changes, the state variables near it should be initialised care-
fully. For this reason, an option to decouple the pressure drop calculated by the model
from the pressure drop passed through to the main ORC model connectors. The mod-
ifications require a slight rearrangement of the base model to the valve model, and the
addition of the new variable and parameter associated with the decoupling. The full
modified modelica model is given in Appendix A.3.
The parameters for the model are listed in Table 5.34.
CvData — The flow coefficient type can be selected from three standard types or a
nominal type. The three standards are Av, Kv, and Cv.
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Table 5.34: Expansion valve model parameters and inputs
Parameter Type Description
Medium package Fluid medium package
CvData selection Selection of flow coefficient
CheckValve boolean True if reverse flow stopped
b real Factor for regularisation of flow at small flow rates
FlowChar selection Selection of flow characteristic of valve opening
Fxt_full real Fk*xt critical ratio at full opening
xtfun function Function selection for critical ratio characteristic
Av / Kv / Cv real Flow coefficient
theta input Valve opening per unit
pnom kPa Nominal inlet pressure
dpnom kPa Nominal pressure drop
wnom kg/s Nominal mass flow rate
rhonom kg/m2 Nominal inlet density
thetanom unit ratio Nominal valve opening
Qnom W Nominal heat loss to ambient
lag seconds Lag time for the decoupling function
b — The flow regulartisation factor is for model stability and can be left at default
value of 0.01.
FlowChar — This is the flow characteristic dependent on the valve opening, which
depends on the shape of the valve plunger head. Typical manufactured types are lin-
ear, in which the flow rate is proportional to the opening; quick-open, in which the
flow rate increases quickly for small openings, then tapers off; or equal percentage, in
which the flow rate increases slowly at first, then ramps up. In practice, expansion
valves do not closely follow the ideal manufactured opening rates, so for an accurate
flow characteristic it is best to use a fitted polynomial function.
Fxtfull — The Fγ xT value is usually specified by the valve manufacturer. Fγ is the
specific heat ratio factor: Fγ = γ/1.4, where γ in this case is the fluid ratio of specific
heats cpcv . Parameter xT is the pressure differential ratio for choked flow, and it also
usually specified by the manufacturer.
xtfun — If the critical ratio changes with valve opening, and the characteristic is
known, it can be input here. Usually the default is ok.
Qnom — The heat loss to ambient can be significant in large expansion valves such
as those that must be used to simulate turbine pressure drops without choking. This
parameter gives the option to tune the extra heat loss due to this loss.
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5.8 Organic Rankine Cycle model compilation
The final compilation of an organic Rankine cycle model is straight forward after all of
the sub-components are in place. Refer back to Figure 5.1 to see the Modelica object
diagram of the system test bench model. To put together the ORC test bench, the first
step is to create and fully parameterise the ORC components, the boundary sources,
and sinks. This includes creating pipe models between each major component (i.e. heat
exchanger) and giving them correct spatial geometries. Then the ORC components
must be all connected appropriately. At some point during this process, one must
thoroughly plan the thermodynamic cycle as a steady state problem to find appropriate
state points for the initialisation problem. Initial state points can be set as parameters
in the test bench model. Some difficult initialisation problems require starting arrays
for heat exchanger initialisation, which can also be stored as parameters in the test
bench level. Diagnostic and summary variables should be included here. Variables for
total pipe volume, total loop volume, and total loop mass are included in this model.
The volumes are the sums of previously defined parameters. The pipe masses are the
sums of every cell’s mass, M, and heat exchanger channel masses are the sums of every
channel cell’s mass, M_tot.
5.9 Initialisation strategy
It should be apparent by now that initialisation of closed loop dynamic models is a
difficult task which should be approached and planned for carefully. First the phys-
ical nature of the initialisation problem should be analysed. In the physical system
that is being represented, if there is no heat being added or dumped, then the only
control variable is the working fluid fill mass. When heating and cooling sources are
introduced, the new control variables are the mass flow rate and temperature of these
streams. Also at this point the mass flow rate of the cycle and the expansion valve
opening θ become relevant for control. These are the only control variables, and note
that neither low-side or high-side pressure is included in this list.
5.9.1 The natural initialisation approach
The simplest initialisation case is the most likely to quickly and successfully solve.
For a system that is being simulated for the first time, this case would be the cold
startup case for the physical ORC system. That is, all fluid and metal temperatures
start at ambient temperature, expansion valve fully open, and a known “good” mass of
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working fluid filled in the system. This “good” mass of working fluid can be estimated
using steady state models, but the estimator would need to calculate void fractions
in the heat exchangers, and these are very difficult get right. Most industry organic
Rankine cycle operators find this “good” mass by trial and error. Even with these
starting points, a perfect initial condition can not be estimated, for a couple of reasons.
Firstly, the expansion valve will create a small pressure difference even though there
is low energy in the system, creating some error in the initial condition in the affected
zones. Secondly, the initial density of the fluid in the loop is going to be somewhere
in the saturated region, so small changes in pressure will cause significant dynamic
events, which could take a lot of computational power and time to resolve, even during
the initialisation problem. It is possible that a personal computer system could run out
of memory if the initialisation problem is not properly set up.
5.9.2 The preferred initialisation approach
Due to the aforementioned uncertainties during initialisation for the full system, a sec-
ond approach is deemed to be favourable. In this approach, a steady state condition
with a pre-selected low-side pressure value is determined. Each of the heat exchangers
are isolated using new test benches with heat exchanger boundary flow source and
sink models. These test benches are given initial inlet conditions then simulated to a
steady state. Since the inlet states of some heat exchangers depend on the outlet states
of those heat exchanger upstream, an order of testing should be established, begin-
ning with the heat exchanger directly after the cycle pump. The steady-state arrays
of cell specific enthalpies of each channel of each heat exchanger, and the steady-state
arrays of temperatures of each wall, should be recorded. These can then be used in the
ORC test bench model to initialise the model in a very near steady-state condition, at
a useful operating conditions. Since the low-side pressure was a guess parameter, the
fill mass is calculated by the model during initialisation as a variable. If this mass is
clearly incorrect (due to observations from experiments), and each of the components
was previously simulated in an isolated test bench model, then either the total volume
of the system is incorrect and pipe and heat exchanger geometry parameters should be
checked, or the void fractions in the heat exchangers are incorrect due to poor correla-
tion agreement. This method of initialisation, where isolated test benches are used to
find steady state starting arrays for each components, was used extensively to set up
the initialisation model for the Pinjarra Hills Turbine Testing Facility dynamic model.
A tool was written in Python 3.4.3 to automatically grab the steady state values of
shell side specific enthalpy, plate side specific enthalpy, plate wall temperature, and
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shell wall temperature. Presently, this tool grabs the arrays from the final simulation
time in the Dymola saved simulation .mat file. The tool can be expanded on to create
full cycle test-bench grabs too. The minimal python code for a single heat exchanger is
given in Appendix A.4.
A more elegant method to copy the steady state arrays was recently provided to this
author and can be implemented into the heat exchanger or compiled system models.
It is given in Appendix A.5.
5.9.3 Troubleshooting the initialisation problem
In some cases, the model might not properly initialise, or might become unstable and
crash soon after initialisation, even though the initialisation problem was rigorously
set up. This can happen due to stiff mass and energy equation matrices, which can be
improved by setting up numerical options such as filter_dMdt and filter_gamma. An-
other potential problem occurs when the state point of a pipe inlet with large volume
is very close to the saturated liquid point. At this point, the density derivative is large,
even with CoolProp options such as density smoothing. At initialisation, small devi-
ations of the starting guess value from the real solution can cause strong correctional
influence with high-order trends to find the real steady state solution. So if the pipe
inlet deviates near the saturated liquid point, the entire pipe will also follow that trend
and can cause large swings in the nearby mass balances.
Certain numerical and discretisation options can also cause problems in fully closed
loop models. If all of the pipe models in a closed loop use the option filter_dMdt = true,
then the model will crash because there must be a point in the loop where dMdt is
“anchored”. Also, even though the upwind_smooth discretisation option is the most
numerically stable option when zero- and reverse-flow are possibilities, it also places
a very large burden on the initialisation solver because it must account for all of the
possibilities of reverse flow at initialisation. In the present thesis model, if every com-
ponent is selected with upwind_smooth discretisation, then more than 16gb memory
is consumed to run through the solver complilation and initialisation, and Dymola
crashes due to running out of memory. A good workaround is to use upwind_basic for
almost the entire loop, and choose upwind_smooth only for components which have a
chance to become negative flow. The most appropriate components for this are those
where condensation takes place, and the surrounding pipes.
In these cases where initialisation is troublesome, it is best to break the closed cycle
and initialise using an open cycle test bench to get some better initial values. The
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best place to break the cycle is between the pump inlet and condenser outlet (or post-
condenser pipe outlet), where the fluid should be in its most stable, liquid form. A new
flow source model at the pump inlet, and a new flow sink model after the condenser or
pipe outlet is needed. These should give fixed values for specific enthalpy at the pump
inlet, and pressure at both the pump inlet and condenser / pipe outlet.
Any further problems should be approached by gradually removing outlying com-
ponents from the open cycle test bench until the model successfully converges, to iso-
late the problem component. Then numerical and initialisation options should be ex-
perimented with to improve the starting point of the troubling component.
5.9.4 Problems with the expansion valve
Special mention should be given to the expansion valve here. In the author’s experi-
ence, it is potentially the most difficult component to properly parameterise and ini-
tialise. This is mostly due to the issues discussed toward the end of Section 5.7, such as
the coupling of mass flow rate, specific enthalpy, and pressures. A couple of methods
can help here. Modification of the expansion valve model to decouple the mass flow
rate from the pressure using a first-order filter is an option which was successful for
the author in solving some stubborn initialisation problems. To do this, the base model
ThermoPower.Flow.BaseClasses.ValveBase and the final model ThermoPower.Flow.-
BaseClasses.ValveBase should both be duplicated then modified. The modified mod-
elica models are given in Appendix A.3.
Another option is to substitute the expansion valve model with a fixed pressure
drop model. This only works for an already known steady state pressure drop, but is a
great way to find the starting state arrays for the other components before going back
to the real expansion valve model for dynamic testing.
5.9.5 Filter_gamma initialisation method
An explanation of this method was promised in Section 5.5.7. It is a robust intialisation
method for closed organic Rankine cycle models with heat exchanger correlations, that
utilises the free variables created when enabling the filter_gamma numerical option.
Usually when a modeller wishes to initialise a heat exchanger model, they must choose
either a fixed or steady state initialisation for the specific enthalpies in the cells. This
can be a problem if the starting values are unknown, because when fixed is chosen and
h is fixed to a value that happens to be far from the steady state value, then der(h)
would likely initialise at a high value and influence the mass balance in an unstable
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manner. If, instead, steady state is chosen, then h will initialise to the first value that
forms a solution within the solver’s tolerance, which could be a low, high, or negative
non-realistic specific enthalpy.
If filter_gamma is enabled, then the first order filter creates a new non-fixed variable
for gamma, which would normally be fixed using the initial value of the calculated
gamma from the correlation. However, if this value is left unfixed, then both fixed
state and steady state can be enabled to find a suitable user-chosen initial state array,
which has initial der(h) all set to zero. This causes the floating gamma value to be an
initialisation variable for the solver, but it is easy to solve for because it has no other
dependent variables coupled to it. It is perfectly acceptable if gamma starts at a very
high value, or even a negative value, because it will normalise to the true gamma_raw
value due to the first order filter.
This approach is easily followed using the models proposed in this thesis, by set-
ting the correct numerical options as described above, and can make very difficult
initialisation problems much easier to get started.
5.10 Considerations for control systems
One of the most interesting opportunities for dynamic models is the ability to quickly
create and iterate through control systems designs. This thesis does not look directly
at control system development for organic Rankine cycles, but it is worth discussing
the level of compatibility that is expected when attempting to integrate control systems
into the thermal power cycle models created using Modelica. Also worthy of consider-
ation are the kinds of control systems that could be integrated directly into the models
described in this thesis.
Firstly, dynamic modelling and control systems are almost mutually intertwined
from an engineering perspective. Every dynamic model uses some basic control func-
tions to initiate step changes or manage other dynamic inputs. Closed-loop control
models are investigated when automation is required, and are often complex and
computationally-demanding tools. Modelica, being a research community needs-driven
dynamic modelling language, naturally includes great compatibility with control sys-
tems integration. In the Modelica standard library, there is a sub-library with many
kinds of basic control block models, such as:
• Signal sources, such as clocks, steps, ramps, trigonometry, exponential, and table-
based sources.
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• Continuous input/output blocks described by differential equations, such as in-
tegrators, derivative blocks, first-order, second-order, and even PI and PID con-
troller blocks with transfer functions built-in.
• Discrete control blocks with fixed sample periods.
• Nonlinear control blocks with discontinuous and non-differentiable, algebraic in-
put / output blocks.
• Examples package with full PID controller examples.
These models can be used to build larger and more complex control blocks. An
advanced library for modelling industrial control systems was developed by Bon-
vini (2009) and presented at the 9th Modelica Conference, where it won the second
prize of the Modelica free library competition. It is freely available from http://
marcobonvini.altervista.org/ics.php.
Some of the big control questions related to thermodynamic cycles are on filling
fluid mass management and turbine control. As discussed previously, the filling mass
is very difficult to estimate, so very often in industry the “good” filling mass is found
by building the system, then filling it up until it runs. In off-design conditions, this
“good” filling mass could become inefficient. A mass management control system
would aim to control ideal pressures and densities at the turbine inlet and outlet, by
removing or injecting mass at different locations in the system when and where it is
needed.
Turbine control is a well-established field for large power-generation plants using
steam. Traditional turbine design and control guidelines (Balje, 1981; Dixon and Hall,
2010; Japikse and Baines, 1994) are generally based on steam, so there is a big question
on whether turbines designed using these methods will perform as well as predicted.
This also leads to the question of off-design and dynamic performance, which is where
the present models could be useful.
The models in this thesis can be adapted to help to answer the key questions posed
above. However, some further improvements would be recommended if the goal were
to test control strategies. The present models are deterministic and use correlations
with rapid phase switching and reversible flow discretisation models. They are com-
putationally demanding because of these methods which are implemented with the
goal of high accuracy models. Further, some advanced fluid modelling techniques are
not available with R245fa currently, which further slows down the model. Resolution
of these performance bottlenecks should bring the simulation time to an acceptable
level for control analysis.
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Also, models which are not discretised in the present method, but rather are di-
vided into moving boundary models, are promising approaches to testing control strate-
gies. These models have very low computational overhead, so would allow for fast
iterations and convergence for control problems which don’t necessarily require high
accuracy. Moving boundary models could be used as a stepping stone to approach the
more detailed finite elements approach.
Chapter 6
Experimental model validation using a
laboratory-scale ORC
The Pinjarra Hills Renewable Power Generation Laboratory (RPGL) is the focus testing
arena for the models developed in this thesis, and the High Pressure Loop (HPL) is the
test loop itself. It is a workshop and laboratory that, at the time of experimenting, was
early in its commissioning. The experiments performed for this thesis, in September
2014, were the first results to come out of the facility. As such, there are some aspects
of the facility that had minor shortcomings and some software bugs that were not yet
fixed. These aspects are reported in the following test plant configuration descriptions,
and have been accounted for in all validation attempts.
Nomenclature for this Chapter is the same as for Chapter 5.
6.1 Test plant configuration
The HPL at Pinjarra Hills is presently configured as an organic Rankine cycle with
an expansion valve plus cooler combination to simulate a turbine in the loop. Some
photographs of the cycle laboratory are shown in Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. A dia-
gram of the piping, instrumentation, and components is shown in Figure 6.1, a list
of components and instrumentation is populated in Table 6.1, with more detailed in-
strumentation error analysis given in Section 6.1.1. The ranges of operating conditions
available for experiments at the present time are given in Table 6.2.
The pipework is stainless steel 316 Hylok 1
′′
tube (http://www.hylokoceania.com.
au) with thickness of 3.25 mm. There is a short stretch of stainless steel 316 Hylok
1/2
′′
tube near the pump outlet with a thickness of 1.65 mm. The total pipe volume
has been measured to be 11.4 L, and the total refrigerant volume including component
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Table 6.1: Pinjarra Hills Turbine Testing Loop component list
Component Item Model Qty.
ORC pump CAT stainless steel triplex plunger
pump for CO2
781KM.C02 1
Evaporator GEA brazed plate R245fa 85 kW GBS700-50 1
Gas cooler Vahterus plate and shell R134a 4 kW PSHE 2HA-80/1/1 1
Condenser Vahterus plate and shell R134a 25 kW PSHE 3HH-60/1/1 1
Recuperator Vahterus plate and shell R134a 23 kW PSHE 3HH-64/1/1 1
Expansion valve Mascot control valve 2
′′
globe GFLO 1
Oil heater Fulton 66 kW electric immersion
heater
FT-0225N 1
Heater pump KSB Etanorm SYT thermal oil pump SYT 040-250 SYT8 1
Chiller 1 (70 kW) Matsu Summit 70 kW circulation wa-
ter chiller
UMWC-8-70 1
Chiller 1 pump Grundfos multistage centrifugal
pump
CM10-4 1
Chiller 2 (28 kW) Matsu Summit 28 kW circulation wa-
ter chiller
UMWC-8-28 1
Chiller 2 pump Grundfos multistage centrifugal
pump
CM5-5 1
Solenoid valve Maxpro air valve actuators 21V9M071 14
Accumulator Olaer bladder-type accumulator 350
bar
EHV 5-350/90 2
Cycle mass flow meter Emerson Micromotion coriolis ELITE
sensor
CMF025 1
Hot oil mass flow meter Emerson Micromotion coriolis ELITE
sensor
CMF200 1
Water flow meter Omega turbine flow meter FTB-1424-AMP 2
Temperature sensor Rosemount temperature transmitter
RTD Pt100
644 17
Hi-Pressure sensor Rosemount inline pressure transmitter
20 MPa-g
2051T 4
Lo-Pressure sensor Rosemount inline pressure transmitter
10 MPa-g
2051T 7
Table 6.2: Range of experimental conditions
Variable Minimum Maximum Limitation
Pressure vacuum 3.0 MPa Brazed plate evaporator design
Temperature 0 ◦C 200 ◦C Brazed plate evaporator design
Cycle mass flow rate 0 kg/s 0.074 kg/s Chiller fault a
Hot oil mass flow rate 1.10 kg/s 1.10 kg/s Fixed speed centrifugal pump
Cold water mass flow rate 2.3 kg/s 2.3 kg/s Fixed speed centrifugal pump
a At the time of experiments, the 70 kW chiller was underperforming and limiting the cycle mass
flow rate. This has since been rectified.
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Figure 6.1: Pinjarra Hills Loop piping, instrumentation, and components diagram. The breaks
in pipework near each of the chillers represents a pipe and manual valve network that connects
the two chillers. The current configuration uses the 70 kW chiller to cool both heat exchangers,
and the 28 kW chiller is unused.
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Figure 6.2: Pinjarra Hills Loop photograph showing left section
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Figure 6.3: Pinjarra Hills Loop photograph showing centre section
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Figure 6.4: Pinjarra Hills Loop photograph showing right section
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internal flow volumes is 45.9 L. For the presented experiments, two accumulators were
pre-charged to 3 MPa. It was found that the installed accumulators were not needed
at the low flow rates tested, and this pre-charge effectively eliminated them from the
system. Most of the piping and the heat exchangers are well insulated, using mineral
wool insulation. There are a couple of stretches of pipe which were uninsulated at the
time of testing, due to recent changes of hardware. They are the refrigerant the pipes
leading into and out of the evaporator. There are also some small sections between
the condenser outlet and the recuperator inlet that have non-insulated patches; such as
the coriolis flow meter, the pump manifold, and a couple of junctions and sensor tees.
The evaporator outlet and pump outlet pipes should have heat loss models added to
account for the ambient heat exchange in these critical locations.
The ORC pump is a CAT stainless steel triplex plunger pump, which was built to
pump liquid carbon dioxide. The maximum flow rate using the experiment working
fluid R245fa is 0.30 kg/s. The present validation experiments were limited to 0.074
kg/s due to a fault with the 70 kW chiller, which caused it to severely underperform.
The pump speed is controlled remotely using a VSD, from the Labview GUI, so can be
changed during experiments with step changes.
The expansion valve is a Mascot 2
′′
globe control valve, designed specifically for
this ORC application. It has a globe-type throat and plug with a trim characteristic of
“equal percentage” and a flow coefficient of CV = 4.20. The valve uses an air-actuated
positioner to accurately set the closure position according to user input. This can be
controlled remotely from the Labview GUI. There is an output signal to read out the
actual valve closure position, but currently there is an issue with the update frequency
of this signal, and it cannot be relied on for dynamic results. For the dynamic test
scenarios where valve closure is a model input, the closure ramp speed can be approx-
imated by observing the visual indicator on the actuator itself. The valve closure ramp
time takes in the order of 5 seconds to open or close, and the resulting dynamics are
expected to be more than 30 seconds, so this is deemed acceptable.
The electric oil heater and 70 kW chiller are both controlled to a set point temper-
ature using factory PID controllers. Due to the low cycle mass flow rate used in these
experiments, the heat supply from the oil heater follows a slightly oscillating pattern,
over a period of about 10 minutes, and with a bandwidth of 6-8 ◦C.
Finally, the heat exchangers are the same one described in detail in Section 5.5.11: a
GEA brazed plate heat exchanger with nameplate capacity of 85 kW, and three Vahterus
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plate and shell heat exchangers with nameplate capacities of 4 kW, 25 kW, and 22 kw
for the gas cooler, condenser, and recuperator, respectively.
For the experiments performed in this thesis, a base line organic Rankine cycle was
set up for the HPL test facility. The conditions were chosen to represent a “normal”
ORC with recuperation, including some superheating and subcool for more useful heat
exchanger validation results. The high-side pressure is set by the expansion valve clo-
sure position, and the low-side pressure is set by the mass of refrigerant in the loop.
The base line organic Rankine cycle under normal operating conditions has the follow-
ing characteristics in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Baseline ORC for OrganicPower validation experiments
Item Value
Working fluid Refrigerant R-245fa
Filling mass 45 kg
Cycle pump mass flow rate 0.074 kg/s
Heating fluid Shell Thermia D heat transfer oil
Hot oil temperature set point 135 ◦C
Cooling fluid Water
Water temperature set point 12 ◦C
Expansion valve closure 0 %
Low-side pressure 230 kPa-absolute
High-side pressure 374 kPa-absolute
6.1.1 Instrumentation and error
The data acquisition system currently in place for the Pinjarra Hills Turbine Testing
Facility uses a UEIDaq (http://www.ueidaq.com) ethernet DAQ and input modules,
and a National Instruments Labview graphical user interface and data logging soft-
ware package. There is presently an issue with the UEIDaq analog input cards, which
causes a significant amount of noise to affect all of the 4-20 mA input channels. Investi-
gation and expert advice led to the conclusion that the UEIDaq module is not suitable
for 4-20 mA analog input, due to poor range matching with a very low-ohm shunt re-
sistor configuration, and poor hardware filtering. The UEIDaq system is in the process
of being replaced. The present experiments do use the UEIDaq system, so results do
appear noisy. The main affected channel in this project is the expansion valve outlet
channel, which is used to validate dynamic transients of the low-pressure side. In this
sensor channel, noise of appromiately ± 12 kPa was experienced. The other impor-
tant pressure sensor, for the expansion valve inlet, was plugged straight into a safety
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system input, which did not use the same UEIDaq card, and so the signal for this pres-
sure was clean. The expansion valve inlet pressure is used in this project to validate
dynamic transients of the high-side pressure, which is generally the more important
metric. Despite this noise, the attained results shown in this thesis are adequate to
validate the present models because: (a) the dynamic trends are still evident despite
the noise; and (b) to find steady-state values, noise can be filtered out using simple
averaging techniques during post-processing.
All temperature sensors, and pressure sensors were factory calibrated by Emerson
Process Management (http://www2.emersonprocess.com/en-au/pages/home.aspx) in
accordance with ISO 10474 3.1B, and all coriolis mass flow meters were factory cali-
brated by Emerson in accordance with ISO 17025. They were each also field calibrated
by Emerson on installation. This ensured that each sensor’s reading would fall within
the total full-scale accuracy as defined by the data sheets. These accuracy specifications
are given in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Instrument accuracy specifications
Component Specification Accuracy Max. absolute error
Cycle mass flow meter Repeatability, linearity,
and hysteresis
± 0.10 % ± 0.0003 kg/s
Hot oil mass flow meter Repeatability, linearity,
and hysteresis
± 0.10 % ± 0.0015 kg/s
Cooling water flow meter Linearity and repeatabil-
ity
± 1.1 % ± 0.033 kg/s
Temperature sensor Total digital + analog ac-
curacy
± 0.15 ◦C +
± 0.3%
± 0.24 ◦C
Hi-Pressure sensor Repeatability, linearity,
and hysteresis
± 0.065 % or
±
[
0.0075
(
URL
Span
)]
% of span a
± 1.5 kPa
for span < 2 MPa
Lo-Pressure sensor Repeatability, linearity,
and hysteresis
± 0.065 % or
±
[
0.0075
(
URL
Span
)]
% of span b
± 0.75 kPa
for span < 1 MPa
aFor spans less than 10:1.
bFor spans less than 10:1.
Additional error may be present in the pressure and temperature sensor readings
due to analog-digital conversion in the UEIDaq analog input card. The UEIDaq AI-202
has a 16-bit A/D converter, with least significant bit (LSB) noise of 1.05. The expected
error due to LSB noise is shown in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5: UEIDaq AI-202 A/D converter LSB error
Component Gain Noise, LSB LSB error
Temperature sensor 10 1.05 0.09 ◦C
Hi-Pressure sensor 10 1.05 6.0 kPa
Lo-Pressure sensor 10 1.05 3.0 kPa
Both the high-pressure and low-pressure sensors have least significant bit error
greater than the actual sensor error. This should be taken into account during experi-
mental validation.
6.2 Experimental aims and procedure
The main aim of the experiments is to record some dynamic transients that can be com-
pared against the presented dynamic models in order to validate them. The interesting
transients that can be used for validation are those caused by changes in expansion
valve closure position. This is usually a fast dynamic transient, since the closure time
is usually less than 5 seconds, and can cause a large difference in pressure along with
temporary local mass flow rate transients. The mass flow rate transients cannot be
measured directly using the experimental setup, but the transients in pressure do re-
flect the transients in mass flow rate.
The steady-state result should also be compared, since accurate steady state predic-
tions are needed to find the correct ORC filling mass and set the heat exchanger void
fractions, which are both very important influences on the system dynamics. Finally,
since there was some disagreement between heat exchanger model results and data
sheet specifications in Section 5.5.11, the steady state tests here can further validate the
usage of correlations.
6.2.1 Isolated heat exchanger tests procedure
Recall from Section 5.9.2 that it is beneficial to find steady state arrays for the heat
exchangers by using isolated test benches. These steady state arrays can then be im-
ported into the ORC test bench. This can be done using the same test benches de-
scribed in Section 5.5.11, with the boundary values given in Table 6.6. Outlet values
for the temperatures, and starting values for the internal walls and shell walls of the
heat exchangers must be guessed using the modeller’s best estimates, but as long as
they are not wildly inaccurate, the model should converge to the correct steady state.
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The gas cooler isolated test should be performed first, since the inlet temperature
can be accurately estimated (assuming that the evaporator fully superheats the fluid
to near the hot oil temperature, and knowing the expansion valve characteristics). The
outlet temperatures from this model can then be used in the isolated test benches for
the recuperator (assuming the condenser fully subcools the working fluid), then the
evaporator and the condenser. The python script to extract the steady state starting
variables should be used (explained in Sec. 5.9, and minimal code given in Appendix
A.4) to quickly import the steady state arrays into the system ORC test bench. The
arrays for the present tests are given in their respective steady state test sections.
6.2.2 Steady state validation procedure
A steady state experiment provides a base line for dynamic experiments. This is the
result of a normal organic Rankine cycle at steady state with a completely open expan-
sion valve, and is named “Experiment SS_0”. The input conditions for this state, as
well as for other steady states points recorded during testing, are laid out in Table 6.6.
Since a pressure drop model was omitted from the OrganicPower model, but small
pressure drops do occur in the experiment, two pressure sensors should be chosen
as representative for the models. The expansion valve is the driver for for the major
pressure drop and associated loop dynamics, so the two pressure sensors directly up-
stream and downstream of the expansion valve are chosen to represent the cycle. To
validate the steady state models, the temperatures at all sensors and the pressures at
the expansion valve inlet and outlet should be compared for each case.
One undesirable event could occur due to the specific configuration of the gas
cooler heat exchanger, recuperator, and condenser in the cycle. Refer to Fig. 6.5 for
state point labelling. It is possible that fluid at one or more of the sensor sets between
these heat exchangers could settle in a saturated state under certain operating condi-
tions. The pressure and temperature sensors cannot detect this, so it must be checked
manually by calculation. The experimental specific enthalpy at this point, h6, can be
estimated by calculating the specific enthalpy increase over the recuperator high pres-
sure side (points 2b to 3), then assuming this is equal to the specific enthalpy decrease
over the low-pressure side (points 6 to 7).
h6 = h7 + (h3− h2b) (6.1)
In the event that this saturated fluid case presents, an interesting metric to compare
is the simulated versus experimental specific enthalpy at point h6. A reasonable per-
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centage error metric can be formed by taking the error in specific enthalpy at this point
divided by the latent heat of vaporization at the given pressure.
6.2.3 Dynamic validation procedure
As previously mentioned, the best variable to alter to force interesting and fast tran-
sients is the expansion valve closure position. From the base line steady state (Exper-
iment SS_0), the expansion valve should be closed by varying increments to cause a
number of these transients that can be compared against the OrganicPower model to
verify its dynamic response. Another interesting variable to alter is the cycle mass flow
rate, and this is also simulated. The experiments performed for validation are listed in
Table 6.7.
The metrics used to judge the model’s validity are a combination of observed and
quantitative ones. The pressure values at the two representative locations for high-side
Table 6.6: Steady state operating conditions
Item Variable Set value
Experiment SS_0
Cycle pump m˙cyc 0.074 kg/s
Condenser water inlet Tcold 14.2 ◦C
Evaporator oil inlet Thot 132.7 ◦C
Exp. valve closure θv 0 %
Experiment SS_1
Cycle pump m˙cyc 0.074 kg/s
Condenser water inlet Tcold 14.2 ◦C
Evaporator oil inlet Thot 132.7 ◦C
Exp. valve closure θv 10 %
Experiment SS_2
Cycle pump m˙cyc 0.074 kg/s
Condenser water inlet Tcold 14.2 ◦C
Evaporator oil inlet Thot 132.7 ◦C
Exp. valve closure θv 20 %
Experiment SS_3
Cycle pump m˙cyc 0.074 kg/s
Condenser water inlet Tcold 14.2 ◦C
Evaporator oil inlet Thot 132.7 ◦C
Exp. valve closure θv 30 %
Item Variable Set value
Experiment SS_4
Cycle pump m˙cyc 0.074 kg/s
Condenser water inlet Tcold 14.2 ◦C
Evaporator oil inlet Thot 132.7 ◦C
Exp. valve closure θv 40 %
Experiment SS_5
Cycle pump m˙cyc 0.074 kg/s
Condenser water inlet Tcold 14.2 ◦C
Evaporator oil inlet Thot 132.7 ◦C
Exp. valve closure θv 50 %
Experiment SS_6
Cycle pump m˙cyc 0.037 kg/s
Condenser water inlet Tcold 14.2 ◦C
Evaporator oil inlet Thot 132.7 ◦C
Exp. valve closure θv 20 %
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Table 6.7: Dynamic experimental validation input conditions
Experiment Component Start Variable Change Unit Transition
D_01 Expansion valve SS_0 θv +0.1 1 ramp
D_02 Expansion valve SS_0 θv +0.2 1 ramp
D_03 Expansion valve SS_0 θv +0.3 1 ramp
D_04 Expansion valve SS_0 θv +0.4 1 ramp
D_05 Expansion valve SS_0 θv +0.5 1 ramp
D_06 Expansion valve SS_1 θv -0.1 1 ramp
D_07 Expansion valve SS_2 θv -0.2 1 ramp
D_08 Expansion valve SS_3 θv -0.3 1 ramp
D_09 Expansion valve SS_4 θv -0.4 1 ramp
D_10 Expansion valve SS_5 θv -0.5 1 ramp
D_11 Cycle pump SS_2 m˙cyc -0.037 kg/s ramp
D_12 Cycle pump SS_6 m˙cyc +0.037 kg/s ramp
and low-side pressures, that is, the expansion valve inlet and outlet, provide the full
picture for the fast transients that are sought after. The mass flow rates and pressures at
these points are coupled to each other, so the pressure is adequate to judge the validity
of the model. Some mass flow rate results from the simulation will also be shown for
interest’s sake.
Another metric that can be useful to quantify system dynamics is the local temper-
ature transient at various points in the loop, especially at the turbine inlet. In the case
studied here, the local temperature shows no significant transients because the evapo-
rator heat exchanger is over-sized and the turbine inlet temperature remains very close
to the heating fluid temperature. At other points in the loop, no significant temperature
transients were observed during initial experimentation and simulation. Therefore,
this metric was neglected from this study, and the focus is centered on the pressure
transients and mass dynamics.
The simulation pressure results should be overlayed with the experimental expan-
sion valve inlet and outlet pressure data and visually inspected. If the time scale and
shape of the transient matches, then it is a good first indicator that the model is cor-
rectly simulating the dynamics. The absolute mean difference between the experiment
and model should be taken for the transient period, as well as the maximum abso-
lute difference at any given time during the transient, and the maximum time delay
between any given experimental and model pressure value. These metrics should ad-
equately illustrate the comparison of dynamics, and serve to validate the ORC model.
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6.2.4 Scope restriction due to time constraints
During model setup and simulation of the experimental validation cases, it was dis-
covered that there is a problem with the R245fa implementation of the CoolProp media
model. This problem is discussed further in Section 6.3.2. This led to extremely lengthy
simulation times for models using calculated transport properties, which is all of the
correlation-based models. Simulation times of models using the constant transitioned
heat transfer model were unaffected.
Unfortunely, this meant that only two steady state cases and two dynamic cases
could be simulated using correlations, due to time constraints. These were steady state
cases SS_0 and SS_2, and dynamic cases D_02 and D_07. All listed cases were able
to be simulated using the constant transitioned heat transfer models. For the cases
where both types of heat transfer model were tested, it was found that the constant
transitioned heat transfer model adequately compares to the correlation-based model,
so the required validation outcomes were achieved. Details of the comparison are
given and discussed in the respective case results section.
6.3 Model setup
To achieve the aforementioned experimental aims, the dynamic model proposed in
Chapter 5 should be configured and parameterised to suit the Pinjarra Hills RPGL
HPL. For reference, the Dymola schematic is included again in Figure 6.5 (copied from
Fig. 5.1, Section 5.1).
6.3.1 Global starting parameters
In the top level test bench model, the global starting parameters should be recorded.
If the isolated heat exchanger steady state arrays are known, they should be included
here. The useful global starting parameters are listed in Table 6.8, and given values for
each steady state test scenario in Tables D.1–D.7.
6.3.2 Media models
The medium models used in this validation are all introduced and explained in Section
5.3. The heating fluid model, HotMedium, is Thermia Shell D and uses the table-based
medium implementation. The cooling fluid model, ColdMedium, is water and uses
the standard water model in the Modelica.Media package. The primary cycle fluid
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Figure 6.5: ORC Dymola model showing included components. (same as Fig. 5.1)
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Table 6.8: Global starting parameters list
Parameter Unit/Type Description
[CycleMedium] [package] Working fluid medium package
[HotMedium] [package] Heating fluid medium package
[ColdMedium] [package] Cooling fluid medium package
mdotcycle kg/s Cycle fluid mass flow rate start
mdothot kg/s Hot fluid mass flow rate start
mdotcold kg/s Cold fluid mass flow rate start
x_valve_start % Expansion valve closure start
p1start kPa-a Low-side pressure start
p2start kPa-a High-side pressure start
pauxstart kPa-a Secondary fluids pressure start
Thot_1 ◦C Hot oil evaporator inlet start
Tcold_1 ◦C Water condenser inlet start
h1start J/kg Specific enthalpy at pipe 1
h2astart J/kg Specific enthalpy at pipe 2a and inlet of pipe 2b
h2bstart J/kg Specific enthalpy at pipe 2b outlet
h3start J/kg Specific enthalpy at pipe 3
h4astart J/kg Specific enthalpy at pipe 4 inlet
h4bstart J/kg Specific enthalpy at pipe 4 outlet
h5start J/kg Specific enthalpy at pipe 5
h6start J/kg Specific enthalpy at pipe 6
h7start J/kg Specific enthalpy at pipe 7
T_ambient ◦C Ambient temperature
condenser_shellSide_hs [N*] J/kg Starting specific enthalpy array for condenser shell side
condenser_plateSide_hs [N*] J/kg Starting specific enthalpy array for condenser plate side
condenser_metalWall_Ts [N*] K Starting temperature array for condenser plate wall
condenser_shellWall_Ts [N*] K Starting temperature array for condenser shell wall
evaporator_shellSide_hs [N*] J/kg Starting specific enthalpy array for evaporator shell side
evaporator_plateSide_hs [N*] J/kg Starting specific enthalpy array for evaporator plate side
evaporator_metalWall_Ts [N*] K Starting temperature array for evaporator plate wall
evaporator_shellWall_Ts [N*] K Starting temperature array for evaporator shell wall
gasCooler_shellSide_hs [N*] J/kg Starting specific enthalpy array for gasCooler shell side
gasCooler_plateSide_hs [N*] J/kg Starting specific enthalpy array for gasCooler plate side
gasCooler_metalWall_Ts [N*] K Starting temperature array for gasCooler plate wall
gasCooler_shellWall_Ts [N*] K Starting temperature array for gasCooler shell wall
recuperator_shellSide_hs [N*] J/kg Starting specific enthalpy array for recuperator shell side
recuperator_plateSide_hs [N*] J/kg Starting specific enthalpy array for recuperator plate side
recuperator_metalWall_Ts [N*] K Starting temperature array for recuperator plate wall
recuperator_shellWall_Ts [N*] K Starting temperature array for recuperator shell wall
* Each node array, N, is specific to the component, so are not necessarily equal to one another.
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model, CycleMedium, is refrigerant R245fa. It uses the ExternalMedia library along
which includes some options for increased computational speed. Unfortunately, there
are problems with the computation of transport properties for R245fa using both TTSE
and the Bicubic method. Specifically, the viscosity state function produces values that
are both incorrect and contain discontinuities. Figure 6.6 shows this happening.
Figure 6.6: R245fa viscosity properties using CoolProp media options, at p = 1200 kPa
For the present ORC model, dynamic viscosity is required for most heat transfer
correlations, so the TTSE option is not available for use with these. This is very unfor-
tunate because the computational time for this kind of model is one of the most dis-
advantageous factors, and the lack of these options can increase the simulation time
by up to 40 times, as explained in Section 5.3. This is the reason that the full range of
validation scenarios were not tested with heat transfer correlations. Instead, the ma-
jority of simulations were tested using constantly transitioned nominal heat transfer
coefficients, which have no reliance on dynamic viscosity, so could be simulated quite
quickly using the TTSE option.
6.3.3 Boundary conditions and inputs
The boundary condition models and associated global parameters are listed in Ta-
ble 6.9. These are the models which should not change during dynamic tests, but
might be different between tests. The ORC model inputs are listed in Table 6.10. These
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will have a constant value for steady state tests, and may have dynamic signal inputs
to correspond with real inputs to produce transients for comparison. The steady state
and dynamic values are specified for each dynamic test in the respective test sections.
Table 6.9: Boundary conditions for final ORC model
Model class Instance name Boundary condition Start parameter
SourceMassFlowT sourceWHot Heating oil source mass flow rate mdothot
Heating oil source temperature Thot1
SinkPressure sinkPHot Heating oil sink pressure pauxstart
SourceMassFlowT sourceWCold Water source mass flow rate mdotcold
Water source temperature Tcold1
SinkPressure sinkPCold Water sink pressure pauxstart
System system Ambient temperature T_ambient
Table 6.10: ORC model inputs list
Model class Instance name Input description Start parameter
ReciprocatingPump pump Pump speed mdotstart
ValveVap valveVap Expansion valve closure x_valve_start
6.3.4 Heat exchangers
The geometric parameters for the gas cooler, evaporator, condenser, and recuperator
are given in Tables C.1, C.2, C.3, and C.4, respectively. The remaining parameters for
each heat exchangera are listed in Table 6.11. The listed initialisation parameters are
given by global parameters, which are unique to each ORC test case. Global parame-
ters for each steady state case are given in Tables D.1–D.7. Once the listed numerical
options are optimized, they should remain unchanged. The numerical options listed
in Table 6.11 are optimized for stable and fast initialisation.
For all heat exchangers, the primary heat transfer models used are those identified
in Section 5.5.7. Cases SS_0, SS_2, D_02, and D_07 are modelled using correlations. For
all fluid channels, the single-phase correlation is Muley and Manglik (1999), since it
seemed to best match during data sheet comparisons from Section 5.5.11. For all fluid
channels that undergo boiling, (i.e. the evaporator shell side and potentially the recu-
perator plate side,) the selected two-phase correlation is Chen (1966). This was chosen
due to its proven track record in the literature for a wide range of fluids and conditions,
for its general acceptance in the scientific community as a reliable correlation, and due
to its good agreement with initial data sheet comparisons in this project. For all fluids
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that undergo consensation, (i.e. the gas cooler shell side, and potentially the recuper-
ator shell side and condenser plate side,) the selected two-phase correlation is Wang
et al. (2000). This was chosen because it showed quite good agreement during data
sheet comparisons. In fact, all of the condensing correlations under-predicted during
data sheet comparisons, but the Wang condensing correlation did prove closest.
Due to time constraints and resulting scope restrictions (see Sec 6.2.4), the afore-
mentioned cases plus all remaining cases are modelled using the constant transitioned
heat transfer model. The correlation cases provide average heat transfer coefficient
parameter values for each the single-phase region and the two-phase region for the
constant transitioned cases. These values are given to the corresponding nominal heat
transfer coefficient parameters from Table 5.14, and are only needed when using the
nominal transitioned HTC heat transfer model. The values are specific to each ORC
case, so are given values for each steady state test scenario in their respective sections.
6.3.5 Pipes
Eight sections of pipe have been included in the ORC model for the validation tests.
Their geometries have been measured and the major pipe parameters are given in Ta-
ble 6.12.
6.3.6 Pump
The pump model was introduced and its parameters described in Section 5.6. The
parameters for the pump in this validation ORC are given in Table 6.13. Recall that
there is an extra input which allows to control the pump speed, which will be specified
for each steady state and dynamic validation case.
6.3.7 Expansion Valve
The expansion valve model was introduced and its parameters described in Section
5.7. The parameters for the pump in this validation ORC are given in Table 6.14.
The parameters Cv, FlowChar, and Fxt_full, are usually given by the valve manufac-
turer. For the present valve, the values given were: Cv = 4.2, FlowChar=EqualPercentage,
and Fxt_full=0.75. The Fxt_full value is a function of the fluid properties and does not
change. However, early experiments showed that the valve does not behave according
to the given flow coefficient (Cv) and characteristic (FlowChar). In general, real con-
trol valves do not behave precisely befitting to their Cv and stated flow characteristics,
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Table 6.11: Heat exchanger setup parameters
Parameter Gas Cooler Evaporator Unit
Packages
[ShellMedium] [CycleMedium] [CycleMedium]
[PlateMedium] [ColdMedium] [HotMedium]
Initialisation
steadystate_h_shell true true boolean
steadystate_h_plate false false boolean
steadystate_T_wall false false boolean
steadystate_T_shell false false boolean
fixedstate_h_shell true true boolean
fixedstate_h_plate true true boolean
fixedstate_T_wall true true boolean
fixedstate_T_shell true true boolean
Mdot_nom_shell mdotcycle mdotcycle kg/s
pshellstart p1start p2start Pa
hshellstart_in h5start h3start J/kg
hshellstart_out h6start h4astart J/kg
hshellstart[N] gasCooler_shellSide_hs evaporator_shellSide_hs J/kg
Mdot_nom_plate mdotcold mdothot kg/s
pplatestart pauxstart pauxstart Pa
Tplatestart_in Tcold2 Thot1 ◦C
Tplatestart_out Tcold3 Thot2 ◦C
hplatestart[N] gasCooler_plateSide_hs evaporator_plateSide_hs J/kg
Twplatestart_in n/a n/a ◦C
Twplatestart_out n/a n/a ◦C
Twplatestart[N] gasCooler_metalWall_Ts evaporator_metalWall_Ts K
Twshellstart_in n/a n/a ◦C
Twshellstart_out n/a n/a ◦C
Twshellstart[N] gasCooler_shellWall_Ts evaporator_shellWall_Ts K
Numerical options
Discretization upwind upwind selection
smooth
Mdotconst_shell false false boolean
filter_dMdt_shell true true boolean
TT_shell 0.5 0.5 seconds
filter_gamma_shell true true boolean
fixed_gamma_shell false false boolean
filter_gamma_shw true true boolean
fixed_gamma_shw true true boolean
TT_gamma_shell 0.2 0.2 seconds
Mdotconst_plate false false boolean
filter_dMdt_plate false false boolean
TT_plate n/a n/a seconds
filter_gamma_plate false false boolean
fixed_gamma_plate false false boolean
TT_gamma_plate n/a n/a seconds
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Table 6.11 continued: Heat exchanger setup parameters
Parameter Condenser Recuperator Unit
Packages
[ShellMedium] [ColdMedium] [CycleMedium]
[PlateMedium] [CycleMedium] [CycleMedium]
Initialisation
steadystate_h_shell false true boolean
steadystate_h_plate true true boolean
steadystate_T_wall false false boolean
steadystate_T_shell false false boolean
fixedstate_h_shell true true boolean
fixedstate_h_plate true true boolean
fixedstate_T_wall true true boolean
fixedstate_T_shell true true boolean
Mdot_nom_shell mdotcold mdotcycle kg/s
pshellstart pauxtart p1start Pa
(T)hshellstart_in Tcold1 h6start (◦C), J/kg
(T)hshellstart_out Tcold2 h7start (◦C), J/kg
hshellstart[N] condenser_shellSide_hs recuperator_shellSide_hs J/kg
Mdot_nom_plate mdotcycle mdotcycle kg/s
pplatestart pauxstart p2start Pa
hplatestart_in h7start h2bstart J/kg
hplatestart_out h1start h3start J/kg
hplatestart[N] condenser_plateSide_hs recuperator_plateSide_hs J/kg
Twplatestart_in n/a n/a ◦C
Twplatestart_out n/a n/a ◦C
Twplatestart[N] condenser_metalWall_Ts recuperator_metalWall_Ts K
Twshellstart_in n/a n/a ◦C
Twshellstart_out n/a n/a ◦C
Twshellstart[N] condenser_shellWall_Ts recuperator_shellWall_Ts K
Numerical options
Discretization upwind upwind selection
smooth
Mdotconst_shell false false boolean
filter_dMdt_shell false true boolean
TT_shell n/a 0.5 seconds
filter_gamma_shell false true boolean
fixed_gamma_shell false false boolean
filter_gamma_shw false true boolean
fixed_gamma_shw false true boolean
TT_gamma_shell n/a 0.2 seconds
Mdotconst_plate false false boolean
filter_dMdt_plate true false boolean
TT_plate 0.5 n/a seconds
filter_gamma_plate true false boolean
fixed_gamma_plate false false boolean
TT_gamma_plate 0.2 n/a seconds
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Table 6.12: ORC pipe models setup parameters
Parameter Value Unit
Pipe 1
[HeatTransfer] [Pipe_NoHeatTransfer]
N 20 Integer
Nt 1 Integer
L 3.858 m
Dhyd 18.9 mm
Mdotnom mdotcycle kg/s
pstart p1start kPa-a
hstart_in h1start J/kg
hstart_out h1start J/kg
hstart[N] default J/kg
fixedstateEnthalpy true boolean
steadystateEnthalpy false boolean
fixedstatePressure true boolean
steadystatePressure false boolean
Discretization upwind selection
Mdotconst false boolean
filter_dMdt false boolean
TT false seconds
Parameter Value Unit
Pipe 2a
[HeatTransfer] [Pipe_NoHeatTransfer]
N 20 Integer
Nt 1 Integer
L 1.475 m
Dhyd 9.4 mm
Mdotnom mdotcycle kg/s
pstart p2start kPa-a
hstart_in h2astart J/kg
hstart_out h2bstart J/kg
hstart[N] default J/kg
fixedstateEnthalpy true boolean
steadystateEnthalpy false boolean
fixedstatePressure false boolean
steadystatePressure false boolean
Discretization upwind selection
Mdotconst false boolean
filter_dMdt false boolean
TT false seconds
Pipe 2b
[HeatTransfer] [HT1ph_AmbientProp]
N 20 Integer
Nt 1 Integer
L 5.363 m
Dhyd 18.9 mm
Mdotnom mdotcycle kg/s
pstart p2start kPa-a
hstart_in h2astart J/kg
hstart_out h2bstart J/kg
hstart[N] default J/kg
fixedstateEnthalpy true boolean
steadystateEnthalpy false boolean
fixedstatePressure false boolean
steadystatePressure false boolean
Discretization upwind selection
Mdotconst false boolean
filter_dMdt false boolean
TT false seconds
gamma_amb 45 W/(m2.K)
Pipe 3
[HeatTransfer] [Pipe_NoHeatTransfer]
N 30 Integer
Nt 1 Integer
L 8.972 m
Dhyd 18.9 mm
Mdotnom mdotcycle kg/s
pstart p2start kPa-a
hstart_in h3start J/kg
hstart_out h3start J/kg
hstart[N] default J/kg
fixedstateEnthalpy true boolean
steadystateEnthalpy false boolean
fixedstatePressure false boolean
steadystatePressure false boolean
Discretization upwind selection
Mdotconst false boolean
filter_dMdt false boolean
TT false seconds
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Table 6.12 continued: ORC pipe models setup parameters
Parameter Value Unit
Pipe 4
[HeatTransfer] [HT1ph_AmbientProp]
N 30 Integer
Nt 1 Integer
L 5.579 m
Dhyd 18.9 mm
Mdotnom mdotcycle kg/s
pstart p2start kPa-a
hstart_in h4astart J/kg
hstart_out h4bstart J/kg
hstart[N] default J/kg
fixedstateEnthalpy true boolean
steadystateEnthalpy false boolean
fixedstatePressure false boolean
steadystatePressure false boolean
Discretization upwind selection
Mdotconst false boolean
filter_dMdt false boolean
TT false seconds
gamma_amb 13 W/(m2.K)
Parameter Value Unit
Pipe 5
[HeatTransfer] [Pipe_NoHeatTransfer]
N 30 Integer
Nt 1 Integer
L 3.103 m
Dhyd 18.9 mm
Mdotnom mdotcycle kg/s
pstart p1start kPa-a
hstart_in h5start J/kg
hstart_out h5start J/kg
hstart[N] default J/kg
fixedstateEnthalpy true boolean
steadystateEnthalpy false boolean
fixedstatePressure false boolean
steadystatePressure false boolean
Discretization upwind selection
Mdotconst false boolean
filter_dMdt false boolean
TT false seconds
Pipe 6
[HeatTransfer] [Pipe_NoHeatTransfer]
N 30 Integer
Nt 1 Integer
L 5.563 m
Dhyd 18.9 mm
Mdotnom mdotcycle kg/s
pstart p1start kPa-a
hstart_in h6start J/kg
hstart_out h6start J/kg
hstart[N] default J/kg
fixedstateEnthalpy true boolean
steadystateEnthalpy false boolean
fixedstatePressure false boolean
steadystatePressure false boolean
Discretization upwind
smooth
selection
Mdotconst false boolean
filter_dMdt false boolean
TT false seconds
Pipe 7
[HeatTransfer] [Pipe_NoHeatTransfer]
N 30 Integer
Nt 1 Integer
L 7.810 m
Dhyd 18.9 mm
Mdotnom mdotcycle kg/s
pstart p1start kPa-a
hstart_in h7start J/kg
hstart_out h7start J/kg
hstart[N] default J/kg
fixedstateEnthalpy true boolean
steadystateEnthalpy false boolean
fixedstatePressure false boolean
steadystatePressure false boolean
Discretization upwind
smooth
selection
Mdotconst false boolean
filter_dMdt false boolean
TT false seconds
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Table 6.13: Reciprocating pump model setup
Parameter Value Unit
Medium [CycleMedium] package
eta_s 60 %
eta_pump 95 %
eta_shaft 95 %
flowrate_nom 17 l/min
rpm_nom 1700 rpm
Table 6.14: Expansion valve model setup
Parameter Value Unit
Medium [CycleMedium] package
CvData Cv selection
CheckValve false boolean
b 0.01 real
FlowChar f_Valve_custom selection
Fxt_full 0.75 real
xtfun 1 function
Av / Kv / Cv 2.5 real
pnom p2start kPa
dpnom p2start−p1start kPa
wnom mdotcycle kg/s
rhonom 26.91 kg/m2
thetanom 1−x_valve_start unit ratio
Qnom 1200 W
lag 0.1 seconds
due to a myriad of complex fluid dynamics effects. So it is often best to experimen-
tally characterise the flow coefficient and characteristic. Hence, the two parameters,
Cv and FlowChar were chosen from experimental data. The function f_Valve_custom
is a polynomial with the form:
FlowChar = 1.1904 θ3 − 0.4329 θ2 + 0.247 θ (6.2)
whereθ is the valve opening between zero at fully closed to one at fully open. Note that
this is the opposite to the regular definition in this thesis of θ, which is for valve closure.
The valve opening parameter is a definition used by the standard ISA-75.01.01-2007,
which the model is based on.
6.3.8 Initialisation
Recall from Section 5.9 the difficulties that can arise trying to guess the correct com-
binations of starting state variables with the appropriate stable numerical options to
allow the simulation to even begin. When using the preferred initialisation approach
from section 5.9, the system variable of filling mass is calculated by the starting fluid
states and total volumes in all components. If no experimental work has yet been car-
ried out, then this process will give an estimate of the ideal filling mass for the system at
the desired conditions. If experimental work has already been performed, then the ini-
tial states must exactly reflect the experimental initial states, otherwise the calculated
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filling mass would be incorrect, leading to incorrect pressures in the system, incorrect
void fractions and heat transfer coefficients in the heat exchangers, and ultimately an
unsuitable dynamic model.
With the exception of filling mass, intermediate results obtained during the process
of model initialisation for each of the steady state scenarios have not been recorded
here. But the procedure followed to arrive at the correctly initialised models has been
recorded.
1. Create guess values for low-side pressure, high-side pressure, and condenser and
evaporator outlet temperatures.1
2. Follow the isolated test procedure for heat exchangers (section 6.2.1) to find some
initial steady state arrays for the fluid cell specific enthalpies, wall temperatures,
and shell temperatures.
3. If any pipes are uninsulated or heat loss is expected for other reasons, assign it the
HT1ph_AmbientProp heat transfer model, and use an appropriate gamma value.2
4. Create open cycle testbench model by cutting the connection between pipe 1 and
the pump, and adding new boundary source and sink models in their locations.
Set source and sink pressures to p1start, and source specific enthalpy to h1start. If
the simulation is difficult to start, try some different numerical options, such as
Mdotconst=true.
5. In the open cycle simulation result, check that the specific enthalpy at the sink
equals the specific enthalpy at the source. If there is a discrepancy, the condenser
outlet temperature guess is incorrect and should be adjusted.
6. Capture and store the steady state data for the entire open cycle simulation using
the steady state grabbing code (Appendix A.4).
7. Form the closed cycle test by deleting the open cycle source and sink models, and
reconnecting the pipe 1 and pump connectors. Set fixedstatePressure=true in
pipe 1.
1 Experimental results were obtained concurrently with the model construction, so some preliminary
pressures and temperatures were known. If no experimental data were available, condenser and evap-
orator outlet temperatures could be guessed using a pinch point method. A low side pressure can be
freely selected to achieve a suitable condensing temperature. The high-side pressure is then a result of
the expansion valve characteristic.
2 As explained in section 6.1, pipes 2b and 4 were expected to transfer some heat to or from the
environment. They were given gamma values according to the observed heat transfer during preliminary
experiments.
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8. Run the closed loop simulation until steady state is observed. Check that the
pressures to not deviate heavily from the starting point. This is an indication that
the cycle is stable with the selected starting arrays and conditions.
9. To find new initialisation conditions, for example for a different mass flow rate
or valve closure position, only make changes to the closed loop test bench. This
ensures that the filling mass is conserved. Do not use the open loop test bench
again unless restarting from step 1.
From this point, it is a good idea to save a new model for each steady state initiali-
sation position with equal filling mass. From these steady state models, inputs can be
fed dynamic signals to generate and analyse transients.
6.4 Validation of steady state
6.4.1 Experiment SS_0: Expansion valve fully open
This is the baseline organic Rankine cycle with expansion valve fully open. Both
the correlation-based and constant transitioned heat transfer models were simulated.
Global parameters, including boundary and ORC input starting parameters, are given
for the correlation-based case in Table D.1. For the constant transitioned heat trans-
fer model case, the altered global parameters plus heat transfer parameters are given
in Table 6.15. These nominal heat transfer coefficients are based on the results of the
initial correlation model tests. Some regions did not experience certain types of phase
change, so their values are set to zero. For example, the condenser heat exchanger ac-
tually only received single-phase liquid at the inlet for all test cases. If condensation
here was expected, isolated heat exchanger tests would be required to give appropriate
two-phase nominal heat transfer coefficients.
The steady state results for the correlation-based model and the constant transi-
tioned heat transfer-based model are compared against each other, and against the
experimental results for the given conditions in Table 6.16. The correlation model sim-
ulation and constant-transitioned model simulation are almost exactly the same in this
baseline case. This is completely expected, since the transitioned model heat transfer
coefficients are all derived from the correlation model simulation. Both models show
good agreement with the experimental steady state results across the board.
The highest deviation occurred in the gas cooler heat exchanger outlet, point 6,
which was in a saturated fluid state. This is an interesting state point, because the
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Table 6.15: Additional parameters for constant transitioned heat transfer model, based on re-
sults from the correlation heat transfer model of case SS_0.
Parameter Value Unit
[CycleMedium] R245fa_CP_TTSE
Gas Cooler
gammaLiq_nom_sh 121 W/(m2.K)
gamma2ph_nom_sh 4415 W/(m2.K)
gammaVap_nom_sh 121 W/(m2.K)
gammaLiq_nom_pl 6154 W/(m2.K)
gamma2ph_nom_pl 0 W/(m2.K)
gammaVap_nom_pl 0 W/(m2.K)
Evaporator
gammaLiq_nom_sh 169 W/(m2.K)
gamma2ph_nom_sh 4200 W/(m2.K)
gammaVap_nom_sh 169 W/(m2.K)
gammaLiq_nom_pl 729 W/(m2.K)
gamma2ph_nom_pl 0 W/(m2.K)
gammaVap_nom_pl 0 W/(m2.K)
Parameter Value Unit
Condenser
gammaLiq_nom_sh 3688 W/(m2.K)
gamma2ph_nom_sh 0 W/(m2.K)
gammaVap_nom_sh 0 W/(m2.K)
gammaLiq_nom_pl 153 W/(m2.K)
gamma2ph_nom_pl 0 W/(m2.K)
gammaVap_nom_pl 0 W/(m2.K)
Recuperator
gammaLiq_nom_sh 134 W/(m2.K)
gamma2ph_nom_sh 149 W/(m2.K)
gammaVap_nom_sh 134 W/(m2.K)
gammaLiq_nom_pl 139 W/(m2.K)
gamma2ph_nom_pl 0 W/(m2.K)
gammaVap_nom_pl 0 W/(m2.K)
Table 6.16: Case SS_0 steady state validation results: Expansion valve fully open.
Sensor Experiment Correlation Transitioned
Variable Unit number result model Error 1 model Error 2
p1 kPa-a PE13 230 234.3 1.87 % 234.8 2.09 %
p2 kPa-a PE05 375 372.5 -0.67 % 372.7 -0.61 %
T1 ◦C TE10 15.9 15.1 -0.8 K 15.0 -0.9 K
T2b ◦C TE02 17.6 16.3 -1.3 K 16.4 -1.2 K
T3 ◦C TE04 30.9 32.0 1.1 K 33.3 2.4 K
T4a ◦C — — 132.0 — 132.0 —
T4b ◦C TE05 125.5 127.3 1.8 K 127.3 1.8 K
T5 ◦C TE13 111.0 112.6 1.6 K 112.6 1.6 K
T6 ◦C TE14 (sat) 38.3 (sat) 38.0 — (sat) 38.0 —
h6 kJ/kg n/a 251.8 258.2 3.50 % a 258.2 3.50 %
T7 ◦C TE08 26.3 28.7 2.4 K 27.5 1.2 K
Th2 ◦C TE12 123.0 124.7 1.7 K 124.7 1.7 K
Tc2 ◦C TE16 14.1 14.4 0.3 K 14.3 0.2 K
Tc3 ◦C TE17 16.4 16.2 -0.2 K 16.2 -0.2 K
a This metric is the ratio of error of specific enthalpy divided by latent heat of vaporization.
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quality of the fluid at the gas cooler exit, according to Equation 6.1, is x = 0.0148
kg/kg. At this low quality, the density derivative is very large, so a small change in
specific enthalpy results in a relatively large swing in the mass balance. In addition,
these effects are propagated through the entire volume of pipe 6, so the transient in
mass flow rate can be very large. The result is that this state point is rather unstable,
and this shows during dynamic simulations through the rest of this project as they
undergo many state events.
Figures 6.7 to 6.10 show the temperatures, specific enthalpies, and heat transfer
coefficients of fluid as it passes through each heat exchanger. These graphs are very
interesting because they put into perspective the relationship between these key vari-
ables. They also give a better idea of the differences between the constant-transitioned
heat transfer model, and the correlation-based model.
Evaporator additional variables
Figure 6.7 shows that the evaporator heat exchanger is being under-utilised. That is,
only 21.6 kW of heat power is being transferred through it out of the nameplate capac-
ity of 85 kW. The effect of this on the model is that the two-phase evaporation portion
occurs over only a small number of cells. In the correlation-based model, 120 cells were
used for this reason. Even with this number, only six cells fell within the two-phase
region. This meant that local mass and energy dynamics, especially near the saturated
liquid boundary, were lumped into cells represented large ranges of specific enthalpies
and other state variables. This means that during transients, one would expect the state
properties to “jump” every time a cell crosses the saturated liquid boundary, because
the large density and energy derivatives at this point would be applied over the larger
cell zone. The constant-transitioned model used 200 nodes to try to smooth this effect.
Eight out of the 200 nodes fell withing the two-phase region for this model.
Gas cooler additional variables
The additional variables shown for the gas cooler over it’s length (Fig. 6.8) also show
an interesting scenario, in that this heat exchanger has an outlet condition that is two-
phase and lies near the saturated liquid line. The single-phase heat transfer coefficient
is very small compared to the two-phase coefficient, so the two-phase region takes up
quite a small portion of the heat exchanger, even though there is more energy required
to pass through it. This also shows that the constant-transitioned heat transfer model
does a good job getting to the expected outlet state, though the path it takes is some-
what different. The correlation model has a large spike in heat transfer coefficient near
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Figure 6.7: Evaporator additional variables for SS_0
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Figure 6.8: Gas cooler additional variables for SS_0
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the saturated vapour line, then falls to a very low value near the saturated liquid line.
The constant-transitioned model simply uses the average over the entire two-phase
region from the correlation model.
The correlation-based model transitions to the two-phase heat transfer coefficient
slightly earlier than the constant-transitioned model. This occurs due to a series of
intertwining effects of the model:
• Every cell is a lumped average of fluid properties that lie within a fixed volume.
• The inlet and outlet state of the cell are defined by pressure (constant) and specific
enthalpy.
• The difference between inlet and outlet specific enthalpy of a cell is not constant,
and the magnitude of this difference is a function of the heat transfer coefficient
assigned to the cell.
• The heat transfer coefficient transitions depending on the current values of both
inlet and outlet specific enthalpy in relation to the saturated liquid and vapour
lines.
Because of this, the cell crossing the saturated vapour line is much “larger in specific
enthalpy” 3 for the model which has a higher heat transfer coefficient, which is the
correlation-based model. Since the cell which crosses the vapour line in the correlation-
based model is “larger”, it transitions faster and sooner. It is a good outcome, then, that
the outlet specific enthalpy is the same for both models.
Condenser additional variables
The condenser does not show any remarkable traits upon observation of the additional
variables in Figure 6.9, due to it being fully in the liquid region and not doing much
heat exchange work.
Recuperator additional variables
The recuperator additional heat transfer variables are quite iteresting because it picks
up where the gas cooler heat exchanger left off. The hot side of the recuperator begins
in the two-phase region very close to the saturated liquid line, and then transitions into
the liquid-phase zone. The specific enthalpies and temperatures on both the cold side
and hot side of the recuperator match up very well between the correlation-based and
constant-transitioned models.
3 that is, the difference between inlet and outet specific enthalpy is larger.
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6.4.2 Experiment SS_1: Expansion valve closed 10 %
This case is shows the steady state after a slight alteration of the expansion valve clo-
sure of 10 %. Global parameters, including boundary and ORC input starting param-
eters, are given (assuming a correlation-based model) in Table D.2. This case only
shows the constant-transitioned heat transfer model, so the altered global parameters
plus heat transfer parameters are the same as for case SS_0, given in Table 6.15. The
comparison is presented in Table 6.17.
The main check needed for this set of steady state results is that the simulation out-
comes represent the recorded experimental data. This is the case, as the simulated pres-
sure values are less than 2 % deviated from the experiments, and all of the state point
temperatures are less than 3 K deviated. Again, the highest margin of error shows at
the gas cooler outlet, point 6, where a saturated fluid is present and the deviation is
small but noticeable.
Table 6.17: Case SS_1 steady state validation results: Expansion valve closed 10 %.
Sensor Experiment Transitioned
Variable Unit number result model Error
p1 kPa-a PE13 230 234.3 1.87 %
p2 kPa-a PE05 460 465.7 1.24 %
T1 ◦C TE10 15.9 15.0 -0.9 K
T2b ◦C TE02 17.7 16.5 -1.2 K
T3 ◦C TE04 31.2 33.3 2.1 K
T4a ◦C — — 132.0 —
T4b ◦C TE05 125.9 127.3 1.4 K
T5 ◦C TE13 110.7 111.6 0.9 K
T6 ◦C TE14 (sat) 38.2 (sat) 38.0 —
h6 kJ/kg n/a 252.0 258.2 3.39 %
T7 ◦C TE08 26.1 27.5 1.4 K
Th2 ◦C TE12 124.6 124.7 0.1 K
Tc2 ◦C TE16 14.1 14.3 0.2 K
Tc3 ◦C TE17 16.3 16.2 -0.1 K
6.4.3 Experiment SS_2: Expansion valve closed 20 %
This case is shows the steady state when the expansion valve closure is set to 20 %.
This is another case where both correlation-based and the constant-transitioned heat
transfer models are simulated and compared. Global parameters, including boundary
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Table 6.18: Case SS_2 steady state validation results: Expansion valve closed 20 %.
Sensor Experiment Correlation Transitioned
Variable Unit number result model Error 1 model Error 2
p1 kPa-a PE13 235 229.3 -2.43 % 227.0 -3.40 %
p2 kPa-a PE05 625 617.9 -1.14 % 617.6 -1.18 %
T1 ◦C TE10 16.4 15.1 -1.3 K 15.0 -1.4 K
T2b ◦C TE02 17.9 16.7 -1.2 K 16.6 -1.3 K
T3 ◦C TE04 31.2 31.8 0.6 K 33.0 1.8 K
T4a ◦C — — 132.0 — 132.0 —
T4b ◦C TE05 126.5 127.4 0.9 K 127.4 0.9 K
T5 ◦C TE13 109.8 109.7 -0.1 K 109.7 -0.1 K
T6 ◦C TE14 (sat) 38.3 (sat) 37.3 — (sat) 37.1 —
h6 kJ/kg n/a 251.8 257.9 3.35 % 257.6 3.19 %
T7 ◦C TE08 26.3 29.0 2.7 K 27.5 1.2 K
Th2 ◦C TE12 124.7 124.7 0 K 124.8 0.1 K
Tc2 ◦C TE16 14.4 14.4 0 K 14.3 -0.1 K
Tc3 ◦C TE17 16.5 16.2 -0.3 K 16.2 -0.3 K
and ORC input starting parameters, are given (assuming a correlation-based model)
in Table D.3. For the constant transitioned heat transfer model case, the altered global
parameters plus heat transfer parameters are the same as for case SS_0, given in Table
6.15. The simulation comparison is presented in Table 6.18.
In this case, a slightly higher pressure drop is seen over the expansion valve, but the
error between the experimental pressure values and the two simulation models is still
quite good. Both simulations under-predict the final pressure state for both low-side
(p1) and high-side (p2) pressures. All temperature state point values show less than
3 K error, which is very good. The gas cooler outlet is still in saturated state.
6.4.4 Experiment SS_3: Expansion valve closed 30 %
The steady state with the expansion valve closure set to 30 % is presented in this
case. Global parameters, including boundary and ORC input starting parameters, are
given (assuming a correlation-based model) in Table D.4. Since this case only shows
the constant-transitioned heat transfer model, the altered global parameters plus heat
transfer parameters are the same as for case SS_0, given in Table 6.15. The simulation
comparison is presented in Table 6.19.
The constant-transitioned model results were again very close to the experimental
results. The low-side pressure is too low by 4.38 %. This is still an adequately small er-
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Table 6.19: Case SS_3 steady state validation results: Expansion valve closed 30 %.
Sensor Experiment Transitioned
Variable Unit number result model Error
p1 kPa-a PE13 235 224.7 -4.38 %
p2 kPa-a PE05 860 862.4 0.28 %
T1 ◦C TE10 17.4 15.0 -2.4 K
T2b ◦C TE02 18.8 16.8 -2 K
T3 ◦C TE04 31.4 33.2 1.8 K
T4a ◦C — — 132.0 —
T4b ◦C TE05 125.6 127.5 1.9 K
T5 ◦C TE13 107.2 106.6 -0.6 K
T6 ◦C TE14 (sat) 38.8 (sat) 36.7 —
h6 kJ/kg n/a 251.1 258.5 4.03 %
T7 ◦C TE08 26.5 28.1 1.6 K
Th2 ◦C TE12 123.9 124.9 1 K
Tc2 ◦C TE16 15.6 14.4 -1.2 K
Tc3 ◦C TE17 17.7 16.2 -1.5 K
ror margin, but this trend seems to be increasing as the expansion valve closes further.
It is possible that the filling mass is not quite correct, or the heat transfer is becoming
less accurate as the conditions stray further from the baseline ORC. Another consis-
tency is in the gas cooler outlet specific enthalpy, which is again in saturated state. The
error in this variable is also increasing slowly as the expansion valve closes further.
This could be a driver in the increasing error in other variables, because small changes
in this low-quality saturated region cause large changes in void fraction, which can
translate through the entire model.
6.4.5 Experiment SS_4: Expansion valve closed 40 %
This case is shows the steady state when the expansion valve closure is set to 40 %.
This is another case where both correlation-based and the constant-transitioned heat
transfer models are simulated and compared. Global parameters, including boundary
and ORC input starting parameters, are given (assuming a correlation-based model)
in Table D.5. For the constant transitioned heat transfer model case, the altered global
parameters plus heat transfer parameters are the same as for case SS_0, given in Table
6.15. The simulation comparison is presented in Table 6.20.
The simulation low-side pressure variables are somewhat lower than the experi-
mental results. The absolute difference is still less than 20 kPa though, so this is deemed
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Table 6.20: Case SS_4 steady state validation results: Expansion valve closed 40 %.
Sensor Experiment Correlation Transitioned
Variable Unit number result model Error 1 model Error 2
p1 kPa-a PE13 235 216.7 -7.79 % 226.1 -3.79 %
p2 kPa-a PE05 1220 1235.6 1.28 % 1234.9 1.22 %
T1 ◦C TE10 17.6 15.0 -2.6 K 15.2 -2.4 K
T2b ◦C TE02 19.2 17.1 -2.1 K 17.1 -2.1 K
T3 ◦C TE04 31.7 30.8 -0.9 K 34.6 2.9 K
T4a ◦C — — 132.1 — 132.0 —
T4b ◦C TE05 127.3 127.8 0.5 K 127.7 0.4 K
T5 ◦C TE13 104.0 101.4 -2.6 K 101.4 -2.6 K
T6 ◦C TE14 (sat) 38.3 (sat) 35.7 — (sat) 36.9 —
h6 kJ/kg n/a 251.4 255.3 2.13 % 263.6 6.68 %
T7 ◦C TE08 26.8 28.4 1.6 K 31.0 4.2 K
Th2 ◦C TE12 125.6 124.9 -0.7 K 125.1 -0.5 K
Tc2 ◦C TE16 15.0 14.4 -0.6 K 14.4 -0.6 K
Tc3 ◦C TE17 17.2 16.2 -1 K 16.1 -1.1 K
to be acceptable. It is further indication that the model is starting to accumulate more
error as the expansion valve closure is pushed further from the baseline parameters.
All of the temperatures at the state points are quite good still, with less than 4.5 K de-
viation for all points. These error margins are deemed to be acceptable, so long as the
dynamics presented in the next section are representative of the experiments.
6.4.6 Experiment SS_5: Expansion valve closed 50 %
The steady state with the expansion valve closure set to 50 % is presented in this case.
This is the case furthest from the base line in terms of expansion valve pressure drop,
so the dynamics in further sections should be interesting. The steady state case should
match reasonably close to experimental values so that these dynamics are clearly ob-
servable. Global parameters, including boundary and ORC input starting parameters,
are given (assuming a correlation-based model) in Table D.6. Since this case only shows
the constant-transitioned heat transfer model, the altered global parameters plus heat
transfer parameters are the same as for case SS_0, given in Table 6.15. The simulation
comparison is presented in Table 6.21.
Even with a huge pressure drop from 1670–225 kPa, the modelled expansion valve
and organic Rankine cycle match up with the experimental data quite well in the
steady state. There is a 5.9 % deviation in the simulated high-side pressure value,
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Table 6.21: Case SS_5 steady state validation results: Expansion valve closed 50 %.
Sensor Experiment Transitioned
Variable Unit number result model Error
p1 kPa-a PE13 225 213.3 -5.20 %
p2 kPa-a PE05 1670 1768.0 5.87 %
T1 ◦C TE10 17.4 15.1 -2.3 K
T2b ◦C TE02 18.9 17.4 -1.5 K
T3 ◦C TE04 30.3 32.9 2.6 K
T4a ◦C — — 131.7 —
T4b ◦C TE05 127.0 128.0 1 K
T5 ◦C TE13 91.8 91.9 0.1 K
T6 ◦C TE14 (sat) 37.6 (sat) 35.2 —
h6 kJ/kg n/a 247.8 258.5 5.86 %
T7 ◦C TE08 25.2 29.0 3.8 K
Th2 ◦C TE12 124.7 125.3 0.6 K
Tc2 ◦C TE16 15.6 14.4 -1.2 K
Tc3 ◦C TE17 17.7 16.1 -1.6 K
which means that the dynamic model displays 1768 kPa instead of 1670 kPa. The
temperatures at each of the state points are still very close to the experimental data
points, and the gas cooler outlet specific enthalpy is still saturated. One interesting
point to note is that the expansion valve outlet temperature is lower than for the pre-
vious cases, and this matches well with the observed experimental data. With a 50 %
closed expansion valve, the outlet temperature is 91.9 ◦C, which is nearly exactly the
same as observed in the experiment at 91.8 ◦C. At 40 % expansion valve closure, this
temperature is simulated to be 104 ◦C, and at 30 %, 20 %, and 10 % closure, the tem-
peratures are simulated to be 106.6 ◦C, 109.8 ◦C, and 110 ◦C, respectively. The errors
for each of these values is less than 3 K, and often less than 1 K, suggesting that the
expansion valve heat loss model is working particularly well.
6.4.7 Experiment SS_6: Mass flow rate reduced 50 %
This final case is one where the mass flow rate of the ORC is reduced by 50 %, from
0.074 kg/s down to 0.037 kg/s, while the expansion valve is held constant at 20 % clo-
sure. This is another case where both correlation-based and the constant-transitioned
heat transfer models are simulated and compared. Global parameters, including bound-
ary and ORC input starting parameters, are given (assuming a correlation-based model)
in Table D.7. Since this case only shows the constant-transitioned heat transfer model,
the altered global parameters plus heat transfer parameters are the same as for case
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Table 6.22: Case SS_6 steady state validation results: Mass flow rate reduced 50 %.
Sensor Experiment Transitioned
Variable Unit number result model Error
p1 kPa-a PE13 220 185.0 -15.91 %
p2 kPa-a PE05 310 290.0 -6.45 %
T1 ◦C TE10 16.5 14.6 -1.9 K
T2b ◦C TE02 18.6 17.3 -1.3 K
T3 ◦C TE04 27.7 28.7 1 K
T4a ◦C — — 131.6 —
T4b ◦C TE05 125.7 122.3 -3.4 K
T5 ◦C TE13 103.9 108.5 4.6 K
T6 ◦C TE14 29.6 31.1 1.5 K
T7 ◦C TE08 25.5 24.0 -1.5 K
Th2 ◦C TE12 132.1 128.7 -3.4 K
Tc2 ◦C TE16 14.9 14.3 -0.6 K
Tc3 ◦C TE17 15.9 15.2 -0.7 K
SS_0, given in Table 6.15. The simulation comparison is presented in Table 6.22.
For this case, the steady state simulation results are expected to show more devia-
tion than for the expansion valve closure cases, because changing the mass flow rate
has a more profound effect on all aspects of the cycle, including heat transfer coeffi-
cients and pressure drop through the expansion valve. The most obvious error shown
in Table 6.22 is in the low-side pressure, where the ORC dynamic model shows a de-
viation of 15.9 % from the experimental results. The fact that both the low-side and
high-side pressure severely underpredict the experimental results indicates that the
void fractions in some of the heat exchangers must have slipped away from the ideal
values. This is the case in the gas cooler heat exchanger, which has become fully liquid
at the outlet. This condensation causes more mass to be drawn into pipe 6 and the re-
cuperator shell, which means an overall drop in pressure is observed. In the real ORC,
the specific enthalpy at the gas cooler outlet is lower than the model result for all cases
presented. Even though this difference is quite small, the result is a loop that seems
underfilled when small changes occur through the gas cooler heat exchanger.
Despite this pressure deviation, the temperatures at all state points still reasonably
represent the simulation results. The dynamic results will be interesting for this case
to tell whether this “underfilled” effect has an influence on the mass dynamics.
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6.5 Validation of dynamic model
The steady state model was validated in Section 6.4 and shown to provide a good set
of base line cases to begin dynamic validation. The cases from Table 6.7 are presented
here, and the primary indicator that the dynamic model is valid is in the trend of pres-
sure values after the transient initiation.
6.5.1 Experiment D_01
The pressure transient during the expansion valve closure is shown in Fig. 6.11. The
input function for the valve closure is a step of 0-10% closure with a 0.1 second first-
order filter applied. Initial observations show that both the low-side and high-side
pressures match up very well with the experimental dynamic trends, even though the
simulated pressure trend is not smooth and there are some large undulations at certain
points. The high-side pressure, p2, is the more interesting variable to discuss. At time
zero, it initially follows the experimental trend. After about two seconds, it flattens
out, before again following the correct dynamic path. The simulation trend repeats
this undulating process a number of times before it settles to its steady state. The
undulations, in this case, exist because the number of cells in the evaporator is quite
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Figure 6.11: Case D_01 dynamic simulation comparison against experiments
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small, as discussed and illustrated in Section 6.4 Evaporator additional variables. As
each cell crosses the saturated specific enthalpy line, a packet of fluid undergoes quick
evaporation or condensation, and causes the bumps. These bumps seem to keep the
progression of pressure in line with the experimental results, and one would expect
that if there were many more cells, then the smoother trend line would also follow the
experimental result line.
The simulated low-side pressure takes a very slight downturn at the start of the
transient. The experiment low-side pressure does not show this clearly due to noise in
the signal.
6.5.2 Experiment D_02
The pressure transient during the expansion valve closure is shown in Fig. 6.12. The
input function for the valve closure is a step of 0-20% closure with a 0.1 second first-
order filter applied. This case includes results from both the correlation-based and the
constant-transitioned heat transfer based models, to compare against the experimental
data. Consider first the high-side pressure trends. Near the start of the transient, the
constant-transitioned model first responds slightly fast, then slows down so that the
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Figure 6.12: Case D_02 dynamic simulation comparison against experiments
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trend is a couple of seconds behind the experimental data. At about 20 seconds, the
constant-transitioned model meets with the experimental data and follows it excep-
tionally closely until the transient settles.
The correlation-based model result initially tracks the experimental result excep-
tionally well. Around the 20 second point, the model overtakes the simulation and
quickly reaches the settling point, about 10-15 seconds before the experiment model
does. It is difficult to point to the exact cause of this discrepancy, but it is likely
due to the low cell count in the evaporator causing an anomoly during transitioning.
Note that there is no “jump” around the 20 second point, as was seen in the constant-
transitioned model result. This could indicate that a cell in one of the heat exchanger
didn’t quite make the transition between phases, so the associated mass and energy
dynamics were lost.
The low-side pressures match very well in this case for both models and the ex-
perimental data. The same “dip” is present for the model results as was seen in case
D_01. This time, there is some indication that the experimental model also dipped
there. Again, this could just be a result of signal noise.
6.5.3 Experiment D_03
The pressure transient during the expansion valve closure is shown in Fig. 6.13. The
input function for the valve closure is a step of 0-30% closure with a 0.1 second first-
order filter applied. In case D_03, only the constant-transitioned heat transfer model is
compared to experimental results. For the high-side pressure, the simulation pressure
transient rises slightly slower than the experimental result at first. It quickly re-joins
the experimental pressure trend and follows it very closely for the remainder of the
transient. The low-side simulated pressure transient again dips slightly. This time it is
quite obvious that the experimental low-side pressure undergoes no such dip.
Some insight into the origin of this model discrepancy can be found by looking
at the mass flow rates at the evaporator, gas cooler, and recuperator cold side outlets,
shown in Figure 6.14. There is a very large downward spike in mass flow rate at the gas
cooler outlet immediately at the beginning of the case transient. Starting at the nominal
mass flow rate of 0.074 kg/s, this spike temporarily brings the mass flow rate down to
-0.53 kg/s, before returning quite quickly to about 0.04 kg/s. Then the mass flow rate
at this point actually increases to 0.17 kg/s. It only returns to the nominal mass flow
rate at about 40 seconds after the starting point of the transient. The evaporator outlet
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Figure 6.14: Case D_03 simulation mass flow rate data at heat exchanger outlets
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mass flow rate also dips at this point, but only slightly compared to the gas cooler
outlet point.
These anomalies are direct result of the combination of two model properties. Firstly,
the low cell count in the two-phase regions of the gas cooler and evaporator, as dis-
cussed in Section 6.4 Evaporator additional variables. Secondly, the sharp change in
the density derivatives at the specific enthalpy saturated liquid line, as illustrated and
discussed in Section 5.3. If the number of cells were infinite, then this sharp change
would smoothly roll through each infinitesimal cell. There would be a decrease in
mass flow rate, but probably not such a drastic one as is shown here. Perhaps this
effect could be mitigated by more aggressively smoothing the density derivative at
this point, also discussed in Section 5.3. Despite this, the dynamic trends match very
closely, and no further changes to test the effect on mass flow rate spikes have been
tested.
6.5.4 Experiment D_04
The pressure transient during the expansion valve closure is shown in Fig. 6.15. The
input function for the valve closure is a step of 0-40% closure with a 0.1 second first-
order filter applied. This case includes results from both the correlation-based and the
constant-transitioned heat transfer based models, to compare against the experimental
data. The model results are beginning to deviate slightly more from the experimen-
tal data transient results. Interestingly, the constant-transitioned model lags behind
the experimental trend quite significantly. The correlation-based simulation high-side
pressure initially rises faster than the experimental result, then meets back up and set-
tles to a steady state at a very similar rate as the experimental transient. Both results are
still considerably good at representing this transient, but the correlation-based model
is better due to it settling to steady state at a closer point than the constant-transitioned
model.
The low-side pressure simulation still undergoes a small dip at the start of the tran-
sient, likely due to a similar phenomenon as experienced in case D_03. At the pressure
scale of this case, the dip is quite small and can be deemed insignificant.
6.5.5 Experiment D_05
The pressure transient during the expansion valve closure is shown in Fig. 6.16. The in-
put function for the valve closure is a step of 0-50% closure with a 0.1 second first-order
filter applied. This case involves the most drastic change of valve closure position, and
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Figure 6.15: Case D_04 dynamic simulation comparison against experiments
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Figure 6.16: Case D_05 dynamic simulation comparison against experiments
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the resulting transient is the largest and also takes the longest to settle to steady state.
Note that the time-scale is somewhat longer in Fig. 6.16 than for previous test cases.
The constant-transitioned model follows the experimental data quite closely for the
first 90 seconds of the transient. After this point, the experimental data quickly flattens
off, while the simulated pressure continues to rise. In fact, the simulated data has not
quite settled even at 360 seconds after the starting point. The model steady state high-
side pressure for this case is about 6% greater than in the experimental data, as first
shown in Table 6.21. Perhaps this quite small deviation in steady state high-side pres-
sure is the reason the simulated transient continued far longer than the experimental
data shows it should.
The low-side pressure shows no obvious dynamics compared to the scale of the
transient in this case. Overall, despite the extra time the simulation predicts to settle
to steady state, the agreement between model and experimental data is quite good,
especially for the first 180 seconds after the start of the transient. At this point, there is
some devation, but it is close enough to the steady state that this deviation is not very
significant to the dynamics of the system.
6.5.6 Experiment D_06
Cases D_06 through to D_10 are the reverse situation, where the expansion valve po-
sition begins partially closed, then is fully opened. The pressure transient during the
expansion valve opening is shown in Fig. 6.17. The input function for the valve open-
ing is a step of 10-0% closure with a 0.1 second first-order filter applied. The simulated
high-side pressure undergoes an interesting spike during this case. Recall from case
D_01 (Fig. 6.11), that there were significant undulations due to phase transitions over
heat exchangers with relatively low cell counts. In this closure case, the transient set-
tles much faster than even in case D_01, and a large spike in is seen in the middle of
the transient. Presumably, if the cell count were increased, this would shift to multiple,
smaller spikes, but the total settling time should still remain similar. In the present sim-
ulation, the dynamic response predicted by the model still matches very well despite
the large spike in the middle of the transient. This is a very good indication, because it
means that despite having a relatively low “resolution” due to the low cell count, and
even though this causes some non-real phenomena to occur such as this large pressure
spike, the resulting transient predicted by the model is still very good. However, some
stability issues could arise if this exact model were used in closed-loop control mod-
elling. It would be beneficial to improve the resolution of the model in order to ensure
stability of such simulations.
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Figure 6.17: Case D_06 dynamic simulation comparison against experiments
The low-side pressure sees a small rise in pressure at the beginning of the transient.
This is likely due to the same mechanism discussed for Case D_03 and illustrated in
Fig.6.14, but in the reverse direction.
6.5.7 Experiment D_07
The pressure transient during the expansion valve opening is shown in Fig. 6.18. The
input function for the valve opening is a step of 20-0% closure with a 0.1 second first-
order filter applied. This case includes results from both the correlation-based and
the constant-transitioned heat transfer based models, to compare against the experi-
mental data. Similar to in Case D_06, the high-side pressure undulates severely. The
correlation-based model has sharper spikes during the transient than the constant-
transitioned model does. This is likely due to the greater variance in heat transfer
coefficient causing sharper effects as the cells cross the saturated liquid and vapour
lines. Again, the model transient settles in a very similar time frame for both of the
models compared to the experimental data, despite the sharp spikes shown by the
model.
The simulated low-side pressure shows a new significant effect, and is especially
evident for the constant-transitioned model. A very steep spike in low-side pressure
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Figure 6.18: Case D_07 dynamic simulation comparison against experiments
is seen at the start of the transient, almost taking the low-side pressure as high as the
high-side pressure for a short time. Within about 4 seconds, this spike settles back to a
fairly low pressure, and the remainder of the simulation is quite reasonable. This effect
is caused by the same mechanism discussed for Case D_03 and illustrated in Fig.6.14,
however it is more severe in this case.
Despite this non-real model phenomena, the settling time and overall dynamics of
Case D_07 are very similar to the experimental results. This is another good result, but
these non-real phenomena do increase the computational time of the models.
6.5.8 Experiment D_08
The pressure transient during the expansion valve opening is shown in Fig. 6.19. The
input function for the valve opening is a step of 30-0% closure with a 0.1 second first-
order filter applied. In this case, the high-side pressure simulated using the constant-
transitioned heat transfer models lags slightly behind the experimental transient data.
There are still spike-undulations present, and they are more numerous than for the
previous cases. There is also a final spike which seems quite out of place at the 50
second mark, which seems to bring the final settling pressure back up to the expected
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Figure 6.19: Case D_08 dynamic simulation comparison against experiments
final pressure. The slight lag only puts the modelled result about 3-5 seconds behind
the experimental result, so the overall dynamic agreement is still quite good.
Again, a spike in the low-side pressure is observed. The magnitude of the spike is
similar to in Case D_07, at about 550 kPa, even though the total pressure transient in
this case is larger. This supports the notion that the anomaly is a result of the low cell
count, which is a constant between tests, rather than a result of some kind of dynamic
balance equation inaccuracy.
6.5.9 Experiment D_09
The pressure transient during the expansion valve opening is shown in Fig. 6.20. The
input function for the valve opening is a step of 40-0% closure with a 0.1 second first-
order filter applied. This case includes results from both the correlation-based and the
constant-transitioned heat transfer based models, to compare against the experimental
data. For the high-side pressure result, both the correlation and constant-transition
models matched very closely to each other, and lagged behind the experimental data
by a small amount for the first 20 seconds of the transient. Both modelled results did
rejoin the experimental result at about this 20 second point, and continued to settle
very closely to the rate shown in experimental results.
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Figure 6.20: Case D_09 dynamic simulation comparison against experiments
The low-side pressures again underwent a significant, non-real spike at the start of
the transient. The correlation result had a larger spike, as was the case for Case D_07.
These modelled spikes took a lot longer to settle back to the experimental data points,
taking about 40 seconds from the start of the transient. This is more significant than
in previous cases, and could begin to show some flaws with the model in its current
state. Future studies should look at this, and attempt to increase the number of cells
to see if this helps alleviate this problems. Computational improvements should also
be looked at if this is the case, because increasing the number of cells dramatically
increases computational time.
6.5.10 Experiment D_10
The pressure transient during the expansion valve opening is shown in Fig. 6.21. The
input function for the valve opening is a step of 50-0% closure with a 0.1 second first-
order filter applied. This is the reverse case involving the most drastic change of valve
closure position. The settling time is still quite fast though, presumably because this
involves releasing the high pressure to a lower energy state. For the high-side pressure,
the modelled results again lag behind the experimental transient data. This time, the
modelled transient does not rejoin with the experimental transient until some time
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Figure 6.21: Case D_10 dynamic simulation comparison against experiments
after the latter transient settles to steady state. The final settling time lags behind by
about 10-15 seconds in this case. This is one of the largest discrepancies in the dynamic
trend comparison seen so far. Even so, considering that the input step is practically
instantaneous, the result is not drastically poor.
The low-side pressure sees the same initial spike as in previous cases, but this time
it reaches a higher peak of about 950 kPa. Again, the spike reduces back to a low
pressure state very quickly, and then takes about 50 seconds to completely settle back
to the experimental pressure values.
6.5.11 Experiment D_11
The final two cases, D_11 and D_12, present a new scenario, with a change in cycle
mass flow rate caused by a step change in the cycle pump VSD settings. For both of
these cases, the expansion valve closure is fixed at 20 % closed. Fig. 6.22 shows the
results of the first case, in which the input function for the pump speed is a step of
100-50% speed with a 0.1 second first-order filter applied. Recall as well that there
are some deviations between the steady states at this reduced mass flow rate from
the experimental data at the same state. Steady state validation results from Table 6.22
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Figure 6.22: Case D_11 dynamic simulation comparison against experiments
showed that the simulation low-side pressure settled 16 % lower than the experimental
data indicated, and the high-side pressure settled 6.5 % lower.
With this in mind, the dynamic simulation results can be examined. The high-side
pressure result looks somewhat similar to Case D_07 (Fig. 6.18, except this transient
is slightly slower. The simulated dynamic result lags a little behind the experimen-
tal result. There is an unusual increase in the pressure leading up to the transient,
which could be an experimental anomaly, and this could be the reason the simula-
tion result seems to lag behind. If the modelled high-side pressure was re-matched to
650 kPa, which is the peak of the experimental data, then perhaps the simulation tran-
sient would follow more closely. The overall settling time does resemble the overall
settling time for the experimental case, and this is a good sign for the validity of the
presented model.
It is interesting to observe that the simulation low-side pressure shows no sign of
the spike at the start of the transient that was observed for all expansion valve closure
and opening cases. However, it should be noted that both the low- and high-side
pressures are slowly declining over the entire presented time frame, to eventually settle
at the steady state points shown in Table 6.22.
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6.5.12 Experiment D_12
The final case presents the pressure transient during a change in cycle mass flow rate
as shown in Fig. 6.23. The input function for the pump speed is a step of 50-100%
speed with a 0.1 second first-order filter applied. The simulated high-side pressure
from the dynamic model matches remarkably well to the experimental data obtained.
The initial steady state pressures are slightly low, as previously discussed for steady
state case SS_6. Apart from this, there is close to zero deviation between the model and
the experimental transient data.
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Figure 6.23: Case D_12 dynamic simulation comparison against experiments
6.6 Validity conclusions
A range of steady state and dynamic tests were set up to cover the entire range of
transients observed during the initial experiments performed using the Pinjarra Hills
High Pressure Loop. Six steady state cases were tested using the organic Rankine cycle
dynamic model presented in Chapter 5. Two of these were tested using a correlation-
based heat transfer model, and all cases were tested using a constant-transitioned heat
transfer model calibrated using initial results from the correlation models. Across all
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of the steady state tests, the maximum deviation of pressure was 16 %, observed in
the low-side pressure of the final case where mass flow rate was reduced by half. The
high-side pressure is arguably more important for the dynamic trends, so this result is
acceptable. All other pressures deviated by less than 6 %. Additionally, all simulated
temperatures varied from the experimental data by less than 5 K, which is a very good
result.
Twelve dynamic cases were modelled and simulations were compared against data
obtained during the same experiments. Cases D_01 through D_05 involved changing
the expansion valve closure position from zero to between 10 % and 50 % closed, while
holding all other input variables constant. Cases D_06 through D_10 were the reverse
situation, where the valve closure position was changed from each of the previous
positions, 10 % through 50 %, back to fully open position. The final two cases involved
holding the expansion valve closure constant at 20 % closed, and reducing the mass
flow rate by half, then increasing it from that position back to the nominal mass flow
rate. It is difficult to quantitatively assess this kind of comparison, so it is best to assess
based on approximate settling times and visual trends.
For all dynamic test cases, the simulation results matched up very closely to the ex-
perimental data. Many simulations presented significant pressure undulations, how-
ever despite this the settling time and overall trends followed very closely to the ex-
perimental transient data. There were also some instances of the low-side pressure
spiking very aggressively right at the start of the transient. This was shown to be
most likely due to a relatively low cell count in the model. In the evaporator, there
were 120 fluid cells in the cycle fluid channel for the correlation-based model, but only
six cells were in the two-phase region. This showed that the evaporator was heav-
ily under-utilised. This could be the cause of many of the undulations and pressure
spikes, because there is a large difference between inlet and outlet specific enthalpies
at these two-phase cells, leading to the potential for non-realistic spikes from the mass
and energy balances due to the density derivatives of these large average cells. Despite
these numerical irritations, for all tested cases, the settling time deviated from simula-
tions to experiments by approximately less than 20 seconds. Some cases, such as D_02
(Fig. 6.11), D_03 (Fig. 6.13), D_06 (Fig. 6.17), D_07 (Fig. 6.18), and D_12 (Fig. 6.23),
matched remarkably well with almost zero deviation between the pressure dynamics.
Overall, the outcomes from the dynamic model simulations are very satisfactory,
and this author recommends the approach taken in Chapter 5 to build models for or-
ganic Rankine cycles.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Thesis summary
The main aim of the work presented in this thesis was to develop, demonstrate, and
validate a methodology to simulate the dynamics of organic Rankine cycle plants in
accordance with the needs of the Queensland Geothermal Energy Centre of Excellence,
and the needs that were found from examining the latest literature. There are some
well-developed modelling frameworks for the simulation of Rankine cycles, but there
is no fully documented guide on how to build a working and stable dynamic model
from the basics using the best available models. There is also room to advance some
aspects of the dynamic modelling of heat exchangers, such as the usage of correlations
and a variety of phase transitioning methods. Dynamic simulation of solar thermal
generation, which is heavily influenced by intermittent environmental effects, is an
especially sought-after outcome of such a dynamic model.
The QGECE laboratory organic Rankine cycle is a great test facility for small scale
models, so the first area of research explored was to analyse that loop. The scroll ex-
pander that was used in the laboratory is a positive displacement power expansion
machine modified from a common air-conditioning scroll compressor, and showed po-
tential to be used in a small solar thermal cogeneration unit that uses cheap and avail-
able equipment. Chapter 4 presents a dynamic model, developed in Modelica, which
was used to estimate the performance of such a cogeneration system for a develop-
ment such as a brewery, food processing plant, or a large dwelling unit that requires
large volumes of hot water and electricity. The results include a typical day’s output
for various times of the year, and provide interesting outcomes involving solar thermal
storage, but also proved the effectiveness of this type of dynamic model.
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In Chapter 5, a complete organic Rankine cycle model was developed using a com-
bination of the two most advanced and most suitable models available in the Model-
ica language and using the Dymola simulation tool: ThermoPower and ThermoCycle.
A tutorial on the effective usage of these libraries, as well as usage of fluid medium
models, and other basic Modelica fluid systems libraries, is given in the context of the
present dynamic models. Pipe models are extended to include a second heat transfer
wall for the external pipe wall. This can be used for regular pipes and for heat ex-
changer shells. A great emphasis was placed on heat exchanger modelling, especially
for the creation of deterministic plate heat exchanger models with a descriptive set
of parameters that are fully integrated into the core mass and energy balances in the
system. A number of correlations for plate heat exchangers are implemented and com-
pared to manufacturer heat exchange data in the dynamic modelling environment.
Correlations for single-phase, condensation, and boiling heat transfer are selected as
the most suitable for the plate heat exchangers and the testing environment used fur-
ther in the thesis.
This modelling effort also included effective application and parametrisation for a
model of an expansion valve for refrigerant expansion. A strategy for the compilation
of an entire organic Rankine cycle is presented and discussed. This is based on the in-
tention to validate the models using a new renewable power generation laboratory in
Brisbane, Australia. An especially important and often overlooked aspect of dynamic
modelling and simulation is the intialisation of these complex, closed loop thermody-
namic systems. A number of initialisation approaches are presented and discussed,
along with the implication of these approaches on the calculation of filling mass of
cycle fluid in the system. A new method is also presented for greatly simplifying the
intialisation process, which utilises first order filtering functions and selective initiali-
sation of starting arrays of state variables. Finally, considerations for control systems
implementation and testing into the presented dynamic models are discussed.
As previously mentioned, a new facility called the QGECE Renewable Power Gen-
eration Laboratory has been built in parallel to the studies performed in this thesis.
An organic Rankine cycle called the High Pressure Loop is chosen as the platform to
validate the heat exchanger and greater organic Rankine cycle modelling strategies. A
range of steady state and dynamic tests were configured to cover the entire range of
transients observed during the initial experiments performed using the High Pressure
Loop. In Chapter 6, six steady state cases were presented comparing the presented
dynamic models against the experimental steady state data, using correlations and
nominal heat transfer coefficients methods identified in the heat exchanger modelling
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section. Twelve dynamic cases were also modelled and simulations were compared
against the data obtained during the same experiments. There was some identified in-
stability caused by problematic numerical options. Despite this, the simulation results
matched up very closely to the experimental data for all steady state and dynamic test
cases, including extremely close agreements in some cases.
7.2 Conclusions
The major conclusions of the thesis are:
• A small-scale solar thermal cogeneration unit that uses cheap and available equip-
ment has been simulated in a concept study, and shown to be feasible in applica-
tions that need large volumes of both hot water and electricity.
• A rigorous methodology to simulate the dynamic response of organic Rankine
cycles to transient inputs has been described.
• A complete and functional dynamic model based on the QGECE Renewable
Power Generation Laboratory High Pressure Loop has been developed using a
combination of the most advanced thermal power cycle modelling libraries avail-
able.
• Deterministic plate heat exchanger models using a number of correlations have
been presented and tested against manufacturer specifications for the testing fa-
cility heat exchangers, and found to be in satisfactory agreement.
• The presented dynamic model has been configured for simulation of the above
experimental facility, and successfully simulated six steady state cases and twelve
dynamic test cases.
• Across all steady state tests, the maximum deviation of pressure was 16 %. This
was from the low-pressure side of the ORC in the case where mass flow rate was
reduced by half. For all other test cases, the steady state pressures deviated by
less than 6 %.
• For all dynamic test cases, the simulation results matched up very closely to the
experimental data. Some simulations presented non-realistic pressure spikes and
undulations. Despite this, the settling time deviated between simulations and
experiments by approximately less than 20 seconds. In five of the twelve cases,
the dynamics matched remarkably well to the experimental data, with almost
zero deviation from the experiment pressure dynamics.
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• Usage of correlations is recommended to find suitable nominal heat transfer co-
efficients for use in correctly set-up transitioning heat transfer models. These
nominal transitioning heat transfer models are then equally accurate as the cor-
relations they were parameterised from, but many times faster to simulate.
Overall, the dynamic modelling efforts were met with a great success when vali-
dated against the experimental data from a real organic Rankine cycle testing facility.
This author highly recommends the use of existing libraries that were built upon, Ther-
moCycle and ThermoPower. This author also recommends the approach taken in this
thesis for the compilation, parameterisation, and development of the dynamic models
for organic Rankine cycles.
7.3 Suggested future research
There were some intriguing questions that came up whilst exploring this thesis topic,
and a number of research topics emerged that would lead to improved dynamic mod-
els, if further explored.
It is still unclear whether dynamic models based on the finite volumes discretisation
approach, as used in this thesis, is the best approach to model control systems for
thermal plants. Accurate dynamic models have been shown to rely on very precise heat
transfer models, especially for void fractions of heat exchangers. The finite volumes
approach is preferable to attain this accuracy, but the dynamic simulations run during
this thesis were extremely computationally demanding, and could never keep up with
real time dynamic simulation.
Heat exchanger modelling for both static and dynamic models is still a very poorly
understood area of research. Further research and experimentation is required in the
field of two-phase flow boiling and condensation in plate heat exchangers. A gen-
eral correlation for plate heat exchangers using organic fluids, especially for two-phase
zones, is a critical and missing section in the literature. Further research, development
and experimentation for various types and configurations of heat exchangers, such as
printed circuit heat exchangers, would also be very useful.
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Appendix A
Modelica models
A.1 Pipe ambient heat transfer model
model HT1ph_AmbientProportional
"Heat flux is proportional to difference between fluid temperature and
ambient temperature"
extends
ThermoCycle.Components.HeatFlow.HeatTransfer.ConvectiveHeatTransfer.
BaseClasses.PartialConvectiveCorrelation;
parameter SI.Temperature T_ambient = 25 +273.15 "Ambient temperature";
final parameter SI.Temperature T_amb[n] = ones(n) * T_ambient;
parameter SI.CoefficientOfHeatTransfer gamma_amb = 20
"Heat transfer coefficient between fluid/wall and ambient";
equation
q_dot = (T_amb - T_fluid)*gamma_amb;
end HT1ph_AmbientProportional;
A.2 Reciprocating pump model
model ReciprocatingPump "A piston positive displacement pump"
replaceable package Medium = Modelica.Media.Water.StandardWater
constrainedby Modelica.Media.Interfaces.PartialMedium
"Replaceable fluid package"
annotation (choicesAllMatching);
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput rpm
annotation (Placement(transformation(
origin={-40,70},
extent={{-20,-20},{20,20}},
rotation=270)));
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ThermoPower.Water.FlangeA flangeA(redeclare package Medium = Medium)
annotation (Placement(transformation(extent={{-100,0},{-80,20}}),
iconTransformation(extent={{-120,-20},{-80,20}})));
ThermoPower.Water.FlangeB flangeB(redeclare package Medium = Medium)
annotation (Placement(transformation(extent={{80,-20},{100,0}}),
iconTransformation(extent={{80,-20},{120,20}})));
Medium.ThermodynamicState state1;
import Modelica.Constants.pi;
SI.MassFlowRate mdot1 "Fluid inlet mass flow rate";
SI.MassFlowRate mdot2 "Fluid exit mass flow rate";
SI.AbsolutePressure p1 "Pressure at inlet";
SI.AbsolutePressure p2 "Pressure at outlet";
SI.SpecificEnthalpy h1 "Enthalpy of entering fluid";
SI.SpecificEnthalpy h2 "Enthalpy of outgoing fluid";
SI.Density rho1 "Density of entering fluid";
SI.SpecificEntropy s1 "Entropy of entering fluid";
parameter SI.Efficiency eta_s = 0.60 "Pump isentropic efficiency";
parameter SI.Efficiency eta_pump = 0.95 "Pump hydraulic efficiency";
parameter SI.Efficiency eta_shaft = 0.95 "Mechanical shaft efficiency";
parameter SI.VolumeFlowRate flow_rate_nominal(displayUnit="l/min") = 0.0002833
"Rated volume flow rate";
parameter SI.Conversions.NonSIunits.AngularVelocity_rpm rpm_nominal = 1700
"Rated speed";
SI.VolumeFlowRate Q(displayUnit="l/min") "Used volume flow rate";
SI.AbsolutePressure dp "Pressure increase";
SI.Torque T_shaft "Shaft torque";
SI.Power P_hydraulic "Hydraulic power";
SI.Power P_shaft "Shaft power";
SI.Conversions.NonSIunits.AngularVelocity_rpm N_in
"Shaft input angular velocity";
equation
// Medium model
state1 = Medium.setState_phX(p1, h1, Medium.reference_X);
// Variable assignments
mdot1 = flangeA.m_flow;
mdot2 = -flangeB.m_flow;
p1 = flangeA.p;
p2 = flangeB.p;
h1 = inStream(flangeA.h_outflow);
h2 = flangeB.h_outflow;
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rho1 = Medium.density(state1);
s1 = Medium.specificEntropy(state1);
// Variable declarations
N_in = rpm;
Q = N_in/rpm_nominal * flow_rate_nominal;
mdot1 = Q * rho1;
// Functional equations
mdot1 = mdot2;
h2 = h1 + (Medium.specificEnthalpy_psX(p2,s1,Medium.reference_X) - h1)/eta_s;
flangeA.h_outflow = h1;
// Power equations
P_shaft = T_shaft * SI.Conversions.from_rpm(N_in);
P_hydraulic = P_shaft * eta_shaft;
dp = p2 - p1;
P_hydraulic = Q * dp / eta_pump;
end ReciprocatingPump;
A.3 Decoupled valve for steam flow
partial model ValveBase_decoupled
"Base model for valves with mass flow rate and pressure decoupled using
first-order function"
extends ThermoPower.Icons.Water.Valve;
import ThermoPower.Choices.Valve.CvTypes;
replaceable package Medium = ThermoPower.Water.StandardWater constrainedby
Modelica.Media.Interfaces.PartialMedium "Medium model";
parameter CvTypes CvData = CvTypes.Av "Selection of flow coefficient";
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Area Av(
fixed=if CvData == CvTypes.Av then true else false,
start=wnom/(sqrt(rhonom*dpnom))*FlowChar(thetanom))=0
"Av (metric) flow coefficient"
annotation(Dialog(group = "Flow Coefficient",
enable = (CvData==CvTypes.Av)));
parameter Real Kv(unit="m3/h")=0 "Kv (metric) flow coefficient"
annotation(Dialog(group = "Flow Coefficient",
enable = (CvData==CvTypes.Kv)));
parameter Real Cv=0 "Cv (US) flow coefficient [USG/min]"
annotation(Dialog(group = "Flow Coefficient",
enable = (CvData==CvTypes.Cv)));
parameter Medium.AbsolutePressure pnom "Nominal inlet pressure"
annotation(Dialog(group="Nominal operating point"));
parameter Medium.AbsolutePressure dpnom "Nominal pressure drop"
annotation(Dialog(group="Nominal operating point"));
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parameter Modelica.SIunits.MassFlowRate wnom "Nominal mass flowrate"
annotation(Dialog(group="Nominal operating point"));
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Density rhonom=1000 "Nominal density"
annotation(Dialog(group="Nominal operating point",
enable = (CvData==CvTypes.OpPoint)));
parameter Real thetanom = 1 "Nominal valve opening"
annotation(Dialog(group="Nominal operating point",
enable = (CvData==CvTypes.OpPoint)));
parameter Modelica.SIunits.Power Qnom=0 "Nominal heat loss to ambient"
annotation(Dialog(group="Nominal operating point"),
Evaluate = true);
parameter Boolean CheckValve=false "Reverse flow stopped";
parameter Real b=0.01 "Regularisation factor";
parameter Real lag = 0.1 "Lag time for the first order decoupling function";
replaceable function FlowChar =
ThermoPower.Functions.ValveCharacteristics.linear constrainedby
ThermoPower.Functions.ValveCharacteristics.baseFun "Flow characteristic"
annotation(choicesAllMatching=true);
parameter Boolean allowFlowReversal = system.allowFlowReversal
"= true to allow flow reversal, false restricts to design direction";
outer ThermoPower.System system "System wide properties";
final parameter Medium.AbsolutePressure pin_start=pnom
"Inlet pressure start value"
annotation(Dialog(tab = "Initialisation"));
final parameter Medium.AbsolutePressure pout_start=pnom - dpnom
"Inlet pressure start value"
annotation(Dialog(tab = "Initialisation"));
Modelica.SIunits.MassFlowRate w(start=wnom) "Mass flow rate";
Modelica.SIunits.Density rho "Inlet density";
Medium.Temperature Tin;
Medium.AbsolutePressure p "Calculated and smoothed pressure";
Medium.AbsolutePressure p_prev "Previous time step of inlet pressure";
Medium.AbsolutePressure dp "Pressure drop across the valve";
protected
function sqrtR = ThermoPower.Functions.sqrtReg (delta=b*dpnom);
public
ThermoPower.Water.FlangeA inlet(
m_flow(start=wnom, min=if allowFlowReversal then -Modelica.Constants.inf
else 0),
p(start=pin_start),
redeclare package Medium = Medium)
annotation (Placement(transformation(extent={{-120,-20},{-80,
20}}, rotation=0)));
ThermoPower.Water.FlangeB outlet(
m_flow(start=-wnom, max=if allowFlowReversal then +Modelica.Constants.inf
else 0),
p(start=pout_start),
redeclare package Medium = Medium)
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annotation (Placement(transformation(extent={{80,-20},{120,
20}}, rotation=0)));
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput theta "Valve opening in per unit"
annotation (Placement(transformation(
origin={0,80},
extent={{-20,-20},{20,20}},
rotation=270)));
initial equation
if CvData == CvTypes.Kv then
Av = 2.7778e-5*Kv;
elseif CvData == CvTypes.Cv then
Av = 2.4027e-5*Cv;
end if;
// assert(CvData>=0 and CvData<=3, "Invalid CvData");
p_prev = pnom;
equation
inlet.m_flow + outlet.m_flow = 0 "Mass balance";
w = inlet.m_flow;
der(p_prev) = (p-p_prev)/lag;
p = inlet.p;
// Fluid properties
fluidState = Medium.setState_ph(inlet.p,inStream(inlet.h_outflow));
rho = Medium.density_ph(inlet.p, inStream(inlet.h_outflow));
Tin = Medium.temperature(fluidState);
// Energy balance
outlet.h_outflow = inStream(inlet.h_outflow) - Qnom/wnom *
(Tin-Tambient)/(Tin_nom-Tambient);
inlet.h_outflow = inStream(outlet.h_outflow) - Qnom/wnom *
(Tin-Tambient)/(Tin_nom-Tambient);
dp = p_prev - outlet.p "Definition of dp";
end ValveBase_decoupled;
model ValveVap_decoupled "Valve for steam flow"
extends OrganicThermoPower.Components.ValveBase_decoupled_2;
import ThermoPower.Choices.Valve.CvTypes;
parameter Real Fxt_full=0.5 "Fk*xt critical ratio at full opening";
replaceable function xtfun = ThermoPower.Functions.ValveCharacteristics.one
constrainedby ThermoPower.Functions.ValveCharacteristics.baseFun
"Critical ratio characteristic";
Real x "Pressure drop ratio";
Real xs "Saturated pressure drop ratio";
Real Y "Compressibility factor";
Real Fxt "Fxt coefficient";
protected
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parameter Real Fxt_nom(fixed=false) "Nominal Fxt";
parameter Real x_nom(fixed=false) "Nominal pressure drop ratio";
parameter Real xs_nom(fixed=false) "Nominal saturated pressure drop ratio";
parameter Real Y_nom(fixed=false) "Nominal compressibility factor";
initial equation
if CvData == CvTypes.OpPoint then
// Determination of Av by the nominal operating point conditions
Fxt_nom = Fxt_full*xtfun(thetanom);
x_nom = dpnom/pnom;
xs_nom = smooth(0, if x_nom > Fxt_nom then Fxt_nom else x_nom);
Y_nom = 1 - abs(xs_nom)/(3*Fxt_nom);
wnom = FlowChar(thetanom)*Av*Y_nom*sqrt(rhonom)*sqrtR(pnom*xs_nom);
else
// Dummy values
Fxt_nom = 0;
x_nom = 0;
xs_nom = 0;
Y_nom = 0;
end if;
equation
// p = homotopy(
// if not allowFlowReversal then inlet.p
// else noEvent(if dp>=0 then inlet.p else outlet.p),
// inlet.p);
Fxt = Fxt_full*xtfun(theta);
x = dp/p_prev;
xs = smooth(0, if x < -Fxt then -Fxt else if x > Fxt then Fxt else x);
Y = 1 - abs(xs)/(3*Fxt);
w = homotopy(FlowChar(theta)*Av*Y*sqrt(rho)*sqrtR(p_prev*xs),
theta/thetanom*wnom/dpnom*(p_prev-outlet.p));
end ValveVap_decoupled;
A.4 Steady state array grabbing code
This code was written in Python 3.4.3 to ‘grab’ steady state arrays for OrganicPower cycle
initialisation. If executed from the Python shell, and the shell is not closed afterwards, the
arrays will be pre-named in Modelica form and saved on the clipboard to be pasted straight
into the test bench model. If the Python shell is closed, the clipboard value will be lost.
This code requires the files alist.exe from the Dymola directory, and the python script
below, to be placed in the same directory as the Dymola results file.
This is a general code that allows a single steady state array to be “grabbed” for each set of
options filled in. For large models with many steady state arrays to generate, the code should
be extended to automatically pre-fill many of these options, such as heat exchanger names and
variable lengths. Some more specific codes used for this purpose are available on request to the
author.
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# TCPipesArray.py
"""Parses Dymola output files to create array of the final time
state."""
# Last updated 08/06/2015 by Braden Twomey
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------
import os
import csv
from tkinter import Tk
simulationfile = input('Simulation file path: ')
n=0
commandstr = []
csvnames = []
variables = []
ns = []
# Compile the command line strings for each simulation variable.
while True:
n += 1
print('Queue to parse simulation #'+str(n) + '. Enter "break" to end.')
variable = input('Simulation component: ')
if variable == 'break':
break
n += 3
variables.append(variable)
csvnames.append(variable+'.shellSide.Summary.h')
csvnames.append(variable+'.plateSide.Summary.h')
csvnames.append(variable+'.metalWall.T')
csvnames.append(variable+'.shellWall.T')
varlength = int(input('Length of variable: '))
ns.append(varlength)
tempstr = 'alist.exe'
if varlength == '1':
tempstr += ' -e %s' % variable+'.shellSide.Summary.h'
else:
for i in range(varlength):
tempstr += ' -e %s[%i]' % (variable+'.shellSide.Summary.h', i+1)
tempstr += ' '+simulationfile
tempstr += ' temp.csv'
commandstr.append(tempstr)
tempstr = 'alist.exe'
if varlength == '1':
tempstr += ' -e %s' % variable+'.plateSide.Summary.h'
else:
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for i in range(varlength):
tempstr += ' -e %s[%i]' % (variable+'.plateSide.Summary.h', i+1)
tempstr += ' '+simulationfile
tempstr += ' temp.csv'
commandstr.append(tempstr)
tempstr = 'alist.exe'
if varlength == '1':
tempstr += ' -e %s' % variable+'.metalWall.T'
else:
for i in range(varlength):
tempstr += ' -e %s[%i]' % (variable+'.metalWall.T', i+1)
tempstr += ' '+simulationfile
tempstr += ' temp.csv'
commandstr.append(tempstr)
tempstr = 'alist.exe'
if varlength == '1':
tempstr += ' -e %s' % variable+'.shellWall.T'
else:
for i in range(varlength):
tempstr += ' -e %s[%i]' % (variable+'.shellWall.T', i+1)
tempstr += ' '+simulationfile
tempstr += ' temp.csv'
commandstr.append(tempstr)
# Use alist.exe to parse the temporary csv file then write the last row
# to an new csv file named after the variable.
clipboardarr = []
# rowarray = []
for j in range(n-1):
os.system(commandstr[j])
tempfile = open('temp.csv')
reader = csv.reader(tempfile, delimiter=',')
for row in reader:
rowarray = row[1:]
tempfile.close()
os.remove('temp.csv')
csvfile = open(csvnames[j]+'.csv', 'w', newline='')
writer = csv.writer(csvfile, delimiter=',')
temparr = []
for k in range(len(rowarray)):
writer.writerow([rowarray[k]])
temparr.append(rowarray[k])
csvfile.close()
clipboardarr.append(temparr)
print('Simulation #%i of %i parsed.' %(j+1, n-1))
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# Compile the Modelica parameter of start values and add it to windows
# clipboard.
clipboardstr = ''
i = 0
for j in range(len(variables)):
clipboardstr += ('parameter Real ' + variables[j] + '_shellSide_hs[' +
str(ns[j]) + '] = {')
for k in range(ns[j]):
clipboardstr += clipboardarr[i][k]
if k != ns[j]-1:
clipboardstr += ','
clipboardstr += '};' + '\n'
clipboardstr += ('parameter Real ' + variables[j] + '_plateSide_hs[' +
str(ns[j]) + '] = {')
for k in range(ns[j]):
clipboardstr += clipboardarr[i+1][k]
if k != ns[j]-1:
clipboardstr += ','
clipboardstr += '};' + '\n'
clipboardstr += ('parameter Real ' + variables[j] + '_metalWall_Ts[' +
str(ns[j]) + '] = {')
for k in range(ns[j]):
clipboardstr += clipboardarr[i+2][k]
if k != ns[j]-1:
clipboardstr += ','
clipboardstr += '};' + '\n'
clipboardstr += ('parameter Real ' + variables[j] + '_shellWall_Ts[' +
str(ns[j]) + '] = {')
for k in range(ns[j]):
clipboardstr += clipboardarr[i+3][k]
if k != ns[j]-1:
clipboardstr += ','
clipboardstr += '};' + '\n'
i =+ 4
r = Tk()
r.withdraw()
r.clipboard_clear()
r.clipboard_append(clipboardstr)
r.destroy()
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A.5 Embedded steady state array grabbing algorithm
This is the basis for a similar steady state array grabbing algorithm that can be added to either
heat exchanger or full system models. It is recommended that this algorithm be adapted and
used for future initialisation studies. It was kindly provided by Francesco Casella (Politecnico
di Milano, Italy).
algorithm
when terminal() and generateInitCode then
print("recuperator(");
print(" hotSide(");
s := " hstart={";
for i in 1:hotSide.N loop
s := s + String(hotSide.h[i]);
if i < hotSide.N then
s := s + ",";
end if;
end for;
s :=s + "},";
print(s);
s :=" pstart="+String(hotSide.p)+"),";
print(s);
print(" coldSide(");
s := " hstart={";
for i in 1:coldSide.N loop
s := s + String(coldSide.h[i]);
if i < coldSide.N then
s := s + ",";
end if;
end for;
s :=s + "},";
print(s);
s :=" pstart="+String(coldSide.p)+"),";
print(s);
s := " plates(Tvolstart={";
for i in 1:plates.Nw loop
s := s + String(plates.Tvol[i]);
if i < plates.Nw then
s := s + ",";
end if;
end for;
s := s + "})));";
print(s);
end when;
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A.6 Media packages code
R245fa
package R245fa_CP_Smooth
"R245fa - Coolprop smooth density, TTSE - TC"
extends ExternalMedia.Media.CoolPropMedium(
mediumName="R245fa",
substanceNames={"R245fa|rho_smoothing_xend=0.15"});
end R245fa_CP_Smooth;
package R245fa_CP_TTSE "R245fa - Coolprop - TC"
extends ExternalMedia.Media.CoolPropMedium(
mediumName="R245fa",
substanceNames={"R245fa|rho_smoothing_xend=0.15|enable_TTSE=1"});
end R245fa_CP_TTSE;
package R245fa_CP_BICUBIC "R245fa - Coolprop - TC"
extends ExternalMedia.Media.CoolPropMedium(
mediumName="R245fa",
substanceNames={"R245fa|calc_transport=1|enable_TTSE=0|enable_BICUBIC=1"});
end R245fa_CP_BICUBIC;
Shell Thermia D
package ThermiaD "Shell Thermia-D (incompressible) from tables"
extends Modelica.Media.Incompressible.TableBased(
mediumName="Shell Thermia-D",
T_min=Modelica.SIunits.Conversions.from_degC(0),
T_max=Modelica.SIunits.Conversions.from_degC(320),
TinK=false,
T0=273.15,
tableViscosity=[
0,1543.6e-3; 20,282.86e-3; 40,84.592e-3; 100,9.044e-3; 150,3.234e-3;
200,1.609e-3; 250,0.9579e-3; 300,0.6411e-3; 340,0.5045e-3],
tableDensity=[
0,894; 20,882; 40,870; 100,834; 150,803; 200,773; 250,743;
300,712; 340,688],
tableHeatCapacity=[
0,1925; 20,1925; 40,2007; 100,2254; 150,2459; 200,2665;
250,2871; 300,3076; 340,3241],
tableConductivity=[
0,0.169; 20,0.165; 40,0.162; 100,0.151; 150,0.142; 200,0.134;
250,0.125; 300,0.116; 340,0.109]);
redeclare function extends density_derp_h
algorithm
ddph:= 0;
end density_derp_h;
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redeclare function extends density_derh_p
algorithm
ddhp:= 0;
end density_derh_p;
end ThermiaD;
Appendix B
Correlations used in heat transfer
models for plate heat exchangers
Table B.1: Relevant single-phase heat transfer correlations from the literature
Investigator Correlation Limits
Incropera et al. (2007)
laminar
Nu = 3.66 Re ≤ 2000,
uniform wall temperature
Sieder-Tate
(Incropera et al., 2007)
turbulent
Nu = 0.027 Re4/5 Pr1/3 (µ/µw)0.14 Re ≥ 10000, 0.7 ≤ Pr ≤ 16700,
L/D ≥ 10
Muley and Manglik
(1997) laminar
Nu =1.6774(Dhyd/Lp)1/3
× [(90−βc)/30]0.38 × Re0.5
× Pr1/3 × (µ/µw)0.14
2 ≤ Re ≤ 400, 2.4 ≤ Pr ≤ 220,
30◦ ≤ βc ≤ 60◦, 1 ≤ φc ≤ 1.5,
water, vegetable oil
Muley and Manglik
(1999) turbulent
Nu =[0.2668− 0.006967(90−βc) + 7.244
× 10−5(90−βc)2]× [20.78−
50.94φc + 41.16φ2c − 10.51φ3c ]
× Re[0.728+0.0543sin[(pi(90−βc)/45)+3.7]]
× Pr1/3(µ/µw)0.14
Re ≥ 103, 2 ≤ Pr ≤ 6,
30◦ ≤ βc ≤ 60◦,
1 ≤ φc ≤ 1.5, water
Wanniarachchi et al.
(1995)
Nu =[Nu3l + Nu
3
t ]
1/3 Pr1/3 (µ/µw)0.17
Nul =3.65 [βc]−0.455 [φc]0.661 Re0.339
Nut =12.6 [βc]−1.142 [φc]1−m Rem
m =0.646 + 0.0011[βc]
1 ≤ Re ≤ 104, 20◦ ≤ βc ≤ 62◦,
water
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Table B.2: Relevant two-phase heat transfer correlations from the literature
Investigator Correlation Notes
Chen (1966) boiling Snb =(1 + 2.53 · 10−6 · Re1.17)−1
αnb =
0.00122 (k0.79 · cp0.45 · ρl0.49)
(σ0.5 ·µl0.29 · ilg0.24 · ρv0.24)
×
|Tsat − Tw|0.24 · |psat − psat,w|0.75 · Snb
Xtt =
(
1− x
x
)0.9 (ρv
ρl
)0.5 ( µl
µv
)0.1
Fcb =max
[
2.35 (1/Xtt + 0.213)0.736, 1
]
αcb =γl · Fcb
γtp =αnb +αcb
tube flow,
Lockhart-Martinelli
parameter Xtt
from Kandlikar (1999).
Snb formula Reynold’s
multiplier changed to
10−4 to account for
lower transition Re
for plate channels
Cooper (1984)
boiling
αnb =35 pr0.12 (−log10(pr))−0.55 ·M−0.5 · |q˙in|0.67 combine with
separate convective
boiling correlation
Steiner and Taborek
(1992) boiling
db =0.0146 · 35 ·
[
2 σ
g (ρl − ρv)
]0.5
αnb,o,A =20000 · db/(k · Tsat)
αnb,o,B =ilg · db2/a2
αnb,o,C =a2 · ρl/(σ · db)
αnb,o,D =µ · cp/k
αnb,x =0.1 · k/db · (ρl/ρv)−0.156 × (αnb,o,A)0.674
× (αnb,o,B)0.371 · (αnb,o,C)0.35(·αnb,o,D)−0.16
Fpr,x =1.2 · (0.03)0.27 + (2.5 + 11− (0.03) ) · pr
nFpr,x =0.9− 0.3 · (0.03)0.3
αnb,o =αnb,x/Fpr,x
Continued next page...
tube flow,
refrigerants only
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Investigator Correlation Notes
Fpr =2.816 pr0.45 +
[
3.4 +
1.7
1− pr7
]
· pr3.7
nFpr =0.8− [0.1 exp(1.75 pr)]
FM =0.36 (1000 M)0.27
Fnb,f =Fpr ·
(
q˙
20000
)nFpr
·
(
D
0.01
)−0.4
· FM
αnb =Fnb,f ×αnb,o
Ftp =
([
(1− x)1.5 + 1.9 (x)0.6 (1− x)0.01
×
(
ρl
ρv
)0.35 ]−2.2
+
{(
γv
γl
)
(x)0.01
×
[
1 + 8 (1− x)0.67
] }−2)−0.5
αcb =Ftp ×γl
γtp =(αnb
3 +αcb
3)1/3
Hsieh and Lin (2002)
boiling
γl =0.2092 · (kl/D) · Rel0.78 · Prl1/3 · (µ/µw)0.14
Bo =
q˙
G · ilg
γtp =γl · 88 · Bo0.5
vertical plate flow,
R410a
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Investigator Correlation Notes
Jokar et al. (2006)
boiling
Nu =0.603 · Rel0.5 · Prl0.1 · x−2
×
[
G2
ρl
2 cp,l |Tw − T|
]−0.1
·
[
ρl
2 ilg
G2
]−0.5
×
[
ρl σ
µl G
]1.1
·
[
ρl
ρl − ρv
]2
vertical plate flow,
R134a, βc = 30◦
0.05 6 x 6 0.95
Shah (1979)
condensing
γtp =γl ·
[
(1− x)0.8 +
(
3.8 · x0.76 · (1− x)0.04
pr0.38
)]
pipe flow
Wang et al. (2000)
condensing
γtp = γl
(
ρl
ρm
)(a+b·Relc)
where for this project,
a = 0.37, b = 6.0, c = −0.64.
a, b, and c are
constants,
0.3 6 a 6 0.37,
5.0 6 b 6 6.0,
−0.64 6 c 6 −0.60.
Kuo et al. (2005)
condensing
γl =0.2092 · (kl/Dhyd) · Rel0.78 · Prl1/3 · (µ/µw)0.14
Co =
(
1− x
x
)0.8
·
(
ρl
ρv
)
Frl =
G2
ρl
2 · g · Dhyd
Bo =
q˙
G · ilg
γtp =γl ·
[
0.25 Co−0.45 · Frl0.25 + 75 Bo0.75
]
vertical plate flow,
R410a
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Geometry parameter tables
Table C.1: PHTTF Gas Cooler Geometry
Parameter Value Unit
Nplates 80 integer
Lplate 190 mm
width 152 mm
Cp 0.8 real
zplate 3.075 mm
tplate 0.7 mm
chevronbeta 17 degrees
chevronphi 1.3 real
Lshell 326 mm
wshell n/a mm
zshell n/a mm
Dshell 288 mm
tshell 20 mm
tendplate 40 mm
VolShell 1.925 litres
tiso 8 mm
kiso 0.03 W/(m.K)
rhom 8000 kg/m3
cm 550 J/(kg.K)
km 16 W/(m.K)
Table C.2: PHTTF Evaporator Geometry
Parameter Value Unit
Nplates 50 integer
Lplate 420 mm
width 271 mm
Cp 1 real
zplate 2.25 mm
tplate 0.7 mm
chevronbeta 30 degrees
chevronphi 1.25 real
Lshell 532 mm
wshell 271 mm
zshell 112.5 mm
Dshell n/a mm
tshell n/a mm
tendplate n/a mm
VolShell 0 litres
tiso 3 mm
kiso 0.07 W/(m.K)
rhom 8000 kg/m3
cm 550 J/(kg.K)
km 16 W/(m.K)
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Table C.3: PHTTF Condenser Geometry
Parameter Value Unit
Nplates 80 integer
Lplate 190 mm
width 152 mm
Cp 0.8 real
zplate 3.075 mm
tplate 0.7 mm
chevronbeta 17 degrees
chevronphi 1.3 real
Lshell 326 mm
wshell n/a mm
zshell n/a mm
Dshell 288 mm
tshell 20 mm
tendplate 40 mm
VolShell 1.925 litres
tiso 8 mm
kiso 0.03 W/(m.K)
rhom 8000 kg/m3
cm 550 J/(kg.K)
km 16 W/(m.K)
Table C.4: PHTTF Recuperator Geometry
Parameter Value Unit
Nplates 50 integer
Lplate 420 mm
width 271 mm
Cp 1 real
zplate 2.25 mm
tplate 0.7 mm
chevronbeta 30 degrees
chevronphi 1.25 real
Lshell 532 mm
wshell 271 mm
zshell 112.5 mm
Dshell n/a mm
tshell n/a mm
tendplate n/a mm
VolShell 0 litres
tiso 3 mm
kiso 0.07 W/(m.K)
rhom 8000 kg/m3
cm 550 J/(kg.K)
km 16 W/(m.K)
Appendix D
Global parameters for steady state cases
Refer to Table 6.8 for descriptions of parameters. Full steady state arrays, e.g. for condenser_shellSide_hs[N],
are not given here. Some of these arrays are illustrated during in the validation discussion. Modelica
code for each of the listed media packages are given in Appendix A.6.
Table D.1: Scenario SS_0 Global Parameters
Parameter Value Unit
[CycleMedium] R245fa_CP_Smooth [package]
[HotMedium] Thermia_D [package]
[ColdMedium] StandardWater [package]
mdotcycle 0.0742 kg/s
mdothot 1.10 kg/s
mdotcold 2.34 kg/s
x_valve_start 0 1
p1start 234.3 kPa-a
p2start 372.5 kPa-a
pauxstart 1.5e5 kPa-a
Thot1 133.0 ◦C
Tcold1 14.2 ◦C
h1start 219337 J/kg
h2astart 219506 J/kg
h2bstart 221282 J/kg
h3start 243533 J/kg
h4astart 526342 J/kg
h4bstart 521207 J/kg
h5start 507479 J/kg
h6start 258190 J/kg
h7start 235776 J/kg
T_ambient 25 ◦C
Table D.2: Scenario SS_1 Global Parameters
Parameter Value Unit
[CycleMedium] R245fa_CP_Smooth [package]
[HotMedium] Thermia_D [package]
[ColdMedium] StandardWater [package]
mdotcycle 0.0742 kg/s
mdothot 1.10 kg/s
mdotcold 2.34 kg/s
x_valve_start 0 1
p1start 234.3 kPa-a
p2start 465.7 kPa-a
pauxstart 1.5e5 kPa-a
Thot1 133.0 ◦C
Tcold1 14.2 ◦C
h1start 219342 J/kg
h2astart 219624 J/kg
h2bstart 221388 J/kg
h3start 243578 J/kg
h4astart 525257 J/kg
h4bstart 520121 J/kg
h5start 506387 J/kg
h6start 258208 J/kg
h7start 235855 J/kg
T_ambient 25 ◦C
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Table D.3: Scenario SS_2 Global Parameters
Parameter Value Unit
[CycleMedium] R245fa_CP_Smooth [package]
[HotMedium] Thermia_D [package]
[ColdMedium] StandardWater [package]
mdotcycle 0.0742 kg/s
mdothot 1.10 kg/s
mdotcold 2.34 kg/s
x_valve_start 0 1
p1start 227.0 kPa-a
p2start 617.6 kPa-a
pauxstart 1.5e5 kPa-a
Thot1 133.0 ◦C
Tcold1 14.2 ◦C
h1start 219338 J/kg
h2astart 219814 J/kg
h2bstart 221559 J/kg
h3start 243198 J/kg
h4astart 523421 J/kg
h4bstart 518284 J/kg
h5start 504540 J/kg
h6start 257629 J/kg
h7start 235830 J/kg
T_ambient 25 ◦C
Table D.4: Scenario SS_3 Global Parameters
Parameter Value Unit
[CycleMedium] R245fa_CP_Smooth [package]
[HotMedium] Thermia_D [package]
[ColdMedium] StandardWater [package]
mdotcycle 0.0742 kg/s
mdothot 1.10 kg/s
mdotcold 2.34 kg/s
x_valve_start 0 1
p1start 224.7 kPa-a
p2start 862.4 kPa-a
pauxstart 1.5e5 kPa-a
Thot1 133.0 ◦C
Tcold1 14.2 ◦C
h1start 219377 J/kg
h2astart 220155 J/kg
h2bstart 221864 J/kg
h3start 243628 J/kg
h4astart 520283 J/kg
h4bstart 515142 J/kg
h5start 501382 J/kg
h6start 258460 J/kg
h7start 236532 J/kg
T_ambient 25 ◦C
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Table D.5: Scenario SS_4 Global Parameters
Parameter Value Unit
[CycleMedium] R245fa_CP_Smooth [package]
[HotMedium] Thermia_D [package]
[ColdMedium] StandardWater [package]
mdotcycle 0.0742 kg/s
mdothot 1.10 kg/s
mdotcold 2.34 kg/s
x_valve_start 0 1
p1start 226.1 kPa-a
p2start 1234.9 kPa-a
pauxstart 1.5e5 kPa-a
Thot1 133.0 ◦C
Tcold1 14.2 ◦C
h1start 219599 J/kg
h2astart 220830 J/kg
h2bstart 222463 J/kg
h3start 245481 J/kg
h4astart 514971 J/kg
h4bstart 509824 J/kg
h5start 496036 J/kg
h6start 263613 J/kg
h7start 240412 J/kg
T_ambient 25 ◦C
Table D.6: Scenario SS_5 Global Parameters
Parameter Value Unit
[CycleMedium] R245fa_CP_Smooth [package]
[HotMedium] Thermia_D [package]
[ColdMedium] StandardWater [package]
mdotcycle 0.0742 kg/s
mdothot 1.10 kg/s
mdotcold 2.34 kg/s
x_valve_start 0 1
p1start 213.3 kPa-a
p2start 1768.1 kPa-a
pauxstart 1.5e5 kPa-a
Thot1 133.0 ◦C
Tcold1 14.2 ◦C
h1start 219451 J/kg
h2astart 221347 J/kg
h2bstart 222932 J/kg
h3start 243393 J/kg
h4astart 505495 J/kg
h4bstart 500348 J/kg
h5start 486524 J/kg
h6start 258506 J/kg
h7start 237884 J/kg
T_ambient 25 ◦C
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Table D.7: Scenario SS_6 Global Parameters
Parameter Value Unit
[CycleMedium] R245fa_CP_Smooth [package]
[HotMedium] Thermia_D [package]
[ColdMedium] StandardWater [package]
mdotcycle 0.0742 kg/s
mdothot 1.10 kg/s
mdotcold 2.34 kg/s
x_valve_start 0 1
p1start 184.5 kPa-a
p2start 288.8 kPa-a
pauxstart 1.5e5 kPa-a
Thot1 133.0 ◦C
Tcold1 14.2 ◦C
h1start 218783 J/kg
h2astart 218910 J/kg
h2bstart 222351 J/kg
h3start 237402 J/kg
h4astart 526866 J/kg
h4bstart 516881 J/kg
h5start 503825 J/kg
h6start 246422 J/kg
h7start 231181 J/kg
T_ambient 25 ◦C
